is inspired by and borne
We hope you will see the kaleidoscopic nature of the book as
out of the CounterPlay’16
an invitation, or rather a series of invitations. Every chapter,
festival in Aarhus, Denmark,
every game, every little challenge, they are all invitations
where like-minded playful souls
and permissions. It is an invitation to stop, think, learn
from around the world convened to
and perhaps see play in a new light.
talk, think, dance, build, create, laugh
and PLAY. This wasn’t enough, the journey was only just beginning, the movement
was gaining momentum, so we invited more
people to join us, to widen the circle. As a manifestation of our shared passion for play, this book is
made by the play community for the play community. It
seeks to improve our understanding of play and to inspire
conversations, but it also aims to be a playful expression in
itself. It is a book that wants to play and it wants you to play with
it as well.
By making the book we wish to say, loud and clear, without any reservations, that play is important for all of us, and that all our lives would
be better, if only we allowed play the space it deserves.
It is not, by any means, a particularly homogenous book, but rather a kaleidoscopic view into the field of play. The content is coming from many domains
and disciplines, and you’ll find academic research, personal stories, fictional tales,
comics, drawings, games and more. It is committed to raising the awareness of play, it
is serious and ambitious, but it is also silly and, at times, without much purpose, apart from
the experience of exploration and play.
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W

hen enough
people raise
play to the
status it deserves in
our lives, we will
find the world a
better place”
– Stuart Brown
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THERE IS NO
ONE RIGHT WAY
TO PLAY
...just like there is no one right way to approach
this book, so please, go at it any way you like.

W

e mean it. What would be the most
playful way you could imagine to
interact with this thing? By the common logic of books, each chapter is
followed by... another chapter, but
it is a scientific fact (right?) that no one ever reads a
book like this from A to Z. It is more likely that you will
be skimming a bit here and there, maybe you’ll read
an entire chapter if you’re really into it, put it down, go
about your daily life, before, hopefully, coming back.
Who knows, maybe you’re inspired to play along the
way, and that might also interfere with reading (we certainly hope it will).
In our minds, play is about participation. Play is agency. Remember that when reading the book. Feel free
to play with it, to hack it, to remix it, to tear out pages,

make drawings, take notes, fold origami figures, write
love letters. Whatever you feel like.
A last thing: the chapters have colors that are related
to specific categories:
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OH,
THERE
YOU
ARE

I

t’s wonderful to see you, it really is…but we’re not
quite ready to invite you in, I’m afraid.
Just hold on a second.
Maybe we should play a little game while you
wait?
Yes? Ok.
Try to clear your mind. Don’t think about your job,
don’t think about grocery shopping, forget about the
dirty laundry and the discussion on social media, try
to disregard politics, even forget about your kids and
loved ones (just for a moment, not permanently, oh
no, you might regret that).
What was I saying? Ah, forget, forget, forget.
Now that all the other things are gone, try to remember your childhood. Maybe it’s a long time ago,
maybe you’re still a child (I hope you are in some
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sense). Maybe it was full of warmth and love, maybe
it was less joyful.
Anyway, think about it.
Childhood.
What made you smile and laugh?
There’s a good chance you’re thinking about some
sort of play. Maybe even playful play. Maybe you’re
with your best friend?
How did you like to play? What did it look like?
Where were you? What were you doing? Who were
you with? How did it make you feel? Like, all the way
down in your stomach?
Good, right?
Ahh.
Let’s come back to now. Do you still play? Are you
still able to bring yourself in that particular state of
mind, feeling a similar joy, doing something that probably feels too silly for adults? Do you still dare to engage in activities that are seemingly purposeless? If
so, how do you do it? What’s your trick?
What? Are you freezing out there?
Sorry, what am I thinking? Please come in, I think
we’re getting there.
You can leave your shoes, coat and seriousness over
there. Yes, right there.
I hope you’ll enjoy the company and the meal, you
must be hungry after the journey, it takes awhile to
get here.
One last thing before you enter: you might encounter people and ideas that seem strange to you. It is an
odd gathering in there, coming from all over the place.
They might be too silly, too dangerous, too much, and
I bet they don’t always know where they’re headed.
Try to be your most curious self, the person that says
“yes, and…” to the unknown, who embraces the unpredictable and who gives yourself permission to play.
If you do this, I’m quite sure you’ll have fun.
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WE HAVE COME
TOGETHER FROM
NEAR AND FAR
to share our passion for play with you,
and we are happy to present this book that is made
by the play community for the play community...

I

t seeks to improve our understanding of play and
to inspire conversations, but it also aims to be a
playful expression in itself. It is a book that wants
to play and it wants you to play with it as well.
By making the book we wish to say, loud and
clear, without any reservations that play is important
for all of us, and that all our lives would be better, if
only we allowed play the space it deserves. It doesn’t
have to be much, really, and even just a little can have
a transformative impact.
Play is an art form, an expression of creativity, and a
fundamental part of human culture. It shines a light in
dark places, leads us to beauty, exposes the insincere.
Play is participation, agency and freedom. Play can
also be considered an instrument for other things such
as learning, creativity and motivation, but these are
mere side effects of play. Legitimate and potentially
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powerful outcomes, but side effects, nonetheless, not
the real thing, not what we truly care about.
More important than all of that, play is an attitude,
a way of life, a source of energy, inspiration and joy.
It informs and influences everything from your daily
chores to the big decisions, challenges and even the
crises we all eventually encounter in life. Contrary to
popular belief, you never grow too old to play, and
you don’t suddenly forget how to play or become unable to do so. It’s always there, the capacity for play,
just waiting for an invitation.
“It’s wrong to think of playing as
the interruption of ordinary life.
Consider instead playing as
the underlying, always-there
continuum of experience”
(Schechner, 2003)
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Let’s talk about expectations. We have already claimed
that this is a “book”, which naturally leads you to anticipate certain things about the experience of reading it. More often than not, books, including books
that focus on play, offer a degree of stringency and
fit in to pre-established categories. You know what to
expect, but play isn’t that predictable. As you will notice, this is not a particularly homogenous book, but
rather a kaleidoscopic view into the field of play. The
content is coming from many domains and disciplines,
and you’ll find academic research, personal stories,
fictional tales, comics, drawings, games and more. It
is committed to raising the awareness of play, it is serious and ambitious, but it is also silly and, at times,
without much purpose, apart from the experience of
exploration and play.
As such it does not produce one unified, coherent
argument about play, and it abstains from making any
clear-cut conclusions.
What it does demonstrate, however, is:

THE DIVERSITY OF PLAY
“We all play occasionally, and we all know what
playing feels like. But when it comes to making
theoretical statements about what play is, we fall
into silliness. There is little agreement among us,
and much ambiguity” (Sutton-Smith, 1997)
We fully embrace this “ambiguity of play”, described
so eloquently by the late Brian Sutton-Smith, and we
share the notion that play is “paradoxical because it
displays one quality and the opposite of that quality at
the same time” (Henricks, 2009). After all, how could
play mean so much to so many people, young and old,
throughout history and across cultures, if play could
be captured by any one definition or way of looking
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at it? No, play effectively resist simple categorization,
and too many nuances are lost if we insist on trying.
“Play […] can manifest itself in many different
ways in humans. It may be solitary, social, pretend,
imaginary, symbolic, verbal, socio-dramatic,
constructional, rough-and-tumble, manipulative,
and so forth” (Bateson & Martin, 2013)
This is not to say that we shouldn’t try to understand
play, of course, but only that we must respect and
mirror the diversity in our attempts. For play to really
mean something and be potentially transformative, it
needs to resonate with your sense of self. It can definitely challenge you and your worldview, but not too
much at once. Hence, one way to invite playfulness is
to abstain from giving simple answers or definitions of
what play can be. The mistake we often make is providing pre-packaged play solutions (like games or
toys designed for a very specific purpose) that
leave little to no space to the imagination
of the player. This book is full of “empty
spaces” that requires you to fill them.
Every chapter gives you an
opportunity to look at play from
one or more positions. None
of the authors can capture
more than glimpses,
freezing play in
brief moments,
trying to analyze what
they
see.
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When taken as a whole, however, you should be able
to see some of the many nuances and traits that characterize play. These observations will overlap, making
similar statements with different words, but you might
also find dissonance, contradictory arguments, conflicts between ideas, but don’t worry, this can have
a “productive quality” (Skovbjerg, 2016). Conflict is
often a part of play, and it can help you reflect on
your own experiences, insights and preferences.

PLAY IS PARTICIPATION
Play is participation and participation is power. If you
don’t have agency, you don’t actually participate and
it’s not really play. When you play, you effectively
change the world, if only for a brief period of time.
Play is not detached from the world, but provides us
instead with a unique way to interact with it.
“Nothing exists — at least, nothing that is playful
in character — until the participants decide
to invest the moment with this quality. When
they withdraw that energy and enthusiasm, the
moment dies. Play makes people aware of their
capacities for social agency” (Henricks, 2015)
If you want to make the most of this book, you must
take upon you this central trait of play: you must participate. Engaging with the book will hopefully turn
out to be as much about exploration of the world of
play, as it is about sitting down and reading. We hope
you will see the kaleidoscopic nature of the book as
an invitation, or rather a series of invitations. Every
chapter, every game, every little challenge, they are
all invitations and permissions.
It is an invitation to stop, think, learn and perhaps
see play in a new light. You might encounter writing
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that
is (too)
hard, but
give it a try.
If it’s too much,
remember the book
is hackable. Why not
cross out words or sections
to make it feel easier (and delight in the sabotage)?. It is often
the “pleasantly frustrating” experiences that give rise to new thoughts and
ideas. There is friction in difficulty, as there
is in play, and it pushes your thinking and
your imagination to reach further.
Think, but don’t overdo it. Remember to stop thinking, start sensing, feeling. Invite the rest of your body
to join in your thinking. We can never fully understand
play, if we only come at it from a purely rational perspective, and like several authors argue, it is a mistake
to only watch play from the outside.
“play is a feeling, an embodied state of mind
in which we experience novel thoughts and
sensations before they become entrapped within
language (Shields, 2015)
The most important invitation, therefore, is the
invitation to play. The book is one big invitation to
play, an encouragement and a permission, because
sometimes you need more than just an invitation. You
need to feel safe, you need to experience that you
have permission, and you need to be reminded that
playing and living playfully is ok. Maybe you need to
have your permission renewed? We can help with the
paperwork.
Ok, you say, I know I can play, but how do I do it?
We think you know already, but to get you started,
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we have collected a number of concrete ideas, which
should get you going right away and scattered them
throughout the book. Find one that appeals to
you,and try it out.

THE PLAY COMMUNITY
This is not a book (if it is in fact a book?) that exists in
a vacuum. Few things do, of course. More specifically,
it is inspired by and borne out of the CounterPlay ’16
festival in Aarhus, Denmark, where like minded playful souls from around the world got together, talked,
danced, created stuff and played. Oh, yes, they
played in ways too many adults would not usually dare
to play, especially in public. Afterwards someone said:
“Just a thought, have you considered creating
a CounterPlay publication focused around the
outcomes of the 2016 conference? I thought it
would be a great opportunity to get like minded
people to write articles to form a book around our
ideas on play” (thanks, Kate!).
We collectively decided that a book would indeed
be a good idea, and it would furthermore allow us to
do something together, as a community. It was never
exclusively tied to CounterPlay or anything else, for
that matter, but rather an open invitation. The entire
process has been organized with the play community,
and all the different contributors found their way into
the circle on their own.
Our ambitions are high, but we also realize that this
book is but a very small contribution to a very big field,
where practitioners and scholars have been trying to
understand the joyful nature of play for hundreds,
thousands of years. This is neither the beginning of
the journey, nor the end, but rather somewhere in
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between. We wish to approach the topic with respect
and humility, well aware that we can, at most, help
take a small step forward, but small steps are all we
can ever take.
As long as we take them together, they will matter.
That brings us back to the play community. This
is key, really. Cultivating a diverse play community
where people are actively participating to explore and
spread play is probably our best bet to foster a strong
movement towards a more playful world. When we
know for certain that we are not alone that other people feel the same urge to be playful, then we can easier muster the courage that is necessary to challenge
the non-playful structures around us.
“But we are a play community, and playing the
way we do, for fun, for everyone’s fun, in public
– our fun little community becomes something
else. “To those who want to be seen as people
who embrace life, embrace each other, embrace
spontaneity, freedom, laughter; we are an
alternative. An invitation. We play as if the game
isn’t important. The rules aren’t important. As
if the only really important thing is each other”
(DeKoven, 2016)
It is only loosely held together, the ties are invisible,
and like the magic circle, there are no rigid borders or
boundaries around the play community. Nobody owns
it and no one ever can, as it belongs solely to the participants as a shared resource. This play community
we’re speaking of here exists on a global scale, but it’s
made up of many, many smaller communities.
It’s fragile, in a way, and it will only thrive, evolve
and grow if it is cared for and nurtured. If we leave it
alone, without love and attention, it will wither away.
This community is not driven by or particularly interested in external rewards or markers, but by finding
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and creating meaning, challenges, resistance,
adventures, smiles
and joy. It is exactly
like play, fueled by an
inner “continuation desire”:
“We desire to keep doing it, and
the pleasure of the experience drives
that desire. We find ways to keep it
going. If something threatens to stop the
fun, we improvise new rules or conditions so
that the play doesn’t have to end. And when it
ais over, we want to do it again” (Brown, 2009)
The people in the play community play with each other, of course, but it is also a space for reflection and
conversation. Conversations between people, sure, but
also between ideas, thoughts, things that are written
and things that are spoken; Exchanges, interactions,
meetings of minds, ambitions and dreams.
Seeing the play community as a whole is relevant,
as it transcends the limitations of any one person or
organization, who can only do so much to improve the
conditions for play to thrive in society. As a global community, on the other hand, we have the potential and
power to utterly transform the role of play in the world.
Like the people in this book have come together,
guided by their passion for play, let us do more to
cultivate the global play community. It welcomes researchers and practitioners, people who work with
play and people who are merely curious, even people who don’t consider themselves playful. If you think
yourself of the latter category beware, play might
change your life. It already has for many of us.
Play is immensely powerful when it creates deep
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connections between people, even strangers. We
have probably all experienced this, and we know the
feeling of barriers suddenly falling away. When we
play, we share the responsibility, and we need to be
present in the moment, right here, right now. You are
open to the world, aware, listening, anticipating, embracing what the other person brings. This is rarely
more visible than in the eyes of people playing with
each other. The way they shine, the pure joy, this is as
close to magic as it gets. In this sense, play becomes
a demonstration of empathy, an exploration of being
together in ways that respect us all. Play is a lesson in
humanity, a gentle reminder of all the things we have
in common across age groups, nationalities, religions,
socio-cultural backgrounds and other differences that
usually keep us apart.
Let’s rise to the occasion, and do what play does
best: let’s connect deeply, let’s see across the barriers
and differences, let’s step into each other’s lives to join
forces in the fight for a more playful world.
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ABOUT
AUGUSTO BOAL
MATHIAS POULSEN

M

aybe you don’t yet know much about
Augusto Boal (1931-2009), in which
case you and I are in the same boat. It
is, however, a mistake that we should
both do something about. Maybe we
could help each other out? For any of us curious souls
interested in play, and particularly in the transformative
potential of play, Boal should probably be unavoidable. Inspired by another revolutionary thinker and activist, Paulo Freire, Boal developed the “Theatre of the
Oppressed”, where he argued that theatre can “be a
weapon for liberation” (Boal, 1974), when spectators
become actors:

Art and play are alike, you see, close relatives that
overlap and intermingle in ways, we can’t quite understand and when you’re in a playful state of mind, you
don’t accept “the politics of necessity”, because your
imagination is running wild, allowing you to see and
pursue alternative paths, worlds and futures. When
you are no longer a spectator, but a participant and
an actor, you have the potential to change the world:

"Artists are witnesses of their times: they should
not impose on their public their own view of
society, their own understanding of human beings,
or their own way to make decisions, but, after
speaking their speech, having their say, giving their
testimony, delivering to us the product of their art
and their craft, they should help others to stimulate
inside themselves the artists that lie within,
underdeveloped and timid as they may be, shy
thoughts still unborn and fragmented, the delicate
sensibility that has been blunted.”

As you explore this book, you will find games developed or shared by Boal in “Games for Actors and
Non-Actors”, and while they seem silly, remember the
context. Boal used games to inspire people to play
in situations, where play was truly difficult, and where
games and theatre was a vital component in the struggle for freedom.

1

“In Theatre of the Oppressed, reality is shown not
only as it is, but also, more importantly, as it could
be. Which is what we live for – to become what we
have the potential to be” (Boal, 2002)
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CROSS
AND THE
CIRCLE
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e start with the exercise which
is theoretically the easiest to
do and yet, because of our
psychological and physical mechanisations, is actually extremely difficult to
achieve in practice.

W

The participants in a workshop or a forum
session can try it sitting down or standing
up, on a chair, on a table or on the ground.
As there is no need for preparation, non-actors have no fear of throwing themselves
into it. As they are warned that it is almost
impossible to do well, they aren’t ashamed
of not succeeding. As there is no compulsion to succeed, they feel free to give it a try.

Variation
Ask the participants to describe a circle with
their right foot, seated (easier) or standing.
They do it for a minute. They forget about
the foot, still continuing to make circles.
Then ask them to write their first name in
the air with their right hand at the same
time as the foot is doing circles. Again, this
is almost impossible: the foot has a tendency to follow the hand and write the first
name as well. To make the exercise easier,
try doing the circle with the left foot and
writing with the right hand. This is easier,
sometimes people manage it. Why is this
so difficult? Pure psychological mechanisation, since there is absolutely no physical
obstacle. So, with practice, it can be done.

3

The participants are asked to describe a
circle with their right hand. Large or small,
as they please. It’s easy, everybody does
it. Stop. Ask them to do a cross with their
left hand. Even easier. Everyone gets there.

Stop. Ask them to do both at the same time.
It’s almost impossible. In a group of thirty
people, sometimes one person manages it,
almost never two. Three is the record!
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ON PLAYFULNESS
BERNIE DE KOVEN

INHERENTLY PLAYFUL

W

e are inherently playful. Inherently.
We inherited our playfulness from
our parents, our parents’ parents,
and, if you want to carry it back to
the source, from life itself.
This partly explains why we respond so immediately
to playfulness - not just when manifested by our children, or any child, but anyone’s playfulness. Not just
anyone’s, but even animals’.
We are so inherently playful that we don’t have to be
even vaguely concerned that we might lose our playfulness. It is built into our bodies, into our very genes.
We have been taught to distrust play. Worse, we have
been taught that we are not and should not be playful.
We have been taught that play is childish, immature,
destructive. Taught by people who have themselves
lost the path, who were themselves taught by people
who believed that fun was, can you believe this: sinful.
Taught by people who have inherited a broken culture
where common sense has been replaced by common
senselessness. Taught that if we work hard enough and
long enough and live a life that is dull enough, we will
be rewarded - when fun is the reward.
That’s correct. I’m not talking about how we can or
should become playful, because we already are. Or

how we can become more playful, because our playfulness is immeasurable. I’m talking, rather, about
trusting our playfulness, believing in our playfulness,
having faith in our playfulness, letting ourselves be
guided by our playfulness - because our playfulness
will lead us back to life itself. All of life. As much life
as we can let in. To the embrace of all-embracing life.
To, yes, joy.

PLAYING PLAYFULLY
WITH OTHERS
It is an art, playing playfully with others. And the older
we get, and the further removed we get from our own
sense of playfulness, the more of an art it becomes. So
when we manage to play playfully with others, we create something of exceptional beauty. The word here is
exceptional.
To be able to play with others the way we did, from
time to time, when we were children – to join each other in the thick of it, in the mud of it, and make something fun and new between us – there is so much more
now that we are grown that we need to let go of, and so
much deeper of a truth we can find or create together.
It’s not the game, it’s the playfulness that’s hardest for
us. Because over the years and the mistakes and the
changes, we have learned to keep it hidden from each
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other, from ourselves, this playfulness of ours, this beautiful playfulness that is so deep within us. There is so
much else between us now that we are grown, so much
else that we can’t afford to let go of: identity, status,
character, the things that distinguish us, that define us.
What game, you ask, will allow us to set all that aside?
What game, you wonder, is big enough, deep enough,
strong enough to contain the vast, undefining playfulness of our true selves? In what game can you and I just
be just playful, just together?
Any game, really.
Because the playful part isn’t in the rules or goals or
roles, but between.

COOPERATION
& COMPETITION

IT’S ABOUT PLAYFULNESS
You can play playfully. You can play games playfully. But
playfulness? Playfulness is something else.
You can dance playfully, sing playfully, eat playfully,
love playfully – even though none of these things are
what you would call a game. You can also do all of these
things, even things like making art or playing music, or
sports, or playing a role in a play; and still not be the
least bit playful, at all, even if you win, even if you get
applause, or prizes, or a ticker-tape parade. You can
have fun, and still not be playful.
It’s not that play and games and fun are any less wonderful, any less valuable. It’s more that playfulness, like I
said, is something else.
Think of somebody playful. Yourself, maybe. Feeling
playful, being playful. On a walk, for example. There’s
an empty can. You could just leave it there and get on
with your walk. Or pick it up and look for a trash receptacle within which you can do your civic duty. But you

7

Challenge is the invitation for us to engage, for us to
develop and refine our abilities and master evermore
complex tasks.
In cooperative games, the challenge has to be flexible, negotiable, and always changing for us to sustain
the experience of play: let’s see how long we can volley
the ball back and forth across the net, let’s see if it’s
more fun (challenging) if we raise the net, play further
away. Maybe you should stand closer to the net and
me further. Maybe I should use my non-dominant hand.
The goal is to play together, to have fun, to engage
each other. If we’re not having fun, we increase or decrease the challenge. Cooperative games are difficult
to sustain - they require creativity and sensitivity in order for players to arrive at the kind of challenge that will
keep them all in play, regardless of how different their
abilities might be.
In competitive games, the challenge is non-negotiable
and if we want to have fun playing the game together,
we have to be close in abilities. The closer, the greater

the challenge. In competitive games, if we’re not having fun, we have to find other people to play with. In
competitive games, we wind up playing with people
who are like us in skill and capability. Who look like us,
dress like us, act like us, with perhaps minor differences
that are noticeable only to a judge with a split-second
timer.
In cooperative games, we are able to engage an entire community into play, regardless of differences in age
and ability, and more often than not, it is these differences that prove to be the source of the challenge, the very
thing that makes the game inviting and worth playing.
It is the differences between the actors that make the
play worth playing.
Cooperative games nurture diversity. Competitive
games lead to uniformity.
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kick it. Why? Because you can, so to speak. Because
you want to. Because it makes noise when you kick it.
And your not sure how it will sound and you can’t quite
tell how far it will go, or whether it will roll or tumble or
fly in the air. And what you do next depends on what
the can does.
It’s a state of being, of acting and being acted upon,
of interacting, of perceiving, of relating, of wondering,
of responsiveness, openness, experiencing yourself
together with the other with the world. If you want to
explore playfulness, play is a good thing to be doing
because it’s easier, is all, to play playfully. Games are
good because games are just games – things you can
play and be playful with, for the fun of it, without, hopefully, consequence.
But playfulness is not about games, not about play,
not about fun, is what I’m saying. It’s way of being – of
being yourself, completely, and, if you feel like it, being
more even than that.

PLAY PLAYFULLY
Playfulness opens you. It lightens your heart. It makes
you more receptive (because you are looking for things
to play with and people with whom). It engages more
of you: mind, body, senses, abilities.
Playing playfully redefines the game and the consequences. It is transformational. It changes you. It changes how you relate to your children, your peers, to the
people who serve you, the people who love you, the
people with whom you work, sing, eat, love, play; the
people you sit next to, the people you serve, the people
with whom you stand in line, cross the street. You don’t
get disturbed as easily. You listen more carefully. You
are more interested, more compassionate, more aware.
You rediscover the person you love being: alive, energetic, caring, responsive. You laugh more completely,

you smile more deeply, you are a better friend, parent,
lover. You dance more. You paint more. You are more.

PLAYING IN PUBLIC IS
A POLITICAL ACT
Playing in public is a political act. It is a demonstration
in every sense of the word: a demonstration of how
easy it is to transform a public space to a play space. A
demonstration of how easy it is to take a place of anonymity and change it to a place of intimacy. A demonstration of how easily we can change a no trespassing
zone to a zone of shared laughter, of permission to play;
to a place where we are safe enough to let ourselves be
beautiful, together, in public.
Easy, and, yet, when you think about it, radical.
The people who host an event that involves playing in
public are not just demonstrating fun things to do, they
are demonstrating the contrast between the fun that
people are sharing and the estrangement they would
normally be sharing: strangers among strangers, separate, concerned for the most part with only themselves,
only their needs; doing their best to ignore each other,
to ignore the boredom, dullness, loneliness, silence,
fear, alienation.
It is better than a manifesto, it’s a manifestation of our
inalienable right to set aside alienation altogether; to embrace community, solidarity, each other; to make manifest
the sheer silliness of treating each other in any other way.
Playing in public, playing anything in public – as in
playing in such a way that people can actually see you
playing – is, by your very willingness to bring play out
of hiding into the light of the public square (or circle or
sidewalk or lawn), political. It is a demonstration of freedom, of the ability to step outside of the norm, outside
of politeness and predictability, and just, freely, without
purpose or message, play.
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PLAYFULNESS
OPENS YOU.
IT LIGHTENS
YOUR HEART
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GAME

by
Bernie
De Koven

BOMB
AND
SHIELD
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P

eople start milling around,
not touching each other,
just walking hither and
yon, or yon and hither, whichever comes first. The instruction is:
“go to the biggest empty space
you can find” – which, of course,
changes as soon as someone
“fills” it.

BOOM!

Next, people are asked to select
someone to be their personal
“bomb.” Don’t tell that person.
Don’t even look at that person.
But keep as far away as possible. This tends to increase speed
and a general sense of humorous
mayhem.

Then people are asked to select
someone else to be their personal “shield” – moving about
the area so as to keep the shield
between them and their chosen
bomb. This tends to make people move even faster.

BOO
M!

Finally, people are told that the
bombs will explode in ten seconds. We count backwards from
ten, and mill madly in imaginary
desperation.

M!
BOO
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Bernie shares an amazing collection of games, “The Funny Games
Collection”, that is freely available online as a huge source of inspiration
to all of us: “All the games in the Funny Games collection are the kind of
games you play for fun, just for fun” - www.deepfun.com/funny-games
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QUESTION
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HOW
DO YOU
FEEL,WHEN
YOU THINK
ABOUT
PLAY?
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PLAY REVOLTS AND BREAKS
IN THE SERVICE OF TIME
AND CONFLICT
/ BY HELLE MARIE SKOVBJERG
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PLAY REVOLTS
AND BREAKS
IN THE SERVICE
OF TIME AND
CONFLICT
HELLE MARIE SKOVBJERG

W

e must take play seriously. Play is
an everyday, human occurrence,
which isn’t only relegated to childhood, but rather an occurrence
that tells us something crucial
about what it means to be human. Through play you
meet yourself and others, through play we experience
emotions, learn tools and build friendships, and we
create connections with our biological and cultural origins and other generations who have played too.
In play we find everything that is human.

Play is a goal in itself and we must approach it as
such. A society in which play is only used to service
other needs is not only narrow-minded, it is also a society that limits its prospects when it comes to what
you can do with and for play. This is why it’s important
to have multiple perspectives on play.
We need a revolt and we need a break.
A revolt and a break with rationalisation of the outcome of play, with grown-ups debating the notion of
‘bad play’, with nature glorified as the only place in
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which play can truly happen, with marginalisation of
conflict, noise and the unpredictable.
Play can also be spontaneous; it is unpredictable,
multi-faceted and uncontrollable.
The possible tools of play are many, and in principle
no tools are a bad starting point for kicking off, maintaining or continuing play. Plastic toys and trash can
be great tools for play and only the players decide
upon the quality of the tools, because it is the participants, their interaction and practice that help define
whether or not these tools service the play.
Play can occur in many different places and nature
isn’t always the optimal playground. It is important to
have a sense of the different places in which play can
occur and this is where versatility becomes essential.
People need to have the option to test places for play,
to make room and space to sound out, explore and
test the play options.
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From a mood perspective, play has a value in itself
and this is where the participants make use of a wide
repertoire of practices and share a mutual play mood
with one another (Skovbjerg, 2016; 2013). In the play
mood you’re tuned into the environment in a very particular way, to the things and people you’re there with.
Play moods are closely related to the practice of the
play - that is to say what the play is about. The play
moods relate to the production of meaning through
practice, because it is through that which you do that
you find a valuable way to be. The mood is connected with the framework of the play. Through the play
moods some things are defined but there are also
many things that aren’t. Much can happen, but it isn’t
a free fall. There is an openness towards a possible
future – openness towards what it will all become. In
these moods you will do what you can in order to ensure that the play can carry on.
It can be hard for outsiders, who are not themselves

participating in the play activity, to deal with conflict in
the play. When in conflict it’s easy to lose your overview, a sense of control or the future, and this happens
when play becomes euphoric and conflict reigns. In a
pedagogical context children will often be asked to
“play nicely”; conflict must be stopped and the strife
is controlled by quickly interrupting and meddling; asserting rules for the play in order to avoid the conflict
and minimise mania and euphoria.
It goes without saying that conflict can also be destructive, but we do need to remember that most
good players know that endless strife will ruin the play,
which is why good games are also interested in what
you might label quality conflicts. These challenge the
play but they don’t ruin it. Quality conflicts are precisely
what might more clearly bring about the player’s own
ideas for the game, because you have to insist on them
or because you suddenly meet other positions and discover that it’s interesting or something to challenge.
In other words, the conflicts are part of opening your
eyes to change. As Nietzsche puts it in Ecce Homo,
this doesn’t mean you will forever be a hedgehog. If
you constantly flash your quills it’s hard for others to
get close to you and be part of your play.
Play has its own time. In his book Infancy and history the Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben (2007)
writes that time changes radically for humans when it
comes to play. When we talk about playtime we talk
about being in the present; our sense of time disappears when we’re playing and we therefore no longer
think of the past or the future. The Danish poet and
filmmaker Jørgen Leth expresses these thoughts in his
film about the playing human being when he poetically notes that play is about extending the moment
(Leth, 1986). And the two Norwegian play researchers
Maria Øksnes and Kjetil Steinsholt speak of play as
the art of catching the moment (Steinsholt & Øksnes,
2003). Thus, play is about relating to the moment and
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it is clear that different types of play relates to it in
different ways.
In this context, the point is that the difficulty we may
encounter when it comes to dealing with euphoria and
the manic aspect of play is that those qualities of play
are primarily oriented towards the future rather than towards the moment, and a here and now. We might say
that euphoria is a refuge from the moment and once
that refuge has commenced it can be hard to stop.
The revolt and the break must be about insisting
that play remains unpredictable, be that in relation to
time or conflict, in order that we can allow play to lead
us towards the future and then see what happens next.

REFERENCES
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WHAT
DOES PLAY
MEANTO
YOU?
collected
by Zuraida
Buter
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“We all know play is
important and means a lot
to many of us, but having the ability
to reject an invitation to play is just
as important. We should all play; play
more, play often, play together and
have fun, but we should also be
given the space and opportunity
to reflect, to mourn, to cry, to
feel upset, guilt or anger.”
Chad Toprak
Curator, Hovergarden,
Australia

“For me play
means the creative
exploration of social
situations, as well as
their constant (re)
imagination within
this play process.”

Simon Bachelier
Independent Curator,
France

“Play is a way of
being in the world that
balances respect for others
with self-expression. Play
is spontaneous, play is
consensual, play can be
trouble, and play is
joy and love.”
Richard Lemarchand
Associate Professor,
USC Games,
United States
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Philipp J. Ehmann
Co-Founder Play: Vienna,
Theatre Maker,
Austria

“To play is to
perform within the frame
of rules you’ve agreed to
follow. There is no play
value without consent.”
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CHALLENGE
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FOLD A PAPER
PLANE AND FLY
WITH IT IN A
SPACE WHERE
PAPER PLANES
ARE NOT
USUALLY
FLOWN.
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APPROACH
WITH CARE
ELIZABETH HUMPHRIES

T

his is the story of a young girl, a family and
a Play Therapist, who had to make their
own rules and create a new path, paved
with play, because it was and is – a path
rarely travelled.
I begin this story by painting a brief picture of her life
before and during her residency at a Child Psychiatric
Unit, then explore our journey together through play
as she emerges to re-engage with her world…
The story begins in 2009 when Brianna, aged 5 years,
entered school. She is the middle of five children born
in a high achieving, loving family with two older sisters
and two younger brothers. She was shy, but quickly
warmed to all in the school setting. She demonstrated
a sharp intellect, a sense of humour and a passion and
talent for sport and art.
Her mother recalls her as often engaging in role-plays,
dress-ups, construction, creative and artistic play, able
to instigate or follow play. She loved being involved
socially with other friends and delighted in family outings. She was able to entertain herself when alone, and
achieved all developmental milestones age appropriately. At 8 years of age Brianna was demonstrating high
levels of competency in literacy and numeracy.
In 2013, aged 9, she began to withdraw from people,

became extremely fearful, refused to speak to some
people and was losing her ability to process and produce information.
Her family entered the merry-go-round of paediatric
consultations, educational assessments, psychologists
and psychiatrists; with the added burden of everyone
else’s well-intentioned but unsolicited advice. They
were told so many things and had so many unanswered questions, with views that would solidify one
day, then change in an instant as another thought, proposal, idea, diagnosis, opinion or self-doubt occurred.
In the latter half of 2012, aged 8 and in Year Three, I
began working with her for four months, in my capacity
as a Play Therapist, for separation anxiety, her reduced
capacity to play and for ceasing communication within
the school setting. She engaged with many areas of
the toolkit, working with clay, creating images in the
sand tray, painting and exploring musical instruments.
Her trays, like her paintings, reflect her love of the natural
world - safe, pretty, familiar and nurturing (figure 1+2).
Brianna loved the slime and instinctively used repetitive,
rhythmical, patterned movements – very soothing (3).
At this stage her parents recall her as being more
withdrawn, and looking to follow the lead of others.
She rarely instigated play. She stopped reading. Her
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family and school were baffled. She could do something
one day with specific skills and enjoyment, then not the
next. There are absences from school due to various ankle and stomach upsets along with viral infections.
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In 2013, aged 9 years Brianna is in Year 4. Her abilities
to eat and sleep are declining, and she achieves a score
51 on the WISC testing – stating “I can’t think. I don’t
know why.” Things began to worsen again as the year
progresses. She withdraws totally from her class group
and refuses to speak. More testing results and I receive
a call from Brianna’s mother to say the Neuro Psychiatrist
indicates Play Therapy would be good at this time.
So she returns to therapy with me and she plays with
the large sponges, creates more sandtrays and paints,
expressing great pride and satisfaction in her pieces (4).

In the sandtray she continues her natural and fantasy
themes, where fairies and butterflies can visit each
other, living safe and nurtured lives. For the remainder
of the year she rarely engages in dramatic play, preferring sensorimotor and constructive play, happily
inventing creative ways to use the slime and setting
herself challenges to master. She appeared more relaxed and played with musical instruments, smiling,
laughing and following the instincts of her body.
There is much talk of whether she should move to
Year 5 the following year or stay in Year 4 and work
with her friend. Her parents make a difficult decision
and decide she should go forward with her peers.
So in 2014, aged 10 she enters Year 5 and also continues with Play Therapy.
Brianna lets me know she feels really scared being in
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Year 5. Most things seem to frighten her and her whole
body is tense and agitated as she speaks of these fears.
It had been noted in the classroom a year earlier that
her fine motor coordination was diminishing. This had
not been evident in her careful selection and placement
of the small miniatures she had used in the sandtray,
nor in her controlled paintings. As her favourite butterflies and flowers return in painted form, the first indication in the Play Room that her motor coordination was
changing was clearly evident.
There was lots of grunting and odd noises were produced as she tried to awkwardly manipulate and control the brush. She made noises as she struggled to get
her art smock on and off (5+6).
She is absent for two weeks from unexplained viral infection and after more meetings her parents move her
back to Year 4 on her return to school.
Once actively engaged and well-co-ordinated in
sporting events, Brianna now moved with alternating
coordination - sometimes fluid, and at other times, very
awkward and clumsy.

07

Working in the sand at this stage required great efforts
of concentration - everything was placed down with a
fair amount of pressure and awkwardly flattened into
place.
Choice seemed beyond her, so I initiated messy play
and she visibly relaxed using paint, water, sand or slime(7).

THEN THE PATH WE ARE ON
TAKES A MAJOR TURN AND THE
JOURNEY AHEAD BECOMES
UNPREDICTABLE…
Brianna stops eating and drinking, then spends 2
weeks in the local hospital. From here she spends time
at home or in the hospital. She stops speaking and has
to be within arm’s reach of either parent at all times
and taps them constantly.
The specialists start talking of anxiety and an eating
disorder. She sees a psychiatrist fortnightly and is medicated with respiridone [anti-psychotic] to cause hunger.
Eventually a feeding tube is inserted. Following this,
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In late 2014, after three months at the hospital, Brianna
has been dragged off Mum and restrained by three
big security guards several times due to severe aggression. Brianna feels extremely frightened and cornered. Pressure is mounting, and the family struggles
to survive.
Over the six week summer break between 2014 and
2015 the family is left to manage Brianna by themselves – there are no support services in place. On
family outings they battle the delusions, somatic complaints, her complete lack of a filter – shouting obscenities and making personal remarks. She has two psychotic episodes a day, needing Valium to settle her.
After summer break, the PRS diagnosis is still open
but there are too many doubts. The new director diagnoses VERY EARLY ONSET SCHIZOPHRENIA. Her
disorganised thinking, her delusions, hallucinations
and psychomotor challenges – poor speech, blunting
of emotions and awkward movements come under the
schizophrenic umbrella. This case is rare, challenging
and out of the ordinary – with the resulting fallout of a
family in crisis.
New medications are trialled and after a couple of
months, a change occurs… She waves to a staff member, she smiles at the visiting teacher. A small glimmer
of hope shifts to the front.
Mum rings me: ‘I want her home, this is not a good
environment for any of us. It’s too hard on the family. We
have to be together. Could I work with her at home?’
I travel to the hospital to meet with staff and find
what is working and not working. I meet with the
teacher who has been going to the unit twice a day if
possible to engage with Brianna and Mum.
I find out that Brianna loves the Therapy Dog, Mia
and that the teacher stays until Brianna ‘loses it,’ which
is often about 20 minutes. They focus on arts and
craft, and fitness activities. Brianna is negative toward
all staff, very possessive of Mum and targets anyone
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she has increasingly aggressive outbursts with her family.
When the ‘experts’ don’t know and make educated
guesses, the stress of not knowing builds in the family
each time a decision has to be made – is it the right
one? They wait for a spot at the Child Psychiatric Unit
for assessment for the eating program. There are only
10 beds to cover two states and with both her paediatrician and psychiatrist away, Brianna’s parents find it
very frustrating and feel hopeless and lacking support.
When Brianna finally goes to the Child Psychiatric Unit
for an assessment, the staff are shocked at how unwell
she is - and that her parents had been left to manage
her, alone. A diagnosis of Pervasive Refusal Syndrome
is given and a plan is made for Brianna and her family.
From 2/09/14 – 11/09/15 Brianna and one of her parents live in the Unit. Mum and Dad tag team – Mum
staying with her from Monday through to Thursday
mornings, with Dad staying Thursday and Friday, then
bringing her home for weekends.
At the Child Psychiatric Unit of the hospital she is
disengaged, dysregulated, constantly has headaches,
stomach aches, and is physically and verbally abusive
to all, her parents included. At different times over
the next twelve months, she could drop to the floor,
and when she ‘comes to’ be dazed, tired and unsure
of what was happening. She could be in a psychotic
state, screaming about blood, witches and monsters.
The things she finds soothing, for short periods of
time, are watching a DVD of ‘Annie’ or cuddling the
soft toys she bought from home. She continually picks
the paint off the walls in her hospital room. Her ability
to still have control of her gross-motor skills also sees
her scale the fence on several occasions as she tries
to escape the hospital grounds. Her parents are both
distraught, wondering where this would all end.
At home on weekends, her parents have to restrain
her as she runs out onto the road in front of cars, or
attacks her brothers.
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who speaks to Mum. If Mum takes the 30 minutes of
‘free time each day’ Brianna repeatedly bangs herself
against the door, falling to the floor, lashing out aggressively toward Mum on her return. Staff can’t get
near her. Brianna has had three child psychiatrists in
her time at the Unit.
Halfway through 2015, with Brianna aged 11, I make
a plan to again begin working with her and whichever
parent is with her. Our goals are to reconnect Brianna
to her world through play, to reconnect with me, to
develop her play ability and to achieve separation.
At this stage her medical regime is 600mg
Amisulride / 1000mg Lithium / 10mg Diazepam /
12mg Melatonin. These help her sleep, make her more
available for contact, and ease the distorted thinking.
Play is difficult when the psyche has been injured,
traumatised and terrorised. Play is difficult when
communication is withheld. Play is difficult when the
body refrains from drinking and eating for over a year
and can’t physically respond as it did previously. Play
is difficult when the family is shattered by distance,
confusing diagnoses, fear and hurt. Play is difficult
when hope seems remote and monsters abound.
Brianna was a girl who needed to be within touching distance of one of her parents at all times – every minute
of every day, of every week, of every month for nearly
two years.
I had to approach Brianna with great care. I told
Mum that I would work differently from the hospital
and I would set the time limits so that she could experience safety and boundaries.
I suggested the play park. I met them in the lunch
hour while all other children were at school. Brianna
hid behind her mother and participated shyly. I saw
her pale, dry and damaged facial skin, the tube running across her face. Her hair was long and lank. She

had grown taller over the year – yet appeared a shadow of the young girl I had known.
We started off with 10 minutes, and we blew bubbles, played with balloons – catching, pumping and
running with them. I looked at Brianna when I spoke
with her but generated a lot of conversation toward
Mum. Whenever the slightest thing went awry she
would pummel her mother lightly. We finished by
playing hand stack on a picnic table. At the end of ten
minutes I said goodbye and they continued in park.
I learnt a lot in that 10 minutes – she would look at
me, she would respond, she would tolerate my hand
on hers. She was like a frightened animal wanting to
be led to safety. I also learnt that although this was on
neutral territory, this could not be a safe place to play
and build trust as anyone could happen by. We would
not meet at her home as it was very important to keep
that place sacred for the family.
I planned the next four sessions to be at school, during the two week school break when there would be
no students. Again I set the guideline – 15 minutes for
each of the four sessions.
Her poor concentration, diminished coordination
and memory lapses needed quick, short, repetitive interactions, gradually leading into more sustained moments of play. I took a risk and asked Mum to go to the
end of room and hide her face so Brianna and I could
hide cotton balls on Brianna. We became co-conspirators. As she had still not spoken to me directly we
could connect without speech through this game. It
also allowed her to be closer to me than Mum and she
accepted it, although she would look over to Mum – I
think more to check that Mum was not cheating! She
delighted in this game. I wondered if we would be
able to trick Dad one day – she grinned at the thought.
Over the next three sessions – still on holidays with
no kids around – she explored more of the bubbles,
balloon games and shaving cream. We played hide
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and seek with miniatures in the slime – a favourite of
hers – and she allowed me to approach more often
and tolerate me being physically closer to her than her
parents, who I was shifting further down the room.
She ventured into the sandtray…
Some research indicates that it is unwise to allow
a person suffering from psychosis to engage in
Sandplay Therapy as it could overwhelm and overstimulate the psyche. It could also be thought that
their confused and chaotic thinking states would
be reflected in their trays. Leila Abramovich [2015]
found otherwise. She found that adolescent patients
instead created organised, balanced and aesthetically
pleasing sand pictures.

She stabbed and dabbed and threw glitter on with
gay abandon, as I did less and less, and when she saw
what she had created (9) she grinned and spontaneously clapped her hands together like an awkward
seal and called for her mother to come from the other
end of the room. There was great joy and satisfaction in
her truly felt bodily sense of mastery – she was Ok. She
could create beautiful things. And for a little moment –
her world was back in place and the path was smooth.
Her mother reported that here in the Play Therapy
room was the one place where she didn’t lash out or
get aggressive, this was her calm place. Her mother observed that there were no expectations of her, it was a
safe place. Her mother also recalls, as do I the many
‘firsts’ that happened – the first smile, the first laugh, this
first moment of pure joy.
She created many trays related to Jimmy. She would
still become frustrated when a piece fell, as I would
gently hold her with my voice, guiding her in ways she
could try to help them when they were tricky to stand.
She started to make direct eye contact with me. She
spoke more. She wanted to share her love of this special horse.
She tolerated mum/dad being down at the other end
of the room, and was now coming in during school hours.
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I too found this with Brianna.
Abramovich goes on to say that, “New life approaches are not attained by rational means alone, but through
unconscious contents that arise and later become available for coping with changing life situations.”
She looked tentatively at the miniatures, where the
flowers and gems were, and she showed her mother
the favourites she used to use (8).
As she placed mushrooms in the tray and they fell,
her resilience also fell. She would moan and groan and
stomp and cry out. I reflected her frustration and that
she seemed ready to try again. She had recently started
connecting to a horse at a family friend’s place – Jimmy.
She thought one of the horses on the shelf was just like
him and would go to him frequently near the pieces she
loved on the shelves. We started to chat about Jimmy
– this big old horse had made his way into her heart.
I wondered if it might help to stroke and pat him when
she felt frustrated and I modelled doing it. Brianna
immediately softened her stance. With shoulders and
hands relaxing she stood and gently stroked this miniature horse, and I spoke softly as she did so, planting

the seed that she could in time, self-soothe.
We began painting with brushes and sponges.
Normally I would not touch a child’s artwork or creation, but work alongside. With Brianna the rules again
changed. She wanted and needed me doing just what
she was doing with her on her piece. I modelled what
I was doing, talking aloud wondering what other ways
we could use the brush or the sponge – so there was
no ‘right’ way or expectation.
She was initially VERY bothered by mess – and she
would moan and whimper while I acknowledged how
that was for her, and modelled how I dealt with it.
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AROUND THIS TIME
WE FIND OUT THE MONSTERS
ARE TELLING BRIANNA THAT
THEY WILL KILL HER AND
EVERYONE IN HER FAMILY
IF SHE EATS ANY FOOD.
She began to draw horses – Jimmy being her favourite.
She painted this picture of Jimmy and all his friends on
the farm (10). And then Jimmy died.
She came in weeping and close to her mother. We
sat quietly as Mum told the story of how old and sick
he had been and how they had prolonged his life so
Brianna could come and say goodbye to him. I felt her
sadness and we sat with it. I also reflected that she had
given Jimmy such a precious gift. She had loved him
the best of all – and he knew it. I gave her the Jimmy
horse to hold and she visibly lightened and placed it in
the tray… and created Jimmy in Heaven (11).
Her mood was now light and she smiled and told me
how much he loved food. I noted that he had plenty to
eat here in heaven. She laughed and said he was greedy!
At this stage she was still tube fed but was allowing
food to come into her tray and her world for the first
time. She later started sitting with the family at meal
times and sometimes helped with food preparation in
small ways.
We experimented with ‘paperclay,’ making monsters,
exploring the possibility that monsters could be fun and
friendly – to see if she would tolerate me using the word
monsters. She fully engaged in a flight of fantasy as we
had them running around the room and playing with
each other, searching for butterflies.

THEN CAME A HUGE BREAKTHROUGH!!
She needed to go to the toilet urgently. Mum was
on the computer studying [as part of our ‘separation’
plan]. I told Mum not to stop – I’d take her to the toilet
block and we did so. We came back, she looked at Mum
working and got straight back to her painting. Mum was
shocked and ecstatic, as she later recounted. We were
getting a little closer to the goal of separation.
The next session bought a different milestone – she
came in with her school uniform on – wanting to be part
of the community. Dad was in with her ‘working’ down
on his end of the room, after initially playing cotton-ball
hide. She was thrilled that he missed one tucked in her hair!!
Resilience and problem-solving began to creep in as
she managed paint spills and miniatures falling in the
sand. She began to make some choices and entered
into dramatic play, re-learning her world step by step.
I discuss with my supervisor how we can get further to
separation and she suggests placing a screen around Mum
or Dad. I decided we could make and paint a cardboard
screen, and she could therefore take some ownership.
We had a good messy time and in the next session the
screen is in place (13). She rarely went to her parents
now. She also seemed somehow to relish being a ‘big
girl’ and having her own space.
There is talk at the Hospital to discuss the removal
of her feeding tube. By this time she is constantly talking about the horses, her family and Christmas – her
favourite season!
We gently began to explore her scary monsters.
We had a signal she could use to tell me to stop,
so that she was in control. These monsters were big
and black. Using a large sheet of paper she splashed
and stabbed paint over it. Whilst it was still wet, she
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The family friend was asked to take care of an old show
jumper called RAHN on her property. Brianna was to
care for him as often as she could. This was the first

time she used figures. She began using more of the
tray, with food, water, warmth and shelter present (12).
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scrunched it up, wrapped it in black paper and stood
on it and threw it in the bin.
We followed this with the slime – one of her favourite ways of soothing and self-regulating. We played
hide and seek and once again she smiled, giggled and
returned to regular breathing. We read about feelings,
played out feelings with toys and puppets and made
a feelings jar.
She went to the local hospital, a safe place, to remove the tubes. She began eating and drinking!!
Another HUGE breakthrough. Chocolate and yoghurt
were big on her list to talk about now!
The sensory nature of her play and our growing connection allowed her to re-discover joy and navigate
the world through the eyes of a younger mindset.
We prepared for a casework meeting using the miniatures without her parents! (14) Our sessions are now
30 minutes and she stayed without her parents for the
first time! HOORAY!
It must be remembered that I am one of a large team
– family counsellor, psychiatrist, caseworker, hospital
staff, equine therapist and Special Education teacher.
In 2016 aged 12, our journey continues…
Over the long Australian summer break, I meet
Brianna and Mum at their friend’s place and meet
Rahn!! She rode him with ease and control and showed
pride and great love for him.
She then had a session toward the end of the break
to help reconnect her with the room and with the
school and routine before the other students arrived.
She had taken to wearing large earmuffs as she had
become hyper sensitive to noise, and Mum indicated that the monsters were also playing up – Brianna
talked and screamed at them, trying to choke herself
to get the monsters away and she felt the psychiatrist
gave no tangible answers.
I printed and laminated some photos I’d taken of Rahn

– small pocket-sized ones and one large A4 one. When
she came in I let her know that Mum had spoken about
the monsters being back. She nodded and started
shaking. I showed her the laminated photos. She was
soon smiling, laughing and recalling some of their antics. I suggested some people liked to hold and look
at something, to fill their heart and mind and maybe
push the scary things away. She liked that idea and was
softly stroking Rahn and then pocketing the smaller
ones – “They fit!” she cried gleefully. She left believing
it would work and my hope was that it would distract
her at least once, and offer some relief from this frightening intrusion.
The slime became a place of challenge and humour
as she tried to trick me and was also master of the bubbles. She engaged in pretend play telling me it was
delicious sloppy ice-cream, which was another step
forward in her play development - object substitution.
By this stage she had a dual enrolment – two mornings in our mainstream setting with a Special Education
teacher and three days at a school catering to additional needs. Her goal was to write her own name.
She had, in her terms, made a friend. This meant she
knew the other girl’s name and liked her. She did not
know anything about her and didn’t talk or play with
her. She didn’t know how. So we used puppets and toys
and engaged in many role-plays…
Brianna is becoming more independent and freer in
her play, happier to make a mess and to make choices.
She delighted in making her precious crystals and is often curious and asking questions.
One day she chose to make a Camping tray related to
a holiday that was being planned and similar to one she
had been on before. She lit the campfire, and there was
an abundance of food and she was going to organise an
egg hunt! Her world was feeling the right way up on that
day; there was hope and family and joy in her life (15 ).
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It is not all smooth sailing.
The story of continuing insufficient planning and
funding for support, medication challenges, an allegation of abuse, as Mum is beyond the breaking point - all
cloud the path forward.
She continues to vomit often. She frightens easily.
She is easily distracted and easily distressed. She experiences intense rages and aggression, especially toward one brother. The family is strained to the breaking
point. There is still a poverty of understanding, empathy and practical assistance. There are still major issues
clouding care between her local agencies and specialists and those from the Child Psych Unit.
HOWEVER, she wants to learn, to play and to be
accepted.
She is able to be around others. She finds enjoyment
and hope and delight in her world. She feels safe with
her family. She is rediscovering hope through a playful
relationship of trust and unconditional positive regard.
Breanna was often hiding things in slime. She delighted in this regressive play, potentially exploring object
permanence. It could also be seen metaphorically as
her having to find herself, find the treasures she held.
They proved to be very well hidden at times, whilst at
others, could be clearly seen and marvelled, but then
so, so slippery and hard to hold, let alone bring up from
the depths.
This metaphor continues to hold true.
Play has allowed moments of spontaneity, laughter,
joy, mastery and excitement, and has mitigated some
of the fear, anxiety, uncertainty, confusion and adversity
she has experienced and continues to experience.

REFERENCES
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Winnicott 1971:
“it is in playing and only in playing that the
individual child or adult is able to be creative and
to use the whole personality, and it is only in being
creative that the individual discovers the self.”

It has been a privilege to walk part of the journey with
Brianna and her family as they reclaim a life that was lost
to them, as she rebuilds who she is and who she will become…She is beautiful, she is brave, she is changeable,
she is searching for acceptance. She is Brianna.
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QUESTION
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SOMETIMES
LIFE IS LESS
JOYFUL THAN
IT SHOULD BE.
HOW CAN IT
HELP TO PLAY
WHEN IT’S
DIFFICULT?
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GAME

by
Kerri
Schiller

TEAM
TURTLE
WUSHU
38
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layers are divided into two or more
teams. Each player receives a small
object (small plastic turtles are ideal
but small stones, coins, etc., can be used instead and will represent a turtle) to balance
on the back of her hand.
Play begins with all players standing in a circle. On the call “turtles in,” all players extend
their “turtle hand” into the middle of the circle. (This is so that the turtles can smell each
other and therefore determine who is friend
and who is foe). This is followed by the call
“turtles out” whereby all players extend their
turtle hand out of the circle.

On the call “turtle wushu” play commences
as follows: Players attempt to balance their
turtles on their own hands (no holding them
on!) as they try to knock the turtles off the
hands of the opposing team(s). Contact is
only allowed with another player’s turtle
hand, meaning no pushing, chopping at the
forearm, etc. If for any reason a player loses her turtle (it gets pushed off, accidentally
falls off, etc.) she is frozen in place. She can
rejoin the game only if one of her teammates
places the turtle back on her hand. (Frozen
players may not reach down and put the turtle back on their hand – they are frozen!) Play
continues until all teams but one are frozen.
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This game is a modified version of Turtle Wushu,
which was developedby Sebastian Quack, Invisible Playground.
Find the original on ludocity.org
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CLOUD OR DINOSAUR?
AN INVITATION TO PLAY
/ BY ALEX MOSELEY
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CLOUD OR
DINOSAUR?
AN INVITATION
TO PLAY
ALEX MOSELEY

T

here are many opportunities to play in
adult life, but the vast majority are not
taken up. For every foot that kicks a stone
and turns it into a penalty shootout, there
are a hundred feet that simply walk over
it. For every dinosaur-shaped cloud that is spotted,
a thousand stegosaurs gallop past unnoticed. What
turns an opportunity into an invitation; and what
makes some accept the invitation, and others either
refuse or simply not see it?
Huizinga first mooted the idea of a magic circle, and
much focus since has been on the circle – the ‘in’ or
‘out’ ness, the blurring of the edges. But the mystery
is in the ‘magic’. Is the circle magically visible to some,
invisible to others? Visible at certain times, in certain
circumstances, or to certain types of people?

This chapter | thought piece will be written from the
perspective of the circle, looking outward. Through
stories of ignorance, interest and immersion it will draw
on theoretical reasoning where it exists, and suggest
possibilities for new thinking and experimentation.

I. FROM AFAR
Where I start is often unclear. But where I am is obvious, and where I am not is obvious. Not through my
own presence, but of those in or out of my presence.
I’m in the defender heading the ball clear in front of
goal; I’m in the girl in team colours cheering the clearance; I’m in the toddler building castles, the teenager
skipping between fountains on their way to school,
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the man cheating at cards in the local club. I’m probably in the lovers lying in the meadow; I’m probably in
the friends playing paintball to celebrate a birthday.
I’m probably not in the office worker staying late to
meet a deadline; probably not in the businesswoman commuting to work; or the teenager doing their
homework.
But wait. What’s this? The businesswoman is looking out of the train window. She’s counting something. Horses. Four, five, just before the train reaches
the station. Yes! There’s a small smile, a little twitch of
the face. In the seat in front, another commuter looks
unseeing through the same window, oblivious to the
thrilling last-minute finish that’s just occurred.
What is it, I wonder, that turned a train’s movement
and a few horses minding their own business in the
odd field, into a thrilling race – a battle to get five
jumps in between stations – at that time, on that train,
and in the mind of that businesswoman. Does she run
the same race every trip? Only when she’s relaxed?
Or bored? Or when she first sees a horse? And why
don’t her fellow commuters join in? Or is that one I
see blinking rapidly, making the moving scene pause
temporarily? It’s hard to tell.
I see this all the time. For every foot that kicks a stone
on the pavement and turns it into a penalty shootout,
there are a hundred feet that simply walk over it. For
every dinosaur-shaped cloud that is spotted (those
lovers in the meadow have just seen it), a thousand
stegosaurs gallop past unnoticed. What turns an opportunity into an invitation; and what makes some accept the invitation, and others either refuse or simply
not see it?

II. FROM THE EDGE
I’ve always been here, but first got my name when a
psychologist found me in 1938. Johan Huizinga observed those at play, and helped put into words what
I’ve observed since time began. When people play,
they become distinct from the ordinary. They separate
themselves from others who pass by or sit close unnoticed; free themselves from the normal or expected.
It’s easier for children, where the expected is close to
freedom to play; less easy as people grow older. Things
become serious. Profit or output become the expected,
and play – in most forms – has no clear link to that.
When I see adults play, it’s normally in a structured
form. A game. Time-bound, with sides, rules, winners,
losers. I watch them walk to the football ground, stepping over pebbles, and take their seats before they
allow playfulness to begin: they jump up, shout, hug,
swear, cheer. They’re out of the ordinary. Expectations
are cast aside for a couple of hours. Then they walk
home. Over pebbles. Under clouds. Mostly not swearing, not jumping, or shouting or cheering.
At times like these, I have a clear edge. I can draw
myself around the edge of the football stadium. I have
clean, clear lines, drawn in black ink. I am a magic circle,
and people enter me willingly for those two hours.
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Oh, forgive me. Let me introduce myself. I’m a rounded
character; a kind of circle.
And I’m magic.
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Things are not so clear when I observe the business
woman on the train. Or the man who stops in the street
when a message appears with a buzz on his phone,
telling him he’s under attack from a fantasy force. Or
the parent who briefly joins in with a crocodile swamp
game with their child on the street (“don’t step on the
cracks: they’ll eat you!”). These people are moving in
and out of me. I become blurred; I can’t focus on my
edges. Several education/game theorists (Salen and
Zimmerman, Montola et al for example) are interested in my dilemma – they agree that I’m blurring my
edges. That people, when they cross my edges, accept some of my ‘rules’ (in fact, I often remove rules:
they suspend the rules they normally follow when they
cross over into my circle).
But I’m still not sure what attracts them to me. I
may be blurred, but I still have an edge. They have to
willingly cross it to join me (my friends Bernard Suits,
Bernie DeKoven and James Carse noticed this: it’s
no use if they are unwilling in that journey). How do
I present an attractive front? A gate through my wall?
At times it seems untenable. Why, when they have
been trained to do otherwise through the loss of childhood and transition into adulthood, would they willingly cross over to me and shed that training, outside
of those easy and well-structured circles like sports? Is
it because they miss their childhood? Some suggest
they never lose the need for play (Huizinga, or more
recently Kathryn Hirsh-Pasek - speaking to one of your
newspapers in 2015 - reflected on years of studying
children and infants at play in comparison to adult
behavior, and suggested that “by abandoning play,
we’re abandoning an important part of ourselves”).
Indeed some of your notable scientists have turned
to play to solve research problems (Bateson, 2014
recalls that physicist Richard Feynman started to play
with his experiments after drawing a blank using serious study, and ended up with a Nobel Prize; then

there was Alexander Fleming, who talked about playing with his data and breaking standard rules - and
I’m sure you’ve heard of his results). But these are rare
public glimpses: admissions in a society that rejects
play, surprise and freedom in adult behaviour. Maybe
I need to up my offer: put on a more inviting and acceptable display?
But I need help with this. I need friends. My favourite friend is friendship herself: I often fall back to ask
her for help. I’ve noticed that if many people come
together as friends in the right place, they forget those
adult rules. Sometimes they drink concoctions, and
that helps; but other times they might travel to a new
place that excites them, or have free time together,
removed from their normal responsibilities. Then they
might laugh loudly, dare each other playfully, create
grand but ridiculous plans, or wander aimlessly over
evening landscapes arm in arm.
Another of my friends is free time, or holidays: the
same kind of blurring into my circle occurs around the
festive season for many, or in the Summer when friends
and families are together on a vacation, at a picnic, on
a day out. Again, vested of rules and responsibilities,
they pull crackers, tell jokes, build sandcastles, skim
stones, play charades, run races. Children and comedians, too, help me out tremendously. Their presence
helps to dispel rules. Their hands, their actions, draw
adults in across my edges: their faces lightening, smiling, time becoming irrelevant. Or some adults, at
least. I notice some are not so easily pulled in.
I like Ian Bogost and Miguel Sicart’s ideas that objects are just waiting to become playful. That would
give me countless friends. Those horses, that stone,
those clouds: they’re all poised, dice at the ready,
waiting to play. It just takes someone who’s looking
for them. Dr. Bogost agrees - in fact he suggests it’s
when people are at their lowest points, looking for a
way out, that they find an object ready to play. Or,
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again, some adults. Some who are ready to look for
play when there is no hope of any.
The invitation is one thing, then. I must get that right.
But then there are peoples’ states of mind: that’s trickier. Maybe I could place my inviting objects in the right
places at the right time? In fact maybe I could get
some help? Stones and clouds are difficult to arrange,
being notoriously shifty objects; but how about I whisper in the ear of architects, of town planners, of estate
officers? Maybe as well as gaps in the pavement, we
have different coloured bricks? Or shapes, or lines?
Maybe bollards on pavements are spaced in zigzags
to suggest chicanes? Maybe there are portholes on
train windows; and big coloured blocks in teaching
rooms? I see some people are already doing things
just like that: this is wonderful! More, though. More.
It’s working: people are starting to enter my circle.
Sooner or later, though, the play ends. People withdraw from my centre; pull back into their rules and
responsibilities. Check their watches. Check their
spreadsheets. And I’m left looking out at them again
from behind my wall.

III. FROM WITHIN
I’m left helpless. Hankering for that next break in the
wall. Waiting for time to slow again, and people to
join me. Their play has become finite, as Carse has
observed; I want to extend these brief visits, and tend
towards the infinite.
I think back to that man on the street: his phone
drawing him back in. And now that I think about it,
there are others I see popping back in to join me.
Sometimes for prolonged periods, other times just
long enough to appear, before ghosting out again.
Are these infinite players? Perhaps not the best description. But their presence with me pervades across

time. Sometimes more urgently, sometimes less so.
Sometimes I see them visibly; other times ghostly,
drifting in and out. Before I was known, Coleridge
shared my curiosity with this. He was concerned with
reading, of course, but his thinking struck a chord with
me. These people, drifting or staying in my circle,
were suspending those adult rules; dispelling their
worries about freedom and surprise; suspending their
disbelief. Maybe they could help me: spreading their
playfulness, drawing them in to me - in the way I’ve
seen children or friendship groups do?
Clearly, I’m magic. Or at least, I am when there are
people to share it with. How can I keep them there,
once I’ve tempted them in? The rest of the world, their
colleagues, their friends, their managers: they’re calling them back to order. Making my edge more defined again – becoming solid and therefore crossable.
Wait though: as Dr Bogost notes, some of my playful
people are taking me with them: I’m keeping step with
them, and growing in both size and solidity as they
move through their day. Clever. They never have to
really leave my circle. But they are the few. The many
are still being tempted back, away from my centre and
over the edge. I need to remove some of their tempters and temptresses: so just whispering in the ears of
architects and designers isn’t enough; I need to whisper in the ears of managers and leaders.

IV. EXTENDING THE MAGIC
In the magic I share with people within my circle, I’m a
benevolent host. It doesn’t matter if people make mistakes, or take the wrong decisions. I just gently pick
them up and help them try again. It gives me a warm
glow to watch them try, and try again, and finally solve
a problem or win a game. Often people will stay with
me for a while: those people suspending the world’s
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‘adult rules’ or their disbelief at the playful activities
they’re pouring their energies into. Sometimes even
they withdraw for a period; thinking; before returning
and trying to solve the problem again with renewed
energy or a new approach. That’s magic.
It strikes me that this is the view I need to show
their managers; their leaders. Bring them up to my
elevated viewpoint on this balcony, and look down to
see their people trying, adjusting, learning, and finally
succeeding. All in the safe space of my circle - not affecting their profits, their impact or whatever outcome
they focus on within their realm, but showing them the
benefits play might have inside that realm.
After showing the leaders out, I lie back and reflect.
Between us, my friends and I have come up with some
ways forward. Ways to make my edges more inviting,
blurred into real life, and hence share the magic with
more people.
We need to whisper in the ears of architects, designers and town planners. We need to nudge leaders and managers and show them how the circle promotes low risk learning and problem solving. We can
encourage our already playful people to become catalysts, drawing others in with them. And we need to
take more notice of children, of friends, of how people
behave when they relax, and when they work.
That’s how I’ll grow. And my magic flow more freely.
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P

robably the biggest
roadblock to play for
adults is the worry
that they will look silly,
undignified, or dumb if
they allow themselves to
truly play. Or they think
that it is irresponsible,
immature, and childish
to give themselves
regularly over to play”

...says Stuart Brown
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...what do you think?
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GAME

by
zack
Wood

COOKING
MACHINE
A MAIN COURSE FOR 4-8 COOKS
THIS RECIPE CALLS FOR ONE UTENSIL OF PLAY

One cook uses the utensil of play to make a repeating noise
and action. Then, one by one, each cook adds their own
noise and action that fits into the machine.
The last cook declares what the machine
is doing or making.

“A HAND-WASHING MACHINE!”
“IT’S A CUPCAKE-FROSTING MACHINE!” ETC.
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COOK LOOK
AN APPETIZER FOR 5-12 COOKS
In a circle, cooks look down and count, “one, two, three!”
On “three” they look directly at another cook.
If two cooks look at each other they lose.
Secret ingredient:
Each cook has two chances.
When a cook loses they put one
hand behind their back.

OK
K LO
COO
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COOKING MACHINE
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PLAY, SERIOUSNESS,
RESPECT AND MINDFULNESS
/ BY BEN ROSS
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PLAY,
SERIOUSNESS,
RESPECT AND
MINDFULNESS
BEN ROSS

PLAY IS
SERIOUSLY ATTENTIVE
THE PURPOSELESSNESS OF PLAY

I

n Stuart Brown’s seminal book Play - How It Shapes
the Brain, Opens the Imagination, and Invigorates
the Soul the expert and founder of the [US]
National Institute of Play refuses to be drawn on
a definition of play. He does, however, outline a
number of properties that he believes play to exhibit:
apparently purposeless (done for its own sake); voluntary; inherent attraction; freedom from time; diminished
consciousness of self; improvisational potential; continuation desire. These properties have been largely accepted by anyone investigating Play from an academic
or clinical standpoint. In this chapter I want to question

the presence of perhaps one of the least controversial of
the words that make up these attributes: ‘purposeless’.
It seems to be a starting point that everyone takes for
granted: that play doesn’t have a broader purpose.
That is is silly or pointless or nonsensical - though Brown
seems careful in his selection of the word ‘purposeless’
and the qualifier ‘apparently’. Play, he tells us, is ‘done
for its own sake’ and ‘That’s why some people think of it
as a waste of time’. I’d like to suggest that it is this some
people that is absolutely crucial: that the purposelessness of play is a matter of perspective and that it is precisely this disjunction between what is felt by someone
‘outside the playground’ and someone ‘inside the playground’ that marks an activity out as play.

A MATTER OF PERSPECTIVE
When someone is playing, far from viewing the activity
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APPLYING SERIOUS ATTENTION
For now, though, I’d like to suggest a different property
of play (if we are to eschew definition) - that:
In Play someone brings a particular mindset of
serious attention to bear on an activity that an
outside observer might view as purposeless
What is the nature of that ‘mindset of serious attention’? Like Brown, I have chosen my words with some
deliberateness. I considered calling this property ‘concentration’, but this word suffers from baggage of
potentially being over-focused and closed-minded,
which you will see is the opposite of the frame-ofmind that I will argue Play is about.
Perhaps serious is already a word that seems anathema to any discussion of play, and it is breaking this
dichotomy that is one of my main purposes here.
It seems to me that when someone is playing, they
are attentively, carefully trying to achieve their goal.
They set aside any qualms or uncertainties about
whether the goal is important or the right one, and
fully apply themselves to achieving it. They do so with
a seriousness that is in the same order of magnitude
(though one would hope not quite as strong) as that
with which they pursue goals around survival, achieving happiness, (e.g. through a relationship), or securing safety and comfort.
At least for a little while, the artist tries their hardest to capture something of the model that sits patiently, or the child playing Superheroes holds nothing
back in trying to save their friend, standing in for the
maiden-needing-saving.

DON’T BE A SPOILSPORT!
Imagine that I am playing tennis with my friend Chris.
We’re happily plinking and plonking the ball back and
forth, avoiding the net; hitting the net; missing the

55

that they undertake as a waste of time, trivial, pointless
or purposeless, I’d argue that they are very clear in their
purpose. They tend to have a very clear aim or set of
aims in mind. To get the tennis ball to the other side
of the net; to rescue the damsel in distress (and maybe show off their superpowers on the way); not just to
produce the right notes in the right places but also to
express real emotion using the voice of their violin; to
capture the essence of the model in charcoal on paper.
An observer might well look on with confusion, and
question why it is so important for the ball to be that
side of the net, or why the artist doesn’t just take a
photograph. They will question the necessity of any of
the hurdles that the player surrounds herself with, such
as the constraint of only moving the ball with the racquet, or using only tones rather than words to convey
emotion. This will especially be the case if the observer
doesn’t know the rules of the game at hand, whether
those are explicitly set out or simply in the mind of the
player (whether explicitly or not).
To extrapolate from an external perspective that says
that there is no outward goal and therefore to assume
that there exists no purpose is to make a category error,
and to think that purposefulness must be a property
of the world, objectively seen equally by any person
- actor or observer alike. This seems to me a strange
mistake to make, given that it seems very likely that we
would naturally consider purpose to be a subjective
property of an actor and their mindset.
Brown clarifies that by purposeless he means that
‘Play activities don’t seem to have any survival value’
- which seems a stab at achieving the sort of objectivity demanded. I shall return to this interpretation in
a moment, when discussing the difference between
the why questions asked by the philosopher and the
anthropologist.
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ball; hitting it out of the court. Points are stacking up
in the usual way, and we both observe the conventions
of whose turn it is to serve next, where to stand when
the other does so, etc. But then I hit upon a brilliant
idea! We’re each trying hard to get the ball to the other
side of the net. What if I pick up the ball, walk round to
Chris’s side, place the ball down next to the net, turn
to him and firmly say ‘Please don’t move this ball over
to the other side of the court. I have got the ball onto
your side, where it shall remain, and therefore I have
achieved the seeming objective of this game.’
Perhaps I don’t know Chris very well, and he doesn’t
much care about my particular interpretation of the game
of tennis. He might be a little annoyed that I’ve dragged
him all the way to the tennis club only to give up halfway
through. He’ll probably wander off to try to find someone willing to play the game properly with him so that his
journey isn’t wasted. In this case: no big problem.
But what if Chris and I are old friends, and he values my views? He’ll probably feel a little offended and
let down. Let’s pause on that thought for a second.
Offence? Well… yes. Because he thought we’d both
come to this place to treat the rules of tennis seriously whereas I have just ‘stepped out of the playground’
and pointed out their triviality. I’ve decided not to apply serious attention to the game of tennis, but instead
to point out how silly he looks, running around, out of
breath and sweaty, using a convoluted method to get
the ball to exactly the place that I don’t want it.
This is what we call being a spoilsport - when someone moves in the opposite direction to that of someone
starting to play. Rather that adopting an attitude of serious attention to the rules of the game, I have instead
thrown it off. Alongside cheating, being a spoilsport is
the worst thing you can do during play.
In fact, I’d argue that in situations of true respect between the participants, it’s actually worse than cheating. At least in cheating you are showing that you

consider ‘winning’ at the game in hand important; by
being a spoilsport you not only declare that you don’t
care, but imply that your opponent is somehow a fool
for doing so himself.

WHY ADOPT SERIOUS
ATTENTION?
THE ANTHROPOLOGIST VS THE
PHILOSOPHER
So if Play is the application of a mindset of serious
attention to an activity that an observer might view as
purposeless, a question we might naturally follow up
with is why adopt this attitude. I’d like to immediately
distinguish an ambiguity in this question.
An anthropologist might ask the question ‘Why do
we play?’ What is it about play that makes it part of
the lives of people in all cultures, and even of animals
beyond our species?
A philosopher, on the other hand, might ask ‘Why
should we play?’ Given the choices we have in how to
live our lives, how come we choose to spend time on
activities that could be seen (by definition) as purposeless and trivial?
I think these are two separate questions, and yet they
are not so far apart as they might initially appear. I will
approach the question from the anthropologist’s perspective, but I believe that doing so might point the
way to answering the philosopher’s inquiry.
It might be tempting to answer the question ‘Why do
we play?’ with the simple response ‘Because it is fun’.
This is, in fact, a common response I hear when I ask just
that. It is straightforward and pushes the question back
on us: why do you require anything more than this?
Let’s return to Stuart Brown and ‘survival value’.
Brown explains clearly that purposeless activities are a
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problem from an evolutionary biology standpoint. The
issue is that the theory of evolution through natural
selection tells us that any activity that fails to increase
the ability of an organism to survive should be selected out. Such activities will needlessly expend energy
and other examples of the organism without this trait
will succeed better in the brutal game of survival of the
fittest. Even the conception of fun (in the sense of deriving pleasure sensations) has a particular place within
the evolutionary framework. We would normally expect feelings of pleasure to accompany activities that
promote the survival of a species, such as eating foods
rich in the energy we need to live or spreading our
genes through procreation. It would be unexpected
for pleasurable sensations to accompany an activity
that is detrimental to an animal’s likelihood of survival.
So let’s assume that we really do need an explanation of why we play - either one that explains how it
helps with survival, or else why we might privilege such
activities even if they don’t aid survival. I’ll be offering
two explanations, falling respectively into each of these
buckets.

CONNECTING TO THE WORLD AND
UNDERSTANDING IT
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It’s often suggested that Play is useful for learning
and that this is the primary reason for its existence. I
am instinctively resistant to such an explanation. Firstly,
it seems to me simply to push the question a stage further back: if we don’t value play for itself, why should
we value learning? I would happily admit that there is
likely to be a shorter route from learning to survival,
but even so, if we could bypass this intervening step it
would seem to me a wholly more satisfying explanation.
In my mind, a more direct ‘good’ we could find in
play is for its use in connecting with the world. I would
contrast this will viewing the world only through our
conceptual interpretation of it - particularly one in

which things exist in the world only for the purposes
we attach to them. Yes, there is a learning advantage
in really connecting with a tennis ball and looking at
it directly, rather than always only seeing it at arm’s
length, out of the corner of our eyes. It seems to me,
though, that treating a tennis ball as a thing-in-its-ownright is a more grounded, true and real way to live.
When we treat everything in the world as if it is
placed there solely for our consumption, we take for
granted the true nature of what is around us. It’s pretty
easy to see man made objects as there for our usage
(after all, someone created them for a purpose), but
the fact is that they’re still really there and things in
their own right. It is considered playful to use a tennis
racquet as a seat or a plaster cast of a fist as a paperweight; but remember that rocks can be seats and
paperweights too, and this is no more their purpose
than that of the racquets or casts.
I’d suggest it’s only a short step from viewing tennis
racquets as existing (as opposed to being created) for
use in tennis to thinking that cows only exist for meat
or clay exists to be processed into bricks for our shelter.
To me, rather than taking this ‘disrespectful’ attitude
where things are only there for us, it seems that there
would be clear advantages to holding the open-minded, ‘respectful’ view that objects exist in their own
right, whether we’re here to make use of them or not,
and that they form the backdrop of the world in which
we live. Does such an approach aid our survival? I’d argue surely yes: to resist splitting the world into things
we view as useful and those we don’t, and instead ask
‘how can I use this object?’ whatever that object might
be, must be a more successful way of living.
By adopting ‘serious attention’ to the objects
around us, we are more able to truly live in the reality
in which we find ourselves, rather than in a more constrained image of the world we have conceptualised
in our minds.
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FROM CURIOSITY TO MINDFULNESS
The second explanation I’d offer falls into the bucket
of explaining why we might play in spite of its potential wastefulness in terms of survival. I’d like to argue
that play is essential for truly actualising ourselves as
beings. This is the invigoration of the soul that Brown
is talking about in the title of his book.
For most people, when they find their place of Play
they find that a certain calmness comes over them.
This is the freedom from time and diminished consciousness of self that Brown talks about. We become
absorbed and centred when we play, and feel a spirit
running through us.
If it sounds like I’m using the language of religion
then that is deliberate. I believe that the experience of
ritual and mysticism that runs through religious activity
isn’t just like play, it is play. If we return to my proposed attribute, the activity of religion might well be
described as ‘applying a mindset of serious attention
to activities that others might consider purposeless’.
That said, I’d be resistant to allowing religions to claim
that theirs are the only activities to which we should
apply such a mindset.
A key aspect of many religions is their claim to ‘connect us to our core consciousness’ - whether we call
that our spirit, soul, energy-flow or any of myriad other
names. For all their differences, they would be united in suggesting that when we move past temporary
emotions, perspectives, stories about the world, interpretations of reality and structures of understanding
we can reach a deeper truth. I’d suggest that play is
crucial to finding this enlightenment because it is in
play, in lightness, in curiosity that we are able to enter a ‘flow state’ and escape the confines of our staid
worldview.

CONCLUSION: REHABILITATING
LIFELONG PLAY
Okay, so I’ve gone fully New Age and hippie on you.
I’m talking about play as if it is the secret password
to nirvana or the key to the kingdom of heaven. But
before you dismiss me out of hand, I’d like you to consider whether you meditate (yes, using an app counts,
even if you just call it ‘taking time out’!), or do yoga, or
even listen to music just to relax. If not, then do those
around you?
We live in a generation where the teachings of
Eastern Religion are being embraced or co-opted,
by the West as never before. I’d like to suggest that
this meme of mindfulness, curiosity and self-exploration will help to deliver a rehabilitation of lifelong play.
We are reminded daily that food, clothing and shelter isn’t enough to nourish ourselves as beings, and
I’d suggest that, alongside ommming with our eyes
closed and taking time out just to relax, we’ll soon be
self-prescribing play.
Yes, there’s lots of evidence of the importance of
play for health, for creativity, for innovation at work
and for socialisation of children, but let’s not only hail
play when it can be justified as delivering ‘real’ benefits. Play is a benefit in itself.
Which brings me back to connection. Many people
feel we live is a disaggregated, alienating world, lived
at one-step-removed, filtered through our ‘bubbles’
online or in our communities. We fear what it means
to have such a loose grip on the world and when so
many people feel so separated from things ‘outside’
which they see as unrelated to their lived reality.
You might think that mindfulness is in sharp distinction to connection to reality. Ian Bogost certainly thinks
so, as he outlines so eloquently in his insightful book
Play Anything. I disagree on this point, however. For
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me curiosity, mindfulness and connection are knots
along the same rope. When we drop our sarcastic attitude of disdain at the world around us, and throw ourselves into it with respect and a genuine sense of wonderment at the actual properties of the things around
us, we create a meaningful connection with that world.
With a trend for mindfulness that only looks set to
grow, and people crying out for ways to reconnect
with the world and create new communities, I see a
positive future for lifelong play. I believe the action of
these two forces combined will lead to a rehabilitation
of play as something every person needs to integrate
into their daily lives.

FURTHER READING
Stuart Brown: Play - How It Shapes the Brain, Opens
the Imagination, and Invigorates the Soul
Bernie De Koven: A Playful Path
Ian Bogost: Play Anything
Brian Sutton-Smith: The Ambiguity of Play
Play ideas and philosophical thoughts at Ben’s website:
http://www.flyingraccoon.com
Matheson Marcault are doing really interesting work
exploring Play:
http://mathesonmarcault.com
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The Playgrounding podcast, all about Play:
http://www.playgrounding.com
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GAME

by
Bernie
De Koven

SYNCRETIC
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Y

ou and your partner
each thinks of a word
or phrase - typically a
noun, but it doesn’t
have to be. Ready? Count to three
together, then say your words at
the same time.
Now you each have to think of a
new word or phrase that somehow relates to both of the words

just used. Quickly now! The first
person to make the connection
calls “one.”
The second person, when ready,
calls “two.” Then you both call
“three” together and blurt out
the new words. Repeat until you
both say the same word at the
same time.
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I’ve had the game last anywhere from 10 seconds (we started with “fingernails” and “Nixon” and both went straight to “dirty”) to half an hour
(lots of agonizing near misses, plenty of non sequiturs too). This is one
of the few games I know in which the players are not adversaries, but
are trying to work together to make something happen. This allows for
very simple rules; there needn’t be any restrictions on what is a valid
play, because if you go against the other player’s expectations, you haven’t got a chance. Which is not to say it isn’t sometimes fun to do.
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PLATFORMS FOR
PLAYFUL ENCOUNTERS
/ BY ROBB MITCHELL
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PLATFORMS
FOR PLAYFUL
ENCOUNTERS
ROBB MITCHELL

I

n many situations play can be difficult because
people feel inhibited from interacting with
each other. This is particularly challenging for
attempts to create social or collaborative play
between strangers, for example in public or
semi-public places. Strangers being reluctant to initiate, or positively respond to a playful interaction,
may have many different causes. These reasons vary
from person to person, moment-to-moment and from
situation to situation. In this chapter we zoom in on
six possible inhibitors of social interaction, and present some simple advice and interesting examples as
to how these barriers may be overcome.
Books on facilitation offer many suggestions on organising social icebreakers but most of the approaches require a skilled person giving verbal instructions
to a group of individuals who have purposively gathered to come together. However play can be very difficult in many situations in which a human facilitator

is normally absent. Therefore there is great value in
designing artefacts and environments that reduce
inhibitions. Many artists, designers, architects, and
technologists have experimented with physically influencing situations in order to make interpersonal interactions more likely. We use examples of this creative
work to illustrate our suggestions on lowering each
variety of social inhibition.
This advice on lowering inhibitions is offered as inspiration, rather than precise recipes or instructions.
You should consider carefully the relevance of the different suggestions to the particular circumstances in
which you are trying to make play less difficult. All of
the ideas are likely to require customisation or adaption of many different aspects in order to benefit a
context you are concerned with. The suggestions are
not meant to be mutually exclusive. Many examples
are overlapping in some way and you should consider
if, and how different suggestions might be combined
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to best address your needs. The design examples are
hoped to be valuable, if taken literally, but may also
offer useful insights on facilitation if viewed metaphorically. Lastly, can we stress that this chapter is not an
exhaustive list of possibilities but the first steps in sharing a much larger collection of social catalyst examples and principles. Please do get in touch if you have
designs or insights to share!
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TOUCH
FOR FUNCTIONS

NUDGE PEOPLE
TOGETHER

Obstacle:
Personal and cultural preferences can make many people reluctant to touch each other - even though interpersonal touching can increase feelings of connection.
Suggestion:
Provide media that can only be accessed upon interpersonal physical contact.
Examples:
TOUCH * PLAY by Linging Yin (2011) offers a wearable
design to support autistic children towards becoming
more expressive (figure 6). It consists of an audio recorder that only plays back recordings when another person
is touching, or being touched by the individual wearing
it. Pressing a simple button on the worn artefact records
audio. However hearing samples is only possible when
the wearer physically connects with another person

Obstacles:
People are unlikely to acknowledge each other if they
are very far apart
Suggestion:
Provoke spatial convergence by increasing likelihood
of people coming close together
Examples:
Modified Social Benches 3 by Jeppe Hein (2011) is
part of a series of unusual seats installed in outdoor
public places. Nudging people together is this curved
bench that slopes inwards from its edges. This results
in people sitting on the bench sliding towards each
other.

Light Contacts by Scenosome (2010).
An artistic installation in which different configurations of interpersonal skin contact influences light and
soundscapes. When a solitary person touches a shiny
ball nothing happens. However the person in contact
with the ball becomes reactive to any skin contact with
other people. Colour and sounds vary according to
the how they are touched by other people.

Recoil by Katherine Moriwaki (2002) featured very
strong magnets concealed within special pockets of
clothes. This causes the wearer to become attached to
ferrous metals in the clothing or baggage of another
person.
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PROVIDE VERTICAL
EQUALITY

COMBINE
SELF IMAGES

Obstacle:
Interaction can be uncomfortable, and it is harder to
catch someone else’s eye if you need to look up or
look down too much.
Suggestion:
Enable people to be at the same height.
Examples:
SHORT++ by Adi Marom (2010) is a pair of robotic
platform shoes. Controlled via a smartphone app, the
wearer can extend and contract the base of the shoes
vertically, and thus vary their own height.

Obstacle:
It is difficult to make eye contact with a stranger because looking too intently at other people can feel
rude or uncomfortable.
Suggestion:
Enable people to look at each other indirectly by combining viewing a reflection of one’s self with the live
image of another person.
Examples:
Reface by Levin and Lieberman (2007) uses face-tracking techniques to record, align and segment video of
visitors’ faces. The resulting dynamic blends makes a
surreal “group portrait” of the co-present. Gallery visitors are fascinated by seeing their self-image mixed up
with strangers.
Body Movies by Lozano-Hemmer (2001)
Many light and projection artists have provided opportunities for the strangers of shadows to playfully interact. A well-known example is Body Movies by LozanoHemmer (2001). This was a very large-scale outdoor
urban video installation. Piazza visitors enjoyed how it
enabled real time shadow with other visitors
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LEVEL by Hans Hemmert (1997) was an art gallery
event that offered range of non-adjustable vertical
footwear extenders. Visitors each wore a pair of different sized platform shoes so that everyone present was
the identical height of 2.5 metres tall.
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CLOSER THROUGH
NOT SEEING

MINIMISE ENCOUNTER
DURATION

Obstacle:
Being seen by other people can inhibit other forms of
exchange.
Suggestion:
Provide opaque barriers in order to reduce inhibitions
for interacting through other senses
Examples:
TouchMeDare by Boedonk, Tieben, Klooseter and
Hoven (2009) was a social icebreaker installation for a
Dutch musical festival. Participants on either side of an
opaque and stretchy canvas triggered richer musical
samples, the more body contact they had through the
canvas

Obstacles:
An open ended encounter can be intimidating because ending the interaction can seem awkward or
offensive
Suggestion:
Provide mechanisms that alternate between separating people and allowing people to connect.
Examples:
Take a Moment by Lauren McCarthy (2005) was a
site-specific installation for two seated participants
sitting either side of a motorised hand fan. The fan
unfolds and contracts at random intervals to enable
participants to have a pause in their encounter.
Double Carousel
Double Carousel by Carsten Holler was a large mechanical installation for several art museums consisting
of two full sized fairground merry-go-rounds. The two
carousels are positioned closely together, but not so
close that they overlap. As these rides slowly rotate,
visitors on different machines are brought briefly closer together, before the revolving carousel stakes them
apart again.
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Anonymous Hugging Wall by Keetra Dixon (2008) is
an urban intervention in which a pair of shoulder-length
gloves is incorporated into a fabric surface. A person
on one side of the wall can wear the gloves and thus
give mutually unsighted hugs through membrane.
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GAME

TEAR OR CUT OUT
THIS CHATTERBOX
AND USE IT TO START
A CONVERSATION
WITH A FRIEND, FAMILY
MEMBER, COLLEAGUE,
OR SIMPLY THE
NEXT PERSON
YOU MEET.
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4

W
RI
TE

WHEN DO
YOU PLAY?

YO
U
R

O
W
N

Q
U
ES
TI
O
N
...

HOW
WOULD YOU
DESCRIBE
PLAY?

WHAT
IS YOUR
FAVORITE PLAY
MEMORY?
71
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PLAYFUL CITIES &
PUBLIC SPACES
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INVITING PEOPLE TO
PLAY IN PUBLIC SPACE
/ BY LENA MECH
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ENCOURAGING
PLAY IN PUBLIC
SPACE
LENA MECH

1 / INTRODUCTION

P

laying outside has a potential to enliven
public spaces with unpredictable and extraordinary events as they bring opportunities to play to places where play has not
been experienced before1. It can change
players’ perception of the cities and people living there
through appropriation, exploration and creation of
these extraordinary events2. As Jane McGonigal writes:
If ordinary people are given specific instructions
requiring them to take a more adventurous attitude
toward public places, they will surprise themselves
with their own daring and ingenuity. Moreover,
players will discover how surprisingly receptive
strangers are to spontaneous interaction, and how
responsive non-players are to ludic intervention.
In other words, players will learn that there is far
greater opportunity for gaming in their everyday

environments than they previously suspected.3
The urban play is disruptive in its nature, as it is pushing
the boundaries of what people normally do in public
space. Nevertheless, designers have to take into consideration that it “is not only subjected to the encoded
rules of the game but also to the sociocultural construction of what we consider to be appropriate behaviour
within these public spaces”4 especially when designing
for bystander participation. Inviting passers-by to play
and perform an extraordinary behaviour in public can
be daunting for them and it is, therefore, important
to design situations that allow people to feel safe and
comfortable. In this chapter, I will explore the ways bystanders perceive games in public, what circumstances
affect their perception, and how to design games that
passers-by understand and want to join.
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2 / BACKGROUND
This chapter is a condensed version of my Master’s
Thesis titled Encouraging Play in Public Space5. It is
built on my professional experience of being a game
designer, curator of w00t Copenhagen play festival
in 2015, organiser of other game events as well as
a player. My research is based on the evaluation of
over 30 games I played, organised or designed over
a timespan of 5 years mostly at game and play festivals around Europe. The findings are combined with
interviews with six game designers in which I asked
them about their design practice in regards to inviting
passers-by to play.

3 / GAME AWARENESS

4 / GAME INVITATIONS
Stages of awareness are fluid and can be changed by
introducing explicit or implicit game invitations. There
are two game invitations that can be offered to a passer-by in any stage of awareness; an invitation to spectate and an invitation to play. Taking into account the
voluntary nature of play12, it is also important to provide passers-by with possibilities to exit the encounter13. This could be achieved by giving bystanders
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When designing for urban play it is important to understand how passers-by see and interpret the game.
Passers-by can encounter the event and not be aware
of what is going on, others might assume that something extraordinary is going on and some people can
be aware of the play attributes of the event. These
three stages can be roughly divided into unaware, ambiguous and aware stages6. The stages are not strictly
delimited and participants’ awareness can shift from
one to another fluently.
Unaware participants do not understand the ludic
character of the game and they interpret it as being real.
These participants lack the protective frame of playfulness that provides a feeling that no harm can happen
while being in the game7 as well as lusory attitude that
restricts their behaviour by the game rules8. This means
that in case a player points a real-looking gun at an
unaware participant, her action would be interpreted

as real, therefore, threatening and the counter action
could have real life consequences of e.g. calling police
and being taken down with real violence9.
Ambiguous participants see the event and realise
that something extraordinary is going on. They might
interpret the game as art, street performance, pranking, or something else10. In some cases, it is enough
for participants to remain in the ambiguous stage of
awareness to join the event, as in the words of Eric
Zimmerman “often the idea of a game carries too many
assumptions”11 which can discourage some players
from participation.
Aware participants understand that the encountered
event is a game and treat it as such. They can be players, spectators, organisers or even passers-by. They
may or may not understand the game fully but they are
able to interpret the extraordinary events accordingly.
It is important to keep in mind the three stages of
awareness when designing for play in public space in
order to know how to approach passers-by, predict
their potential reactions towards the game and its players and to create experiences that are pleasurable and
non-threatening for everybody present. How to design
for the shift in awareness will be explored in the following part.
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enough information as well as respecting their choice
not to join without questioning it.

4.1. INVITATION TO SPECTATE
Passers-by might be intimidated by a direct invitation
to play, therefore, it can be helpful to first invite them
to spectate the game. While observing the game
they can learn about the nature of it and understand
its rules. In his case study on street performance Jon
Back14 is showing that even an invitation to spectate
can put too much pressure on passers-by that might
try to avoid being seen as an audience. Street performers, therefore, do not interact with passers-by
straight away, but instead they get their attention by
performing an intriguing act. Only after they have gotten their attention, the first direct contact and invitation to spectate are given to bystanders15.

4.2. INVITATION TO PLAY
An explicit invitation to play can be offered to bystanders by the game organisers or the players. The
interaction between players and passers-by can range
from asking for directions to inviting bystanders to
help them out by playing a part of the game. When
players interact with passers-by it is impossible for
game organisers to control the way they do it16. Game
organisers can suggest respectful ways to interact with
people outside the game, but in the end, it is up to the
players what they do.
Organisers can invite passers-by to play with signs
or verbally by explicitly stating what is going on. From
my experience, these types of invitations are mostly unsuccessful unless there is something interesting
already happening that passers-by can first watch. A
good example of invitation to play through spectatorship is a game called Turtle Wushu17 (Figure 1).
It is a simple game in which players are trying to
knock little plastic turtles from each other’s hands

while protecting their own which looks like an intriguing dance that attracts the attention of passers-by.
Thanks to the simplicity of its rules spectators can easily understand how to play which makes them willing to
join the game, shared with me Sebastian Quack, the
game designer of Invisible Playground that created
Turtle Wushu18. From my experience, inviting people
to play through spectatorship proved to be the most
viable strategy. In the next part, I will explore what circumstances affect visibility and perception of games
in public space and what design tools can be used to
create inviting experiences.

5 / DESIGNING GAMES FOR
PUBLIC SPACE
When designing games for public space, designers
have to take into account three main issues: how visible the game is in the space, do bystanders understand
what is going on and how to participate in the game
and do bystanders and players feel safe in the game.

5.1. ENVIRONMENT
The characteristics of the space the game is run in has
a big influence on the game’s visibility and the way passers-by perceive it. The size of the area and the number
of people already present in the space affect how visible
the game is. The smaller the game area the more visible
the game can be, as the players and other game props
are concentrated in a smaller space. The number of passers-by, as well as the amount of time the game is run
for, determines how many people encounter the event.
What are the passers-by intentions to be in the area affects the way they react to the game. It makes a difference if they are on a walk enjoying their time, or in a hurry to get somewhere. The type of space affects how the
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game is perceived too. When games are played in spaces where play is not normally present they attract much
more attention than the games played in spaces where
play is an appropriate and expected behaviour, like e.g.
parks and sports fields. While the level of attention from
passers-by might be lower, playing in spaces designed
for play can help bystanders decode the game nature
of the event and help them to feel comfortable to join.

5.2. RULES
Rules “provide the structure out of which play emerges, by delimiting what the player can and cannot do.”19
Given the importance of game rules for guiding play, it
is important that they are communicated clearly and do
not allow for ambiguous interpretation20.
The most effective way of explaining the rules is
through verbal explanation by game organisers as they
know the game fully and can answer potential questions. Guiding verbal explanation with demonstration of
player actions and possible in-game situations proved
to be a helpful strategy in my practice. Written rules can
be a good accompanying material to the verbal explanation that will allow players to verify information in case
they forgot something while playing. Written rules are
also employed in cases when game organisers cannot
be present at the game location. In these cases, the organisers have to be aware that there might be only a
limited amount of people joining the game if nobody is
facilitating it. And the rules have to be written and tested with great care, as they have to be understandable
but they cannot be too long in order not to intimidate
potential players.
Sometimes the rules do not have to be communicated explicitly. As we could see from the example of
Turtle Wushu, when a game has simple rules, it can be
enough for bystanders to observe others play in order
to understand them. Nevertheless, it is useful to have
a game organiser or players to answer questions of

the spectators that are in doubt if they clearly understood all the details.

5.3. LUDIC MARKERS
Ludic markers are signifiers that show that a space, people or actions have a ludic character and belong to a
game21. As people are in general good at recognising
playful behavior22, utilising costumes, performers and
objects associated with play can be enough to communicate the fictional and playful nature of the event23.

5.3.1. MARKING PEOPLE
Ludic markers can be used to make the game visible, attract bystanders’ attention and invite them to spectate
or play while transferring their level of attention from
unaware to ambiguous and aware states. Performative
play can attract attention to the game by creating a
spectacle for players and passers-by24. Performers employed for the game can attract attention by wearing
visible costumes and performing extraordinary actions. They can help players to feel comfortable when
the attention is focused on them and not the players
themselves. And they can also provide players and
passers-by with the information and guidance needed
in the game. In the game Street Fight25 (Figure 2), two
performers are controlled by physical gestures of the
two groups of players resembling the digital version of
the game of the same name.
Street Fight successfully attracts spectators by using the
performativity of movement, costumes and music taken
directly from the video game. Furthermore, passers-by
can more easily understand the game’s nature thanks to
a well-known frame of reference of video games. Players
themselves are involved in performative play that attracts
attention. In order to make them more comfortable with
being in the centre of attention they are put in bigger
groups in which the attention is distributed among everybody instead of being focused on one single person.26
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5.3.2. MARKING SPACE
Marking a space with ludic markers can make the game
more visible, understandable and safe to join. Ludic
markers can establish a game area where play is happening that can be interpreted as a stage. The stage
signifies that anything happening within it is a performance and should, therefore, be treated as such and
not as something strange27 which can help shy players to feel comfortable when playing. The space can
be marked by the presence of performers, with signs
and posters, as well as by putting up an installation.
The installation can further act as a centre of attention,
taking the spotlight away from players. An interesting
example of an installation that establishes a stage is
Hopscotch28 (Figure 3). The piece is a playful take on
the popular children game of the same name. While
the children game is limited to a small area, the piece
by Woodgate is traversing cities around the world in a
continuous journey popping in and out of sewers when
getting from one city to another29.
It creates a path through the city on which it is allowed
to play. As the installation is a take on a well-known
game it provides passers-by with an immediate understanding of how to interact with the piece without
any explanation. As the preliminary findings by Holly
Gramazio and Sophie Sampson show, people are more
likely to engage with a hopscotch than a similar installation of footsteps30 which might suggest that a frame
of reference of a well-known game can create a more
successful invitation to play.

be through spectatorship. In order to successfully invite
passers-by to spectate the game, it has to be visible
and interesting to watch. Building on top of a wellknown game can help bystanders to decode the event.
Spectators are then most prone to start playing when
the game is simple enough so it is possible to understand its rules from mere observation.
One of the challenges with introducing play in public space is that people often do not dare to engage
in play activity for the fear to be seen acting out of the
ordinary. Therefore, it is important to create situations in
which play activity is more acceptable. Taking into consideration that players usually prefer when they are not
the point of attention it is advisable to create situations
in which the attention is either dispersed in the crowd
of players or it is directed at performers or installations.
Running the game in the space where play is perceived
as a normal behaviour or establishing a sort of a stage
where players’ actions can be perceived to be a performance can be another way of making the play experience more comfortable for players.

6 / CONCLUSION
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In this chapter, I explored how to design games for
public spaces that passers-by understand and want to
join. The most viable way of inviting to play proved to
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CHALLENGE
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BRING A
PIECE OF CHALK,
PREFERABLY A
COLORED ONE,
WITH YOU WHEN
YOU LEAVE YOUR
HOME, AND USE
IT TO DRAW AN
OPPORTUNITY
TO PLAY.
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WHY PLAY THE CITY?
WHY NOW OR NEVER?
/ BY IDIT NATHAN & HELEN STRATFORD
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WHY
PLAY THE CITY?
WHY NOW OR
NEVER?
BY IDIT NATHAN & HELEN STRATFORD

WE WANT EVERYONE TO PLAY ...

B

ecause as far as we’re concerned play opens
up a democratic, free, unpredictable and
non-hierarchical space. Play is a sublime
common denominator.
After all, we have all played at one time
in our lives. Play can offer ways to re-learn, re-call,
re-member, through and in our bodies.
We see play as clear and concise but it can also be

provocative and ambiguous, for you never quite know
what it might mean and where it might lead…
Play can also be a powerful critical tool that challenges us to assume agency, forge new connections,
challenge commodification and see things differently.
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1 / CUT OUT
2 / ASSEMBLE
3 / PLAY!

Cut between
scissors only

Cut here

Fold here
(away from you)

SEEK A
GREEN PATCH:
ENJOY IT WHILE
IT LASTS

Cut here

FIND A LINE
TO FOLLOW:
FACE THE
FUTURE

CLOSE YOUR EYES,
MOVE IN CIRCLES:
LISTEN TO THE CITY
PASS YOU BY

Cut between
scissors only

Cut between
scissors only

Cut here

Idit Elia Nathan & Helen Stratford
CounterPlay © 2017
playthecitynowornever.com

PLACE YOUR HANDS
ON AN OLD BUILDING:
CARESS THE PAST

Cut here

Inspired by StoryCubes by Proboscis: proboscis.org.uk
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CLIMB OR LEAN
ON SOMETHING:
WHISTLE A TUNE
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PHOTO: COUNTERPLAY 2016
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WE WANT EVERYONE TO
PLAY THE CITY ...
Because our cities are evaporating, mutating from
common ownership to corporations who control our
lives using surveillance with little if any regard to community needs and life.
Playing the city can allow us to challenge the commodification of our cities’ spaces - a process that is
unfolding at an alarming pace.
Playing the city can counter the violent force of architecture that reinforces private property, keeping the
unacceptable out and the accepted in. Because in our

cities where a patch of grass once offered potential
space for communal interaction, a new development
has been master planned and constructed, where use
is predefined buildings impose long overdrawn shadows over ever narrowing pavements.
Playing the city is a way to overcome and contest
restrictions, limitations and closing down of potential
that our cities are afflicted by. Or better still it is a way
of making them our own!

WE WANT EVERYONE TO
PLAY THEIR CITY NOW OR NEVER ...
Because we believe there are cracks in the pavement
- fissures that offer alternate possibilities.
We want everyone to Play their City Now or Never
to rethink and re-perform urban public spaces beyond
their existing use.

Now, more than ever – it is time to play with others,
with places and with our fluid identities to create counter proposals that open up possibilities for spaces to
be thought and lived otherwise.
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PLAY THE CITY NOW OR NEVER!
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- What kind of
images does
this quote from
Miguel create
in your head?
How does it
look when the
world laughs?
What does it
sound like?
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P

layfulness is the carnivalesque
domain of the appropriation,
the triumph of the subjective
laughter, of the disruptive irony over
rules and commands. Playfulness
means taking over a world to see it
through the lens of play, to make it
shake and laugh and crack because
we play with it”

91

- Miguel Sicart, 2014
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ARCHITECTURAL BUBBLES: PLAYFULNESS
IN/ON/AS PHYSICAL STRUCTURES
/ BY DEIDRE TOMLINSON
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ARCHITECTURAL
BUBBLES:
PLAYFULNESS
IN/ON/AS PHYSICAL
STRUCTURES
DEIDRE TOMLINSON

INTRODUCTION

T

he phrase “being in a bubble” can have
negative connotations, which convey exclusivity, self-importance, and having a
material or artificial barrier between oneself and their (imagined) physical reality.
However, bubbles are delightful! Their transparent skin
tinted with rainbow-hued iridescence radiates joy from
their lightweight, three-dimensional form.
Playful urban spaces tend to integrate the unexpected, an element of surprise, that odd juxtaposition

that makes people stop, ponder, and hopefully smile.
Bubbles do just that in a range of varieties and contexts, whether they are fixed or inflatable, in motion or
stationary. They can be fun features in our designed
environments. Thanks to current technologies, we can
create tangible bubbles (or bubble-like objects like balloons) in a plethora of colours, sizes, surface textures, and
materials. Whereas the bubbles made in childhood laboratories are fragile and ephemeral, those constructed in/
for architectural spaces – be they residential, commercial,
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corporate, or public – are designed with durability.
This chapter will explore the whimsical worlds of bubbles in architecture, bubbles on architecture, and
bubbles as architecture. The various scales – small,
medium, and large, respectively – offer different affordances for different user groups.

PLAYFUL (SPHERICAL)
INTERFACES
Spatial design elements, such as shapes and forms,
have inherent connotations. The relationships between
similar and/or different ones can communicate messages, evoke feelings, attract interest, and engage viewers. According to neuroscientists, human attraction
to curved contours is a hard-wired pleasure. (Silvia &
Barona, 2009) Roundness triggers joy and other positive emotions. Circular and spherical objects are (unconsciously) considered cute, friendly, approachable,
and are preferred to the rectilinear counterparts. Their
ability to roll or spin make them even more naturally
playful by design. ‘Blobitecture’ or ‘blob architecture’
refers to buildings with rounded surfaces and minimal
sharp angles created with the help of computer-aided
design (CAD) software. Therefore, bubble design provides opportunities for joy by introducing a bit of poetry
to the everyday, to the mundane.

THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK OF
BUBBLE DESIGN AND
ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1: The Positive Design Framework
(Desmet and Pohlmeyer, 2013, p. 7; as depicted in
Petermans & Pohlmeyer, 2014, p. 20)

Bubblescapes can be physical (Buytendijk, 1933) and/
or emotional (Lazzaro, 2004), demonstrated by somewhat similar methodologies: emotional design and
pleasure design. Emotional design refers to the development of products that trigger ideally positive
emotions in users. (Brey, 2015) Extrapolating the concept from products to spaces, users (or citizens) also
experience environments emotionally at three levels:
visceral, behavioural, and reflective. Bubbles evoke
(nostalgic) happiness on the most immediate, visceral
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Humans require play like they need carbohydrates.

Sprinkle in some delight and life suddenly becomes
entertaining, pleasurable, worthwhile. Quality-oflife increases. But, what makes a space enjoyable
for everyone? Subjective well-being (SWB) refers to
an individual’s self-proclaimed assessment of their
physical, emotional, and psychological health. (Ryff,
1989) The Positive Design Framework by Desmet
and Pohlmeyer (2013) [Figure 1] is comprised of three
aspects of SWB: design for pleasure, design for personal significance, and design for virtue. For our purpose, we will focus on the former: design for pleasure.
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level. Humans have physiological responses to features
in their surroundings that make automatic, affective assessments regarding its degree of playfulness, harm,
etc. They can have a positive or negative influence on
the environment’s tone, and thereby, on the citizens’
mood — especially concerning colour. Fernand Léger
(1943, p. 40) underscores its significance: “Color is a
raw material indispensable to life. At every era of his
existence and of his history, the human being has associated color with his joys, his actions, and his pleasures.” He continues, “Color in social life has indeed a
great role to fill. Color tries to cover over humdrum daily routines. It dresses them up.” (ibid, p. 45) Pleasure
design advocates for products, interfaces, and spaces
to be designed for functionality and usability, but also
for pleasure. Using a framework created by Lionel Tiger
(1992), Patrick Jordan (2000) conceived his approach
on pleasure, which identifies four kinds that individuals
look for in interactions: physio-pleasure, socio-pleasure,
psycho-pleasure, and ideo-pleasure. The ones applicable here are physio-pleasure (derived from the sense
organs responsible for sight, sound, smell, taste, and
touch) and ideo-pleasure (derived from cultural, aesthetic, moral, and/or societal values like sustainability).
The two aforementioned approaches are only components of a comprehensive perspective about designing for well-being. Fortunately, design and architecture
researchers are beginning to ponder about the ways
interior design, urban design, and architecture contribute to our happiness. (Smith, et al., 2012; Petermans &
Pohlmeyer, 2014) And bubbles prove to be a special
ingredient in that unknown formula.

SMALL-SCALE: BUBBLES
IN ARCHITECTURE
“MUTATION” FURNITURE SERIES
Experimental, sculptural, playful, and functional,
Maarten De Ceulaer’s line of furnishings are very attractive: “The pieces in this series look like they weren’t made by hands, but have grown to their present
form organically … dramatically out of scale.” (De
Ceulaer, n.d., para. 1) A chair composed of bubbles
still functions as a chair, but with an added layer of
playful discovery!

SNOG FROZEN YOGURT SHOPS
– LONDON, UK
Snog is a frozen yogurt shop with a witty name and
whimsical décor. While each location is designed with
its own signature look, the one above is populated with
round, rainbow-hued ‘bubbles’ that provide lighting to
illuminate the space. In built environments, polychromy
(or numerous colours) can make spaces more attractive
and comfortable, which are common characteristics of
playful places. Recently, urban designers and architects
have taken advantage of colour’s power to animate
physical surfaces.

“FRAGILE OCCUPANCY _ DANCE”
– MOSCOW, RUSSIA
Visual interactivity can fluctuate from passive to participatory. “Displays that specifically take on artistic,
playful, or entertaining applications can create meaningful experiences that contribute to a vibrant and
lively urban living experience. The growing trend to
support play, ownership, and communication in public spaces creates new opportunities to evaluate technology and engage with the public through interactive
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Art 2013 in Moscow, Russia: “Viewers can wander
around the narrow space between bubbles [in the gallery]. On the surface of bubbles … video work showing
5 different movement (sic) of contemporary Buto dancer Yasushi Shoji.” (Nishida, n.d., para. 2)
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installations.” (Williamson & Sundén, 2015, p. 1) Such
displays or screens can playfully project imagery at various angles, especially if they have a spherical, conical,
and cylindrical configuration. Elongated bubbles act as
supporting actors in the immersive, cinematic artwork
titled “Fragile Occupancy _ dance” by artists Hidemi
Nishida and Teppei Koseki. Showcased at Lexus Hybrid
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MEDIUM-SCALE:
BUBBLES ON ARCHITECTURE
THE BUBBLE BUILDING
– SHANGHAI, CHINA

A legacy of the 2008 Summer Olympics, the National
Aquatics Center or ‘the Water Cube’ in Beijing possesses bubble cladding inspired by soap bubbles.
Soap bubbles began popping onto architectural drawings and renders since the decades after World War
II. “[G]iven a set of fixed points, soap film will spread
naturally between them to offer the smallest achievable surface area … In 1974 the German-born civil engineer Horst Berger, working in the US, came up with
the maths that allowed this process to be translated
into building structure.” (Glancey, 2004, para. 10) The
bubble design — round, organic, randomly clustered
— visually produces a surface texture with a playful
tone that is pleasing to our eyes and to our emotional spirits. According to design team members, Arup
(n.d.), this structure that houses five swimming pools, a
restaurant, and seats 17,000 spectators is constructed
from ethyl tetrofluoroethylene (ETFE). As a bonus, the
lightweight bubble skin (1% the weight of glass) acts
like a huge solar panel. It positively influences its architectural body environmentally and emotionally.
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Not all architecture is static; some buildings have
playful parts that the public can engage with using
analogue or digital technology. The Bubble Building’s
façades are dynamic and oscillate in the wind. The
whimsical dance and design of the Bubble Building
may appear simple, but it possesses complex, greenhouse-like environmental qualities that are amplified
due to the bubbles’ curvature. “The project is a renovation of a common, old and unattractive building
in the city center … Our concept was to create an
icon-building, a kind of landmark very easy to recognize, a kind of sculpture with a strong character able
to detach itself from the boring cityscape.” (3GATTI,
n.d., para. 2) At night, this building serves as an urban
lamp, adding to its visual delight.

WATER CUBE
(BEIJING NATIONAL AQUATICS CENTER)
– BEIJING, CHINA
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LARGE-SCALE:
BUBBLES AS ARCHITECTURE
SKUM PAVILION – COPENHAGEN/
AARHUS, DENMARK
Building with air amplifies a structure’s plasticity and
playfulness. It also facilitates mobility. “With the SKUM
Pavilion, we were invited to design a mobile structure
for three Danish institutions: Tuborg Brewery, Chart Art
Fair and ARoS Aarhus Kunstmuseum. In response to
the challenge of creating a permanent structure that
is also fully transportable, we drew inspiration from inflatable castle of childhood. SKUM (in English: FOAM)
is a bubble-like cloud pavilion that is filled with air
powered by two wind turbines. Fully inflated in seven
minutes, the idea behind its construction was to plug
in and play.” (BIG, n.d., para. 1) During the evenings,
visitors are entertained by coloured LED lights that
are chromatically programmed to alternate between
various hues. Playfulness is high priority, regardless of
time of day.

ATTRAP’RÊVES HOTEL – ALLAUCH/LA
BOULLADISSE/MONTAGNAC/PUGET
VILLE/SAINT MAIME, FRANCE
Attrap’Rêves Bubble Hotel offers a playful, private retreat with a panoramic view of nature at night. Each
fully-furnished bubble is designed with a theme as well
as a range of opacity levels: some bubbles are 100%
transparent and others are translucent (for increased
privacy). “Playing with staging, boundaries, control,
and interaction with the immediate environment present exciting opportunities for playful interactions and
novel installations for public spaces.” (Williamson &
Sundén, 2015, p. 6) In regard to these pods and other inflatable architecture, the environmental impact of

their materiality and ecological footprint is minimal
compared to conventional practices. Besides being
green, it’s also fun to play peek-a-boo with wildlife
through a clear hotel wall.

SUPERKOLMEMEN
– HELSINKI, FINLAND
“At the end of the 1960s European society …
Public revolt, then, was also public spectacle. This
‘revolution at play’ recalls the contradictory quality
of the pneumatic bubble with its connotation of
ephemeral playfulness and its promise of imminent
explosive change.” (Simbürger, 2015, p. 168)
The rounded form of inflatable architecture was, according to Camillo Sitte (1909/2001), a response to
Modernism’s clunky, angular boxes. These extra-large
bubbles can be (metaphoric) play arenas: spatio-temporal stages for ludic activity. Enveloping and cocoon-like, superKOLMEMEN by Plastique Fantastique
can be classified as a temporary folly — expressive
and serves no constructional purpose other than fun,
three-dimensional amusement. “superKOLMEMEN is
an urban intervention, popping up temporarily for one
week in the center of Helsinki, which will change the
view and the perception of the place … The daily life
scene, happening in the square that people pass by,
sit, walk or drive through, will be converted to a playful
environment where people can gather, talk, dance or
relax.” (Plastique Fantastique, n.d., para. 2)
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PALAIS BULLES
– CÔTE D’AZUR, FRANCE

10
1

Palais Bulles (translated as ‘Palace of Bubbles’), with
its spherical and spheroidal rooms, is located on a cliff
in the town of Théoule-sur-Mer in France. It was designed by Antti Lovag, an architect renowned for his
bubble housing. “The Hungarian draftsman regarded

architecture as a type of play — ‘spontaneous, joyful,
and full of surprise’ — and believed the straight line
to be ‘an aggression against nature,’ given its rare appearance in the organic world.” (Forbes, 2015, para.
3) This spacious estate is currently owned by fashion
designer Pierre Cardin, who allows this space to rented for art parties, concerts, and other special events.
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CONCLUSION
Our physical environments should inspire, excite, and
promote pleasurable experiences. Contemporary
design, however, does not maximize the potential of
playfulness as such a tool. Hopefully, more built environment professionals will implement whimsicality
into their designs like the previous examples. “The
joys of the city are … not confined to the interiors of
buildings, or just to the way that they have been conceived, but rather are an expanded field which incorporates the full range of possible architectures — that,
is, all kinds of objects, insertions, spaces, practices,
ideas and emotions.” (Borden, 2006, p. 97) Designing
for function and for delight do not have to be mutually
exclusive. Let’s make our architectural future bright —
and buoyant — with the inclusion of more bubbles!
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QUESTION

HOW
CAN YOU
TAKE OVER
THE WORLD
BY PLAYING
IN PUBLIC?
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PLAY AS A
DESIGN TOOL
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PLAY AS A
DESIGN TOOL
KATE LANGHAM

INTRODUCTION

P

lay is equivocal; it does not have one obvious meaning. We all think we know what
play is, but when it comes to trying to define it we struggle. Despite the difficulty in
pinning down the meaning of play, whatever form it takes play usually contains an element of
fun. It is our inherent attraction to having fun that engages us, providing an openness to participate with others.
Play provides a continuation desire (Brown, 2010)
meaning that the pleasure of the experience makes
us want to do it again and again. We are not taught
how to play yet at some point in our lives we become
adults who do not play. Listening to ‘Mark Watson’s
inner child’ programme on Radio 4 (November 2016)
there was reference to ‘a little rebellion in Britain and it
is all about playfulness.’ Watson cited that we are ‘tired
of work and politics and want to get in touch with our
inner child.’ The programme provided many examples
of adults being invited to play, but the play was a leisure

activity, an invitation for adults to escape work.
My study has identified that there is a shift in attitude towards adult play. The research illustrates that
play is not just a leisure activity and that play can and
should be integrated into processes we once considered work. Play is being recognised as a compelling,
engaging and powerful communication tool. Kane
cites, ‘play will be to the 21st century what work was
to the industrial age - our dominant way of knowing,
doing and creating value’ (2004).
Through my research I have developed a design
model that incorporates a playful process as a method for gathering information to support the co-design
of urban space. The methodology invites communities at the master planning stage of the consultation
process, meaning at an early stage of an urban design project, to model their ideal urban environments
out of cakes, biscuits and sweets. Specific cakes have
been identified to represent building materials for
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referenced within idioms, meaning we have phrases
that are culturally understood to mean something other
than what the words denote. For example in the UK
we refer to something being ‘the icing on the cake,’
meaning something that makes a good situation even
better. Other examples are to ‘have your cake and eat
it,’ meaning you can’t have the best of both worlds and
‘to take the biscuit,’ used as an expression of surprise.
These are just a few examples illustrating cakes and biscuits appearing as regular figures of speech within the
English language.
Our attraction and connection to cakes, biscuits
and sweets has been observed within my own practice-based research. I have observed that when participants taking part in the urban design workshops are
briefed on their task and learn they will be modeling using cakes, biscuits and sweets they tend to smile, laugh,
turn to the person next to them and engage in a lively
conversation. It is certainly a material that processes an
element of intrigue and fun, and it is the connection
with fun that makes the materials intrinsically connected
to play.
The play element of the design model allows new
ideas and perspectives to emerge to help solve urban
challenges in a fun, engaging manner. Play is intrinsically linked to creativity and design (Bateson & Martin,
2013: 57), and the playful materials allow participants of
all creative abilities to model urban design proposals.
The future users of the urban space are invited to design using a material that they connect to in a personal,
emotional manner rather than on an artistic level. This
aspect of the process allows participants to connect
through a material that resonates and no one feels they
are being judged on their artistic ability. The connectivity and sociability achieved through the playful construction materials are difficult to replicate with any other suitable building materials. The cakes, biscuits and
sweets become the invitation for participants to play.

10
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the construction process. Larger cakes such as Angel
cake, Maderia cake and Giant Swiss rolls provide the
foundation as these can be quickly cut to provide
a bottom layer on which to construct the model.
Smaller cakes and biscuits (such as Mini Rolls, Fondant
Fancies, Custard Creams, Chocolate Fingers, etc)
provide the building blocks to create the structures,
whilst the sweets (such as Liquorice Allsorts, Jelly Tots,
Strawberry Laces, Lollies, etc) provide the detail, the
finishing touches to the urban design model. Cake,
biscuits and sweets provide cost effective, easily accessible (available in most supermarkets), biodegradable materials with endless construction opportunities.
But it is not only the flexibility and accessibility of the
materials that make them so appealing.
Cake, biscuits and sweets resonate; they appeal to
us on a personal and sometimes emotional level. Cake
is often linked to occasions that we remember as being special, or a treat. Special events and times across
varying cultures often have cake associated as part of
a celebration, for example birthdays, weddings and
many religious festivals. Cake, biscuits and sweets often take us back to times that we hold dear to us and
that are associated within our childhood. Some childhood memories that resonate with me are visits to the
sweet shop to buy a bag of ‘pick n mix’, baking and
getting to lick the bowl, and visiting my Granny and
having her homemade caramel slices.
Cakes, biscuits and sweets are items that we often see
as a reward. We know we should not have too many of
them, as they are not good for us, but on the whole we
so enjoy them, even desire them. They are the modern
day ‘forbidden fruit’. Cakes and biscuits are frequently
associated with social situations that involve engaging
with others and sharing ‘a slice of cake.’ They are very
much part of our culture, not only at social gatherings
and celebrations but they also within our spoken and
written language. Cakes and biscuits are frequently
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T

his chapter focuses on a UK regional, case
study that demonstrates that play as a design tool process. The project highlights
the opportunities that a playful design
methodology creates in engaging communities in the co-design of public space. The chapter
first of all provides a brief overview of the project scope,
then focuses on key aspects of the playful co-design
process.
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SPRINGFIELD RECREATION GROUND
CASE STUDY

the local area, ‘that are very important so people can
socialise and play’ (Anon, 2013). Current perception
of the space highlighted that there was not much to
do and provided indications that the community was
intimidated by groups of teenagers hanging around
the skate park.
With play in mind as a design tool process the community was invited to a series of design workshops.
Participates of all ages were provided with a design brief (created from the community survey data)
and asked to model out of the cake, biscuits and
sweets their ideas for the future design of Springfield
Recreation Ground (see figure 1). Whilst the ‘playing’
and having ‘fun’ was taking place, further valuable detailed information about the future users aspirations
for the urban site were recorded.
Observing the workshops, participants from varying
demographic groups experimented and explored
design ideas using the playful material. It was a fun
process involving residents and the designer in the
co-construction of community space. As cited by
Hendricks, spaces for play are community areas
where real life happens and should be designed with
real people in mind. They are environments that are
owned by all and therefore all persons should be considered (2016). The playful design workshops gave
participants a voice, enabling community groups to
come together, share ideas and co-design their own
trans-generational play space. Play became the central component for design-led public engagement.
Through the playful design process ten designs
containing detailed, community driven information

11
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Initiated in 2013 by Corsham Council in Wiltshire the
brief was to redesign Springfield Recreation Ground
to create a popular major park for Corsham that met
the demands of the community. The redesign of the
recreational area was to provide play opportunities for
all ages with the aim to integrate the local community
through play. Playgrounds are often seen as spaces for
children and historically theories of play have tended
to focus on play for children. The universal connection
with play and children has often limited our understanding of the potentials of play. Woodyer suggests
that in doing so we have constrained our appreciation of play as a significant geographical concern in
its own right, well deserving of attention beyond the
confines of children’s geographies (2012). There was
a clear opportunity for the Springfield Recreation
Ground project to be a community led initiative, a play
space site for all ages designed by the community. In
order to fulfill this requirement thorough knowledge
of the local area, the community’s perception of the
current space and their aspiration for the new space
was required.
To cultivate a clear understanding of the recreational area a survey was designed to gather information
and data to provide insight into some of the challenges and opportunities to be addressed and managed
within the redesign process. From the 656 respondents
the survey highlighted many aspects surrounding local perception of the space. The people clearly valued
the recreational area and wanted to be involved in the
redesign of the urban environment. Respondents of all
ages perceived parks and play spaces as valuable for
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were created. The cake models were photographed
and through a number of stages within the design
process translated into floorplan models and mood
boards (see figure TBC). Further community-led workshops enabled the designs to be refined into one final
design proposal. The final design for the recreational
area integrated teenagers with the older and younger
members of the community. The first survey had highlighted that members of the community felt intimidated by groups of youths but through the co-design
process the groups had integrated and placed the
adult gym in between the skate-park and BMX track.
Perhaps by having fun and playing with design ideas
the participants realised they shared similar objectives
for the community space.
In 2014 a final design proposal with supporting mood
boards was presented to Corsham Council. The community-led design for Springfield Recreation Ground
was accepted and is currently being implemented.
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FINDINGS
My research has observed that the design workshops
enable community groups to come together, share ideas and co-design urban space. Participants of all ages
and from varying demographic groups experiment
and explore design ideas using fun, engaging materials that resonate on a personal and emotional level.
The playful experience allows local people to have a
say in the future design of their urban environment.
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GAME

by
zack
Wood

PREPARING
THE KITCHEN
AN APPETIZER FOR 3-12 COOKS
THIS RECIPE CALLS FOR ONE UTENSIL OF PLAY
One cook holds the utensil of play and stands at the front
of a line of cooks. All cooks must copy the movements
and actions of the cook with the utensil of play, or the
cook directly in front of them.
At any time the cook in front may pass
the utensil to the next cook and then
go to the end of the line.
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COOKS BY
THE FLOCK
A MAIN COURSE FOR
6-12 COOKS
Cooks stand together
in a group. One begins
as the leader and
starts to move.
The others flock close
behind and copy
the leader.

COOKS BY THE FLOCK
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The leader can tap
another cook at any
time and that cook
becomes the new
leader.
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MAKING PLAY DIFFICULT:
A CASE STUDY OF INVISIBLE TREASURE
/ BY DAN BARNARD
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MAKING PLAY
DIFFICULT:
A CASE STUDY
OF INVISIBLE
TREASURE
DAN BARNARD

I

n 2015, UK-based artists fanSHEN created a new
piece called Invisible Treasure. We had three
starting points for the piece:
1) A political interest in making a piece about
the invisible systems that control our lives. We
felt that in the past it was more clear where power lay
and how it was wielded over us. The people with the
crowns and the scepters lived in the castles and used
knights to enforce their will when people got out of
line. Nowadays, power is just as pervasive but is harder to locate. Where are the financial markets and the
algorithms? How do you know when you are being
judged?

2) An artistic interest in the form of theatre that
Tassos Stevens of UK-based theatre company Coney
calls “playable theatre,” theatre in which participants
behave more like players in a game than audience
members in a traditional theatre context. In the past
we had created playable theatre pieces in which audience members interacted with performers We were
interested in taking this further to create a piece of
actorless theatre.
3) An excitement about the possibilities offered by
new developments in creative technology. We had
met creative technologists Hellicar & Lewis and were
keen to try to make something together.
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As I will explain in detail below, the resulting piece that
we created began by encouraging people to play and
rewarding them for playing (and playing by the game’s
rules) and then gradually complicated and darkened
the relationship between player and game, asking
questions about when we should reject the game or
challenge its assumptions and how we become aware
of the values implicit in the game. The game operated
as a metapwhor for the systems that control our lives,
a metaphor that was initially submerged and became
increasingly apparent as time went on.
The piece lasted an hour with about 20 players at
a time and took place in a white room with opaque
“windows” (behind which were computer monitors), a
screen that was able to give short instructions and information (in the style of London underground signs),
a globe CCTV camera in the middle of the room
(which not everyone noticed initially) and a giant fluffy
white rabbit in one corner.
The piece began by making people ready to play
and form a version of what Bernie de Koven calls a
“play community.” The first third of the piece was
about building that community, a community of people who were willing to play and play together (while
also rewarding people for playing by the rules of the
game and rewarding obedience).
The first section required the players to “wake up”
the space. They discovered that when they spoke, their
voices echoed. A wall flashed at them. When players
went towards that wall and made enough sound it lit
up and the next wall began flashing until all four had
been awoken. This set up that the game demands that
the players be active (nothing will happen if you don’t
make it happen), and collaborate in order to form a
team. Over time we discovered that with groups of
strangers this collaboration sometimes needed a little
help so we asked everyone to introduce themselves to
people they did not know before entering the room.
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Once all four walls had been activated there was the
reward of “level completed” on the screen and a rewarding sound and lighting effect.
Where level 1 asked you to use your voice, level
2 asked you to use your body; the piece gradually
asked you to commit more and more of yourself to the
game. A spotlight appeared in the centre and when
someone moved within it, a beat played. Gradually
different walls would flash and people discovered
that they could activate different layers of the track by
moving and dancing in those locations. Ten minutes
into the piece a group of strangers would all be dancing together. From this joyful place the game then became more restrictive. The music would only play if
there was one person in the middle and everyone else
at the edges of the room. This could remain joyful,
but it did impose a certain power structure. Who was
in the middle and who was at the edge could change
but the structure of one person in the centre and the
rest at the edge remained fixed; just as we can change
who we elect as leader, but we cannot easily change
the basic power structures of our society.
Over the 36 performances of the piece (which took
place at Ovalhouse theatre in London), one thing that
we found in this section (and overall) was that groups
who already knew each other (a class from a school or
from a university, for example) would be more confident and would go for things more quickly. Groups
of strangers tended to be more hesitant, especially in
the early stages of the piece.
At the end of level 2 the players were rewarded with
a bonus game in which different shapes appeared in
the windows and the players as a group imitated those
shapes, starting with easier shapes and moving towards harder ones, with a countdown and success or
failure sounds. Players would congratulate each other
when successful and urge each other on after a failure.
The piece was structured to be freest at its midpoint.

This was in part because we felt that people need
some structure to encourage them to play initially and
as this becomes easier less structure is needed.
At the midpoint of the piece was the section entitled “free play.” By this point players had discovered
that the entire ceiling of the room consisted of projectors. By moving however they wished in the room,
players could “paint” in different colours on the ceiling, accompanied by music. Many groups embraced
the freedom of this section, while others felt that they
had to achieve something beyond playing freely, even
though the scene title “free play” was displayed on
the screen. They would sometimes attempt to organize others into project of, say, covering the entire
ceiling in “paint.” This was particularly pronounced
among younger players. I have reflected a lot on why
this might be. It could be a result of the English education system, which is increasingly focused on a
model of “jump through these hoops and you will be
rewarded.” It might also have to do with younger players being more familiar with video games in which you
have to pass every level, or it may have resulted from
a greater sensitivity to the piece so far, which had set
up that if players solved the puzzle of what they were
meant to do and did it within the time frame then they
were allowed to move on.
The next section began in the dark with different
types of music playing to encourage dancing (the
Twist, Flamenco, Salsa etc.) The tracks then repeated
but the lights gradually came on so that the confidence built by dancing in the dark could be taken into
the light. The section culminated in all the players doing
the conga around the room. If the “painting” section
was the freest play, this section was the place where
people were at the height of playing together. It normally evoked a joyful sense of togetherness. A sense of
togetherness that the next section would severely test.
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to which you are prepared to “play along” when the
game is no longer fair and no longer fun. A flashing
light appeared in the centre of the room accompanied
by an unpleasant, piercing sound. When someone
stepped into the light the unpleasant sound stopped,
but whatever they did (and people would try all sorts
of things), an error message played. This went on indefinitely and the only way to make it stop was to reject the game. It was only by refusing to play that the
game could be won. This refusal took many different
forms – sitting down, shouting abuse at the rabbit,
shouting stop, preparing to leave etc. When a definite
refusal by the majority of the group had occurred, the
giant rabbit was defeated. His eyes turned red and
flashed fiercely but he slid apart to allow the audience
into an outside space, where all the mechanisms of
the game were visible (including the stage manager
and his bank of computers), a cello was playing Bach’s
concertos and a series of questions about the themes
of the piece were written on the outside walls of the
room, with pens scattered to allow players to write
down their thoughts.
The theme of Counterplay 16 was “Play When It’s
Difficult.” Invisible Treasure was an attempt to give
players a lived, embodied experience of how difficult the contemporary world can be through playing.
Through the piece we sought to expose some of the
brutal realities of “The System” that are hidden underneath its benign exterior. We wanted to create an
experience in which people become aware of the way
in which the contemporary world encourages us to
focus on the rewards that are dangled in front of us
rather than the structural inequalities that make “The
System” unfair. Invisible Treasure had many flaws but
it did take people on a big journey over the course
of an hour. Several players commented on how they
were reminded of the concentration camp guards who
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As the conga ended, a door that had hitherto been
firmly locked opened, and the name of one of the
players appeared on the screen. When that person
went through the door, it closed and locked again.
After a few seconds, the screen informed the remaining players that “Joe Bloggs (or whatever the player
in the other room was called) knows.” The door would
open and Joe would appear and a countdown would
begin on the window screens.
The New Games Foundation in San Francisco had
3 rules: “play hard, play fair, nobody hurt” and indeed any school child could tell you that playing fair
was important. At this point the game stopped being fair, because “Joe” had been told nothing in this
room and the screen had begun to lie to the players
in order to manipulate them. The way the other players treated Joe varied a great deal from performance
to performance. Some groups, especially those who
already knew each other became quite aggressive in
how they spoke to “Joe”, particularly towards the end
of the countdown. During this section the piece invited people to reflect on whether winning the game
is more important than being kind. If you asked most
people out of context they would be likely to answer
that of course it was more important to be kind, but
in the heat of the moment, people’s behavior often
told a different story. At the end of the countdown, the
screens displayed CCTV footage of the last few minutes. This caused many players to comment on their
behavior and that of the group and also to remark
on a feeling of being watched. Many players noticed
for the first time at this point that there was a CCTV
camera in the room. For some, it seeded a sense that
whatever force was controlling the game, whether it
was the giant rabbit in the corner or something else,
was not quite as benign as it had at first seemed.
The final section took the unfairness of the game
to a new level and posed questions about the extent
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said they were only obeying orders and several others
reflected on how easily a system can prevent you acting according to the values you think you hold. Many
commented that they were surprised by their own behavior, in both positive and negative ways. Play can be
positive in so many ways that are outlined elsewhere
in this book, but “playing the game” without stepping
back and analyzing whose interests the game serves
can be dangerous. Here, of course, I am using “playing the game” in the metaphorical sense. Since making the show, however, I have also become increasingly aware of the different power structures embedded
within games and particularly found myself enjoying
games in which any player can change the direction
of the game at any moment. This can be a little more
chaotic, perhaps, but also a little more democratic.

REFERENCES
For more information about fanSHEN, go to
https://www.fanshen.org.uk/
For full details of Invisible Treasure and to watch a
video of extracts, go to https://www.fanshen.org.
uk/invisible-treasure/
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GAME
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This game is
four centuries
old. It features
in Brueghel’s
painting
‘Children’s
Games’.

B

e careful – it has survived the test of time, but
it is quite a rough game and is certainly not
for the fragile, faint-hearted or unfit. I include
it partly as a curiosity and as a proof of the enduring
nature of games.
An actor (called ‘the mother’) stands with her back to
a wall. Five others are facing her, in a line, one behind
the other, all bending down with their heads between
the legs of the person in front, so that they together
make up a sort of ten-legged horse. The person who
is closest to the ‘mother’ rests his head in the latter’s
supportive arms.

There are numerous versions of this game. Usually,
in Portugal, each runner warns of his approach with
a shout of ‘Charge!’ One variation specifies that the
mother must choose the manner of jumping – shouting, laughing, crying, etc. – and each jumper must do
as she says. Equally there can be two teams, and the
team which keeps the greater number of jumpers on
the horse wins.

12
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The game begins when the other actors, one by one,
take a running jump and throw themselves on to the

five-person horse, trying to land as close as possible to
the mother, but without moving once they have jumped
on the horse’s back. The first person jumps and either
hangs on where he landed or falls off. The second actor
launches herself and she also stays put or falls. When
five actors have jumped, the mother starts to rock the
horse’s body to try to shake off those on top.
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PUER LUDENS.
A POETIC GAZE
ON PLAY
FRANCESCA ANTONACCI

ABSTRACT

P

lay has often been snubbed as a serious research topic. The combination of its supposed uselessness and its association with
the world of childhood has led to a general
lack of reflection about play on the part of
high culture. Nevertheless, play experience is symbolic,
polysemic, ambivalent, laden with affect and a potential
generator of contradictory and transformative knowledge (Huizinga, 1980; Fink, 1987, 1992; Suits, 1978).
Due to its rich variety of expression and multiple meanings, it eludes the rigorous conceptualizations and reductionism favoured by contemporary mainstream educational science, which views play mainly as a teaching
aid or as an opportunity for socialization, culturalization,
transmission of contents or as a means of furthering linguistic, cognitive or affective development.
When we speak about the relationship between

playing and childhood, we have to go beyond the real
and concrete child, and also go beyond a univocal
kind of game - as symbolic play. Although we expose
ourselves to the risk of considering playing an important but limited activity, that has to be abandoned in
favour of growing up, to evolve activity in more useful
ways. But play is linked to the world of childhood in a
deeper way, where childhood is understood as an archetypical dimension (Hillman 1988, 1999; Bachelard
1960), as an age which is not only biological, but represents the most imaginative season of life, mainly characterized by wonder and excitement about the world.
Childhood is the season in which reality is not analysed,
categorized or divided into disciplines, but is seen as
a wonderful and fantastic playroom, viewed with passion and understood at a deep symbolic level. In this
sense artists, poets, visionaries, and dreamers such as
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players and gamers, nurture a symbolic childhood gaze,
open to understanding Play as a fundamental experience
for the development of human capabilities. In the chapter I
will argue how this is possible, supported by philosophers,
anthropologists, educators.

AUTHOR’S BIO
Francesca Antonacci, PhD in Science of Education (2004) is
currently a Researcher and Assistant professor at Milano
Bicocca University (Italy), she holds the chair in Play and
Education. Her leading research interests include play, imag-

Playing cannot be understood if you are not players,
if you have not felt the adrenaline of the vertigo, the
intoxication of chance, the bite of competition and the
alienation of disguise.
Play oscillates between definitions that are arranged
by oppositions and each one picks up an aspect, a facet or a problematic node to be carefully described. A
choice cannot be made between these contradictions,
because play holds them together and allows them to
coexist, play is ambivalent and paradoxical. We will
therefore try to go through its living matter with the
help of some of its directions which penetrate it and
go through it, like the arrows from a quiver.

inative education, art and education.

1 / PLAY: DEFINITIONS
AND CONTRADICTIONS

2.1 FREEDOM
The freedom of play has to do with its disinterested
character. Play is a free act not so much or not only
because in it you can do what you want, it is not a
libertine or liberal act, but a free activity, in the sense
that it does not belong to the sphere of the needs
for survival. The desire for play does not come from
physiological drives, nor from the relationship with the
duties of the moral sphere. Essentially it is useless, it
produces nothing: freed in this way from the cause-effect logic, it is free from the oppressing instrumental
bonds, usual in the common world.
It is free because it is interwoven with the category
of the superfluous, it is a luxury. It is an activity we
can devote ourselves to only when our primary needs
have been satisfied, or that is fitting for those who are
not aware of the importance of these needs, or those
who do not care about them, so children, adolescents,
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Play is an elusive phenomenon. When we try to define
it with concepts, it eludes our attempts to restrain it
within the snares of language. Play is something that is
difficult to stop and analyse, it does not let itself be contained or defined, it is something which is infinitely bigger than us, which has to be approached with respect.
It is a primary experience, with complete autonomy. It
cannot be reduced to a function or the effect of some
other form of human experience. Like love or work,
there is, has always been and there always will be play.
For a long time, it was not considered an object
worthy of study and research. Its presumed uselessness and its link with the world of childhood marked
its difficulty to be accredited as an object worthy of
attention by culture, and today it has been re-evaluated only for its effects of entertainment, as a device to
curb young people and adults in a time of crisis of the
employment system.
To understand it, fundamentally you have to … play!

2 / LIKE ARROWS
FROM A QUIVER: THE
CHARACTERISTICS OF PLAY
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madmen, artists, all of whom are subjects that are “disturbed”, inactive and not suitable because they lack or
deviate from the norm and are not in conformity with
the dominant logic.
Freedom can also be seen as an opening up of possibilities, as a potential for movement and access to the
symbolic worlds of representation and fiction, the freedom to transform reality showing its hidden potential,
just as the child who discovers and reveals the horse
inside the shape of a simple broom, belongs to play.
Freedom is also the possibility of indulging in the world
of the fantastic and magical, without prejudices thanks
to the fact that we have been released from the link
with the materiality of everyday life.
Freedom is also what we find in the liminal phenomena, described by Turner (2003). In his analysis, from
the study on rites of passage (Van Gennep, 1996), he
further investigates the study of the phase of transition,
the limen. The subjects that are in the liminal phase of
the rite no longer have the previous social status nor are
they in that of destination, they are as though in a limbo
but which is a special area where they are symbolically and materially undressed of their usual clothes and
everyday habits: they have to fast, live suspended in
a state of indistinctness, but they are allowed to break
the rules of the group. The area where reality is transformed is liminal, where there is freedom to transgress,
to alternatively play relations and bonds, to invert the
relationships of power, to change the daily order: freedom is the transformative and liberating power of play.
This way, freedom is not revealed as omnipotence, as
the absolute dissolution of every form of constriction,
rule or shared norm. It is not liberalism, but it is the
choice without conditions, i.e. without obligations, and
therefore free, to follow the rules of the game and to
carry out every action possible within these rules, as
the players remain contained and protected in a finite
space.

However, as soon as we can determine the game as
a space of freedom, we can try to separate the cards
and interpret play as a moment of possession and enchantment. If, as Gadamer says, in play, we are being played, it is because we are driven by a seductive
spell to play even against our will and against rules of
the licit and comprehensible. “Every playing is a being played. The attraction of a game, the fascination
it exerts, consists precisely in the fact that the game
masters the players” (Gadamer, 1993, p. 106).
In playing we are (also) entranced: time flow irregularly, the tension exceeds what can be withstood, risk becomes an unstable and whimsical master and the drive
to play becomes uncontainable. For example, this happens in the forms of obsession for play, in dependence
on the evil of the intoxication and frustration of gambling. There playing does not only free, but enchains
and destroys. In the tension between awareness of reality and abandonment to the unstable and fascinating
world of play, it is even possible to lose the way back.

2.2 THE MAGIC CIRCLE
The condition of separateness and isolation in play
is guaranteed by a state of not being ordinary, by its
being disconnected from habit, from routine weighed
down by everyday life, from the constrictions of relational life, and from the duties and obligations of etiquette and socialization.
The liminal nature could be symbolized by a magic
circle, delimited and concluded, in which special and
out-of-the-ordinary events takes place, differently from
what happens for the experience of common life and
how daily activities take place. “Play is distinct from “ordinary” life both as to locality and duration.” (Huizinga,
1980, p. 9).
Ordinary time is also suspended and takes on special characteristics. Not only because when playing
the awareness of passing time is lost, but above all
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because play establishes a quality of more vivid and
intense presence. “Play is conspicuously set apart from
the whole futural character of life. Play does not allow
itself to be incorporated without further ado into the
complex architecture of purposes” (Fink, 2012, p. 20).
If playing is released from primary needs, it is also
released from life planning. If every act of ours, in
work, in love, in ability, is motivated by an objective
and oriented towards the future, however vague and
uncertain, play allows pausing in the present, without
concerns, to dawdle and gallivant, to wander around
lazily and aimlessly, to go round and round ourselves
as in the metaphor of the merry-go-round, which is
why it is so suspicious. In play we are enlightened in a
special condition, we live in a state of tension and excitement similar to that experienced by those who act,
do sport or oriental disciplines; a particular state of
concentration in which the mind is not distinguished
from the body and will is not distinguished from action. The same state described by Csikszentmihalyi
(1990) in the theory of flow, a very particular condition, described also by martial arts and by the oriental
paths to perfection: a state of presence without control and without egoic intention, a state of mastery
without desire and without an objective.
It is a state which has many points of contact with
the condition of paradise. The Garden of Eden, as the
circumscribed place where the time of the beginning
is in force, the mythical golden age, before the separation between good and evil or between god and
men, which is also the time of each individual human,
before the separation from the mother, a special time,
delimited by a magic circle.

2.3 THE SACRED, A TENSION BETWEEN
BELIEVING AND NOT BELIEVING

13
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Huizinga (1980) helps us to understand why (especially
in archaic and tribal societies) the sphere of cultural,

ritual and liturgical actions share the formal characteristics of play: they are actions that lie outside daily life,
they take place in a context defined in time and space,
they give rise to disguises using ceremonial garments
or masks, they have the characteristics of a performance, of an action of front of a public. The archaic
cult allows keeping believing and not believing undivided, it admits the co-existence of two worlds of a different order, a sacred mystical identity between what
is tangible and present and what is absent, but at the
same time current, as it is re-presented. Play establishes a world that is intangible but not unreal, in which
there remain an imaginary aspect and a contact of
awareness with reality. The imagination allows knowing something that is not concretely present, but not
because it is unreal or non-existent, but because it is
beyond, difficult to see, deep, because it is linked with
knowledge of a symbolic nature. Imaginative power is
a faculty of knowledge, that tries to understand the
complexity and ambivalence of the world symbolically
and for this reason accepts the joint presence of antagonistic, contradictory and ambiguous categories.
Not only play is the creation of worlds, like the sacred. Play also has a cosmogonic character and sacred
creation has the character of play, of an original imagining combination, made up of competition, randomness, fate, imitation, reproduction, display, fun,
vertigo, delirium, ecstasy and, lastly, rest. As the philosophers have poetically said, “Time is a child at play,
moving pieces in a board game; the kingly power is a
child’s” (Heraclitus fr. DK B52), and “For a divine table
is the earth, and trembling with new active dictums
and dice-casts of the gods” (Nietzsche, 1991, 60.3).
The relation between play and sacred is not exhausted
in the dependence of one on the other, there exists
on the other hand between the dimensions of play
and the sacred a bond which can be further studied
through the study of fiction and performativity. Play
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and the sacred are not faded “copies” of reality, they
are not fake reproductions but refer to something bigger, in which reality is concentrated and capable of
holding together contradictory aspects, to express a
connection with man at a deeper level.

2.4 THE DRAMATIC-COMPETITIVE
COMPONENT
Play feeds on oppositions and antinomies, between
seriousness and fun, between loneliness and company, between truth and fiction, between freedom and
normativity. Almost all play is dominated by an opposing tension, with dissent embedded in it. If this is
clear in the agon game, it is no less present in the alea
game which pitches chance against the player and
also in games of mimicry, which show a dramatic plot
and in those of ilinx, where there is the vertigo of being lost and then finding oneself again (Caillois, 2001).
The use of defined, limited and clear rules reduces
the complexity of the world, allows choosing a defined portion of it and managing a conflict reduced to
its essence in it. The clash takes place in a protected
and controlled situation which does not become destructive, as could easily happen in real life.
If play is supported in the dynamic tension between
two poles, it is also true that any opposition takes a
grip if it does not move far away from a position of
balance between the opponents. Play tends, that is,
to remain in equilibrium to survive and thus has a balancing function, because it has to stay in the flow between skills and challenges, as Csikszentmihalyi (1990)
intuited. It survives only if the contenders are of equal
value or level: only in this case is the situation of play
interesting, entertaining and exciting: otherwise the
game becomes boring or a source of anguish and is
soon abandoned.
It is an exercise of war, of agon and opposition,
with which the polemic and antithetic energies of the

individual, group or society are constantly trained
for conflict. The form of this conflict is not pacifying,
cooperative, moralistic, hypocritical however, but on
the contrary always keeps alive the opposing tension,
playing it out in a normed context. When you move
away from the balancing border of play, from the
separate and regulated context, the conflict is transformed into horror and devastation. We wonder why
in children’s games there is war, why the games of adolescents often have settings that are reminiscent of
the ‘noir’ genre, but it becomes clearer how the power
of each game is kept in this secret as well: it is not a
question of venting the negative, of releasing it, but
of exercising it, to keep alive the tension between instances of life and death, of exercising the fantastic
function of hope, the faculty of the possible, against
the fixedness and inevitability of time and death
(Durand, 1999), because every conflict represents in
condensed and intensified form the decisive clash of
man with his destiny.

3 / THE GAZE OF CHILDHOOD
Play, from Plato onwards, is child’s stuff. Childhood is
the soul of play, its original nucleus, its throbbing heart.
Play cannot be understood except from its original nucleus which makes it the chosen and splendid activity of a child. In this context, though, the reference to
childhood cannot be understood literally, or in terms
of age. It is primarily an imaginative season which appears in a particular type of gaze. The gaze of childhood is the nucleus of symbolic childhood present in
the sensitivity of the poet, of the actor, of the painter,
of the funambulist, of the juggler, of the warrior, of
the educator and also of the child. In fact, “our puer
attitudes are not bound to youth, nor are our senex
qualities reserved for age” (Hillman, 1979, p. 10). We
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golden circle, renewed each time, every time from
the beginning as though it were the first, because it
is the first. He pours in bubbling rivers of passion for
the feat and of curious participation into this circle, so
that play can keep the duration of the enthusiasm of
each beginning. Whilst the adult gets tired by repetition and is depressed by routine, the infant nucleus
jumps for joy and happiness, repeatedly passing from
one to multiple and from one thing to its opposite,
always loving everything. The Puer ludens gets tired
in distinction, in discrimination and in weighing up. He
cannot evaluate, except by absolutes and is not easily
satisfied. He is whimsical, short-tempered, impossible
to satisfy and above all competitive and wants to win
every time. The refined machination of rules – in play,
in disciplines and in art – does not make him gloomy,
because they are completely arbitrary, invented and
abstract, they have no reference to the heavy and difficult reality of everyday life. They are systematic and
precise and soften, moderate and shape the flourishing complexity of the world.
The Puer ludens is the tutelary deity of the beginning
and becomes the guardian of creation, which resides
in the day of Saturday, the Jewish Shabbat. The Puer
ludens has not created or generated anything, his task
is to give a name to things and lives in the Garden
of Eden while the creator rests, on the seventh day,
and moves according to the slow and calm rhythm of
the creator’s breathing in sleep, dancing and playing
in what has been created. This way he teaches every
man to live in the time of rest, of pleasure, truly human time liberated from productive anxiety, which becomes a time for giving thanks and the mythical time
of a garden we have been wrenched from and then
forced to toil and work. We are perhaps all destined
to this sabbatical state, but only the Puer ludens has
the courage to take up permanent residence in it, obstinately and impertinently: his activity, play, perhaps
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are interested in the capacity of being enchanted and
falling in love with things and the cosmos, of believing
in the magic circle, in the transitional and liminal space
of every activity of play and being immersed in it with
the qualities of an ecstatic and dreaming child.
Play should therefore not be an activity which has to
be abandoned in order to mature, but an activity that
has to be kept, cultivated, nurtured and protected. It
is, however, an awareness that risks being trivialized
and impoverished, when childhood and play are understood reductively. It is not enough to say that one’s
inner child has to be cultivated, because it is not a
subjective condition, but an archetypal condition.
The child has to be understood in its overall ambivalence and must not become an idealized image. The
child enchants us by its capacity to concentrate, be
amazed and become joyful in a playful state, the child
also perturbs us by his freedom, incoherence, uselessness: immature and unprepared, he is not ready or
useful yet, his knowledge and his actions are not productive and cannot be spent. This child, whom I call
Puer ludens (using Latin, in order not to be confused
with the terms overused in daily use of playing child),
has no patience and cannot wait, cannot control himself to learn, because he is not familiar with coherence,
this is why he does not like working activities that are
finalized and organized. He cannot wait for the future
and does not have a past to remember. We have seen
that play extends, infinitely and indefinitely, in the
present. The Puer ludens is, if anything, the guardian
of every beginning, becomes excited for every surprise and is amazed by everything and acts out the
condition of an enchantment worthy of the Garden of
Eden. The Puer ludens never tires in the infinite repetition of playing, the stories, the movements: repetition does not bore him, because in it he eternally
relives an ecstatic present. The Puer ludens knows the
secret of every origin, of a time enclosed by a magic
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consists of preserving, watering and looking after the
garden. The image of the garden extends that of the
magic circle, of every liminal and transitional space.
It is there that mingling and confusion, collusion and
illusion of fusion between our person and the outside
world (Winnicott, 1971) takes place, it is a mythical
place where there is no separation and man resides
free and whole, perfectly integrated into the cosmos,
without knowing duality, without knowing the difference between being and not being, an original place
where the single and the multiple dance in unison.
The image of the garden allows us to remain faithful
to that of the divine child, who is not only one of the
great archetypes, but also and above all archetype of
the archetypes in the sense that his figure is an emblem par excellence of every symbolic dimension. It is
the figure of the Puer that represents by antonomasia
what, uniting every division, every opposition, acts it
out, i.e. produces meaning and images, which testify
a coniunctio oppositorum (Jung, 1997).
Children play because this is the liveliest and most authentic action of symbolization and representation of
life, in which to probe, tarnish, mould, water, forge,
destroy and reconstruct their vital world in the solid
terrain of the imagination. If those who place in childhood the season closest to being are right, we can understand how play is actually the activity that can most
properly unfold human potential and how difficult it is
as adults, after a life spent giving value to work and
effort, to automatically return to its dimension.

4 / THE LUDIC
IMAGINATION
I have called the faculty of believing and not believing
in the garden, the faculty of authentically staying in
the magic circle, the ludic imagination. Like the products of the imagination, situated in the border area
between certainty and doubt, the garden exists as
an enchanted and magic place, it exists in the area
comprised between our ego and external reality, it is
neither a hallucination nor a place that can be actually
touched. If psychiatry defines magic thought a symptom, I prefer to celebrate it as an imaginative faculty
peculiar to the world of children and a faculty to cultivate and nurture in adulthood, as it is normally rejected, hindered and denigrated. The risk of growth,
elsewhere always praised as an edifying perspective,
is to irremediably lose the ability to believe in what is
not merely tangible and graspable with reason, and
with this, to devaluate everything that lies outside the
horizon of measurability and calculability. The risk is to
lose a ludic imagination, animated by a child’s gaze.
Childhood has a salvific and healing function and
can be recovered through the memory of childhood.
By allowing a return to the past, it can wash away what
insults and wounds have sullied, it is the vehicle of
healing, because as Durand (1999) teaches us, it preserves the characteristics of the fantastic function and
with it keeps the mission of repairing the outrage of
time and death and opening up the time of hope.
The ludic imagination is thus the invention of the
degree to which it is the creation of worlds that have
a meaning because they radiate well-being and pleasure. Man is ludens when his actions and his intentions
lose the weight of the egoic claim for the control of
an ego which believes it decides and decides to dominate. In abandoning to the course of the world, on
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CHILDHOOD
IS THE SOUL OF
PLAY, ITS ORIGINAL
NUCLEUS, ITS
THROBBING
HEART.
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the rest of the Shabbat, on the other hand, which is
not loss, or retreat or renouncement, openness and
lightness are gained, which teach not giving too much
importance to everyday things. This is why an authentic mastery is acquired, the presence of those who accept this posture, is alive and luminous, but only in
the system of possibility of the magic circle, in the enchantment of the garden. Shedding the claim of domination does not represent a resigned renouncement
of action, it does not mean abdicating to one’s fate, it
is not about nihilism or indifference. It is about escape
(Levinas, 2003), but in a sense that has neither positive
nor negative connotations, it is a posture to oppose
the usual way of controlling the world.
Playing means finding the ludic potential for mixing,
changing, subverting and the search for pleasure, joy,
satisfaction and happiness that redeem the inexorability of time and death (Durand, 1999). The result is
playing with the experiences of the world: with love,
with work, with war, with sexuality and with learning.
Playing means discovering and creating but not distorting or hallucinating, it means challenging but not
destroying, it means representing but not pretending
or faking, it means learning but not making an effort.
The little that remains is a sabbatical stay in the intermediate and magic circle in which only players remember to believe in.
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SOMEONE IN A
PLAYFUL WAY THAT
MAKES BOTH OF YOU
SMILE, MAYBE EVEN
LAUGH IF YOU’RE
UP FOR IT. HOW
DID THAT FEEL?
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MoRM & FUTURE
MEMORIES:

COLLABORATIVELY
INVESTIGATING A
CONTRAPUNTAL MUSEUM
AS A PARTICIPATORY
RESEARCH APPROACH
MADS M. REHDER & KASPER OSTROWSKI

INTRODUCTION

A

s part of a research project entitled
‘Creating Future Memories’ at Aarhus
University a group of individuals blurring the boundaries between art, academics, and activism got together and
participated in Counterplay 2016 at DOK1. Without

any prior knowledge of the group composition or possible aims for the experimental workshop we lunged
into a process of devising both an interactive exhibition and an installation which explored the ‘big data’
citizens regularly produce in their everyday lives and
how this data might be archived, packaged, and
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The accumulated conglomeration was then annotated, coupled with the memories and aestheticized in
different ways. After our process of ‘curation’ the collection was displayed momentarily with the promise
of being destroyed hours later. The temporality and
the destruction of materials ran counter to the praxis
of preserving cultural heritage associated with museums, placing the participants in a playful position of
exhibiting and sharing while simultaneously forgetting
or letting go.

CURATING IN MoRM
Traditionally curating is understood as a highly specialized line of museum work involving the care, accessioning, handling and exhibition of artworks.
However, the idea of curation has recently become
popular within social media as concerns are voiced
about technical content curating “behind the curtain”
of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr and the like.

14
5

recycled - or even forgotten, primarily within social
media. We wanted to explore what our daily routines
connected to social media and the sorting our data
meant for the way we shape our memories, and therefore the traces of future memories.
In this chapter we follow the trajectory of the exhibition entitled ‘MoRM’ (Museum of Random Memories)1.
Contemplating curation and future memories, the
concept of a museum for forgotten and/or random
objects surfaced. Through a playful process which in
many ways resembled devised theatre, being collaborative, script-free and improvisatory, The Museum
of Random Memories was envisioned, organized,
realized, opened and documented on location. The
concept played with a contrapuntal museum strategy,
which included both a grand opening and a session of
dis-preservation. Guests and “canvassed” participants
were invited to share random ‘matters’ – a random
idea, a random image from their smartphone or a random object they had on them. The different matters
were voluntarily handed over to the ‘official collectors.’
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The idea of curation has also been detached from the
professional realm and included in everyday, mundane
practices. When we are picking and choosing pictures
to post online, or selecting feeds to ‘like’ or tag, we
are said to be curating our lives. Departing from this
expanded take on curating, we wanted to work with
the idea of a museum that somehow played with both
the curating process and the notions of control and
relevant data. Originally, curating includes a selective
process in which pieces of art are assembled into a
coherent exhibition. In MoRM we invited the participants to partially curate their own contributions to the
exhibition. Instead of focusing on the ideas, pictures
and objects that usually get displayed on social media, we wanted to focus on the mundane and often
overlooked aspects of everyday life. And instead of archiving the material the way both museums and social
media do, we created an exhibition that would only
last a few hours, after which the materials would be
abandoned. However, we wanted not only want to destroy the contributions, we also wanted to transform
them into different expressions in the process.

PROCESS OF PARTICIPATION
AND CURATING
The Museum was built around a participatory design.
We wanted to engage people from the conference
and visitors at DOKK1 in building the exhibition and
curating the content of the exhibition. Equipped with
rudimentary collector badges we sought out participants and asked for a random idea, random photo or
a random object.
No matter the contribution we asked for the associated context and/or stories related to their idea,
photo or object. The random matters were treated in
different ways.

The ideas were annotated on a simple form we handed out. Later the forms were mounted on one big wall
in the museum.
The photos and objects were collected in a separate
process which was filmed. Most of the participants
were asked to fill in a form, explaining what the object
was and the stories or memories related to it, while
other explanations were captured only on video.
We handed all the contributors an invitation to a
typical grand opening of the exhibition, complete with
sparkling wine and assorted snacks.
In the following section, two of MoRM’s activities will
be investigated with curating as a frame of reference.
First we take a look at the collection and processing
of pictures ‘excavated’ from the participants’ smartphones. Then we turn our attention to the random objects they dug out of their bags, pockets and purses.

THE RANDOM PICTURES OF
EVERYDAY LIFE
As part of what has been coined information foraging
(Gazzaley & Rosen 2016) we all tend to shoot multiple
ordinary pictures in our everyday lives. These mundane pictures might serve practical or momentarily
emotional purposes or represent a passing curiosity.
However, most of our everyday pictures are not shared
in real life or on social media, but left to ‘wither’ in our
ever-growing cloud of personal data.
In MoRM we were interested in collecting the random pictures which was only stored on phones and
their attributed stories. The pictures and stories which
were not posted, shared or told. We wanted to investigate the pictures and narratives deselected in the participants’ personal curating process. In other words,
this sub-project explored the experiences of everyday life which would not otherwise be deliberately
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these random pictures. In this short video (1.20 min)
we present one of the fascinating stories shared by
a participant. She contemplates the
narrative associated with a picture of
butter, which she rediscovered on her
phone, when approached by MoRM.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDtpohozixs

Apart from the photos, we also collected random objects, which the participants were
willing to hand over to the museum. Naturally, the
physical and analogue objects were in multiple ways
different from the digital ones. For starters, the participants naturally carried a smaller amount of analogue
objects, compared to the number of digital photos.
However, they also did share qualities, which made

14
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archived for future purposes, like the memories visible
in online archives. We wanted to examine the pictures
potentially left out of future memories. Equipped with
a video camera, we asked people to select a random
picture on their phone and tell the story connected
to that picture. Afterwards they mailed the pictures to
us and filled out a form summarizing the stories they
had told. In this way, we collected a multitude of random memories and stories from people’s everyday
lives. These stories had not previously been shared
or posted on social media but revealed personal and
intimate details and perspectives from their everyday
lives. We learned about favourite ice-cream, polish
candy, favourite graffiti style, 3D printing, different
types of juice and the best recipe for cookies, all from
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them relevant for MoRM. Similar to the pictures in the
backlogs of their phones, we were able to retrieve
mundane objects that had become inconsequential
for the participants, but not yet left behind or discarded. And as was also the case with the pictures, the
participants were able to rediscover and share compelling stories attributed to the ‘unsensational’ objects
that had otherwise dropped from their attention. In
this manner the very tactile artifacts came to mirror or
rephrase the process of making digital memories.

THE RANDOM OBJECTS
OF EVERYDAY LIFE
We often carry forgotten stories and memories about
in our pockets, in our wallets or in our bags. Small
objects that seem insignificant, but nonetheless still
linger in our lives. Tickets, vouchers, receipts, napkins,

plastic cutlery, leaflets, small coins and the like. Some
are used items, which no longer serve any practical
purpose, some are ‘tokens of memorandums’ reminding us of a movie we have seen or a book we have
bought. Some have a pleasant story attached; others
less so. When we collected random objects from the
backlog of the contributors lives we asked both for
things they had just forgotten about and things they
would like to forget about. Amongst other things, we
received a receipt reminding the participant about lost
money and small cardboard picture pogs reminding
another participant of a bad breakup, a napkin carried
so long in a back pocket it had developed a visible
denim structure, a plastic clip someone received from
a woman’s mom when started living on her own. Such
practical items and mundane memories are rarely considered or included in our personal digital curating.
The objects went through a ‘Department of Dispreservation.’ In this part of MoRM the different
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objects were handed over to a printmaker and his
small rudimentary workstation. Utilizing a handheld
printing technique, he turned the inconsequential
objects into subtractive monotypes called ‘Empirical
Prints.’ The prints were ‘tagged’ with the contributors’ short narratives and temporarily showcased in
a tangled web mirroring the convoluted and confusing digital curation taking place in social media. The
Empirical Prints served as aesthetic fabrications, which
disrupted the observers’ utility-focused gaze and
forced him or her to reconcile the different versions
of the objects. Visiting MoRM offered the participants
an aesthetically surprising way of departing with the
objects and narratives they had administered to us.
This 2:10 minute video presents the
collection of objects and the process
of aesthetic dis-preservation.

In the process of collecting we made the participants
think about the way they have memories connected
to all their random pictures and objects in different
ways than they had done prior to their engagement
with our museum. But we also wanted to challenge
their way of thinking about how they are creating and
curating memories as a part of their daily practices.
In the exhibition the participants who had contributed with pictures and objects were confronted not only
with their displayed objects and pictures, but also with
the aestheticized versions of their contributions.
As it was the case with the objects, we also manipulated the context and presentation of the pictures
collected. The pictures were both displayed on a large
flatscreen without any context or story connected to
them, and at the other end of the exhibition the video
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cq90DJWlmQ0

THE MoRM EXHIBITION
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recordings from the gathering of the pictures was
shown. The pictures became a part of a video and thus
they became highlighted and put into a new context
determined by us. The process of altering and re-contextualizing took place prior to the exhibition. Some of
the recordings of participants’ explanations of their selected random pictures was edited into a short video.
The pictures that were previously deselected and not
categorized as suitable for being displayed on social
media and the online archiving now became just that in
being a part of a video and now this book. They went
from being stored in personal records and left to ‘wither’, to being archived as future memories.
The printing process and the video demonstrated
how personal data, once handed over to others, can be
translated and orchestrated in unpredictable ways. This
point was also demonstrated through the physical composition of the exhibition which was intentionally disorganized both mirroring the randomness of the content and lack of control with its presentation. Pictures,
objects and ideas were presented both on tables and
hanging from a confusing array of criss-crossing strings.

Playing with the concept of an actual museum, our curators served as official custodians within the few hours
MoRM was open. However, in accordance with our
contrapuntal strategy and our intentionally confusing
display, they had little actual help to offer.

GRAND OPENING
As is customary at museums, the opening of the exhibition was accompanied by a small reception. We
did not include an opening speech but offered guests
sparkling wine and assorted snacks. Guests arrived.
The participants would often come and visit the exhibition and seek out their own donation amongst a
multitude of contributions. Most of the participants
came with friends, and after talking briefly with our
custodians and being shown around, they would linger at their own contribution to explain more about it
and the process in which they had become a part of
the museum. In this way the participants, took on the
roles of voluntary guides or instant custodians in the
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museum. While guiding their friends through the exhibition they would also engage with other participants
who would share information about their contribution.
The exchange of information was inspiring, and the
exhibition soon became surprisingly interactive. The
roles of participants, curators, custodians, creators and
visitors became entangled. Any potential control over
the narratives shared in MoRM was quickly hijacked by
the participating guests, while we (somewhat frantically) tried to record snippets of the lively activity. While
both fulfilling our aspirations and catching us a bit
off-guard, MoRM turned into a participatory and playfully interactive museum. While we got really positive
feedback from the visitors who had been part of the
initial collection process, we also learned that those
who had not were overwhelmed by the combination
of elements and the disorganization, which contradicted the notion of a museum. Some were puzzled
by the convoluted process, others were not sure what
to make of the contradictory strategy of a museum in
which playfulness and serious attention to detail were
intertwined. Some found the physical orchestration
discouraging and inaccessible. Departing from the
experiences outlined above, we will now discuss possible insights and learning outcomes.

DISCUSSION OF CURATING,
ARCHIVING AND MEMORY

15
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In this workshop the random objects and pictures became elements in challenging notions of how and if we
are curating our own life and the memories created in
the ever-changing present.
With the transformative process related to the objects and pictures of everyday life we wanted to create
pastiche illuminating how algorithms or aestheticizing
processes have the ability to disconnect ideas, objects

and pictures from their original context and combine
them in new collages, thus transforming their expressions. When these elements are embedded in new
contexts they are displaced from the original creator’s
realm and might undergo transformations not controlled by the creator. Both the printing process, the
pictures displayed in the exhibition and the videos
created reflected on the transformation process that
digital pictures posted on social media can undergo.
The printing process functioned as concrete and tactile
comments on the digital and algorithmically processing of content on social media. At the same time, other
objects were displayed in unedited ways, but disconnected from their context and labelled with short explanation by the curating team at the MoRM. In the video,
edited versions of the participants’ stories connected
to their pictures similarly caused an alteration of the
context and displayed them in ways that were outside
the participants’ control. The same pictures were also
displayed on another screen, without any context in a
looping slideshow. Compiling the images into a slideshow and showing them side by side made it evident
that a common factor between them was the aesthetic
character of being unedited and unfiltered. These pictures were stored on the participants’ own phones and
were within their own control. However, once shared
with us, they were given the potential to be re-contextualized and curated in other ways.
The term archive might lead our thoughts towards
old, dusty and abandoned places with a dedicated archivist who controls and organizes a collection. But in
relation to the digitally mediated life of the 21st century, archives are potentially something we all own,
manage and control. We have archives in all our mobile
technologies, and the practise of archiving or managing these archives is something which has become a
part of our daily routines. All of the digital elements
in such archives have memories connected to them.
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Consequently, we are also managing our memories
when we select which emails, pictures, videos, sounds
and documents we archive and which we delete.
When the participants were looking through stored
photos it made them reopen their past as they were
relating to old photos, in the same way that participants went through pockets searching for objects they
could give the museum. Both physical acts were accompanied by a mental revisit of memories connected
to these object and pictures. Inspired by the French
philosopher of time Henry Bergson, Maurice MerleauPonty has been exploring the phenomenon of time
though a phenomenological perspective. A central argument by Merleau-Ponty was that we always perceive
the present through the perspective of the past and
the future. This also means that whenever we re-open
memories we perceive them from the point of view of
the actual present, and we also close the memories after this visit in an altered version, having been opened
and looked at with a specific space/time perspective
(Merleau-Ponty, 2005, p. 483).
When the participants were elaborating on the stories and context connected to their selected pictures
in front of the camera, they were at the same time
reopening these memories and reshaping them. This
means that the process of transformation in the individual’s perception of a memory takes place whenever the
memory is being brought to the fore. In making the museum and interacting with the participants we therefore
made them alter their memories while they reopened
them. The way the mundane pictures or objects from
everyday life were given extreme attention altered the
memories connected to them. The pictures and objects
went from being something left in the bottom of a bag
or in the phone’s camera roll to now being important
relative to the amount of attention given to them, and
in this process they were changed.
This process of change and alteration of the perception

of the objects and pictures was spontaneously made explicit by the participants. They were curious about our
attention towards these random objects and began a
reflection upon the effect these specific pictures and objects had had in their own life. They ascribed meaning
and purpose in elaborating on the context and stories
connected to them. In the films we tried to capture and
display some of these transformative processes and moments, where these insignificant elements were forever
changed in being given focused attention.
Memories are ascribed to all elements of everyday
life, not only those exhibited at museums or posted on
social media. While we might not professionally curate
our own life and memories we are always making unconscious decisions and selections, and the things we
highlight in the present have the potential to be future
memories. On the other hand, memories are shaped
and reconfigured in a never-ending process, and therefore future memories are never set in stone. The future
is being shaped in the present based on both memories from the past and ideas about the future. What
we wanted to explore in this interactive installation was
that while we might not think about all the elements of
our everyday life we ascribe meaning to, we are selecting a few when telling stories based on memories, and
these stories are always changing at the same time as
the present, the future and the past are being changed.
Engaging with our mobile technologies in managing
our data as a part of our daily routines means that we
are also shaping our memories, and molding the trajectories of future memories.

CONCLUSION
MoRM was founded on exploration, internally and
externally. We wanted to play and improvise with academic rigor within a non-academic setting. And we
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attention. Such everyday artifacts gradually cease to
astonish us and become invisible to us. In this project
we dug into the participants’ archives and dragged
out the ‘witherings’ of the everyday and made them
take center-stage in our museum. We showcased
the potentially rich narrative life hidden in random
mundanities. With the help of the participants, we curated objects and pictures, which had been deemed
unfit for personal curative practices and archived. By
showcasing the objects and pictures in a museum, we
made them re-appear and become available for the
visitors to rediscover and investigate the lost memories and attached narratives.
In the collective group we still trying to figure out
how and where we can develop the potential of a
contrapuntal museum further in different settings.
Through writing this article we have sparked an examination of the vast multitude of materials and ideas encompassed in the concept. What the next MoRM will
look like is difficult to predict at this point. But we are
looking very much forward to the next grand opening.
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wanted to engage random participants with explorations of forgotten objects and digital curating. MoRM
was realized as a playful and participatory institution
exhibiting random ideas, objects and pictures that
were not initially thought of as objects to be displayed,
archived or highlighted by their creators. In retrospect
the workshop was grounded in methods that value
serendipity, accident, and not least improvisation,
which was based on the strong individual capabilities
within our group. This promoted a dynamic of both
exploration and trust; while exploration allowed us to
follow multiple trajectories, trust functioned to help us
bring something together in the end. By allowing other voices to take leadership, by allowing each strength
to be expressed differently and variously throughout
the two days, and by letting go, we ended up with a
playful and engaging venture dubbed MoRM.
With the contrapuntal museum we ended up reinvigorating forgotten, random objects and pictures.
In our everyday life we are constantly surrounded by
a massive assembly of ‘unsensational’ objects and
digital archives that drop through the fabric of our
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ENDNOTES
The participants engaged with MoRM were: Débora
Lanzeni, Dalida María Benfield, Andrew Sempere, JV
Fuqua, Bente Larsen, Elizabeth Whitney, Christopher
Bratton, Kasper Ostrowski and Mads M. Rehder. The
workshop was hosted by Anette Markham as part of a
research project entitled: ‘Creating Future Memories’
at Aarhus University.
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See more at:
http://museumofrandommemory.com
http://futuremaking.space/project/
creating-future-memory/
http://journal.disruptivemedia.org.uk/
creating-future-memories/
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COUNTERPLAY
AND COUNTERPOWER
TOM APPERLEY

D

oes digital game play reproduce particular values? Or is play a process where
value is negotiated? Often digital
game play is considered in both ways,
as a site which can didactically convey
information, but also as a site that encourages and
nurtures creativity. Both of these are desirable in certain contexts, but when and how does gaming move
from the disciplinary to the creative? How does the
creative element of digital gaming make it a form of
expression, and can this expression be considered
political?
Digital game play may appear to be disciplinary
because it mirrors many digital processes we engage
in during the course over our everyday activities.
Primarily the configuration of a software system that is
designed to be configured and produce a number of
possibilities and potential outcomes. Software forms
the material basis for the experience of the virtual
worlds of digital games; it channels, constrains, and

permits various configurations. In this logic the digital
game is a singularity, that may merely be unfolded in
multiple ways that are designed to offer choice and
interactivity. This chapter instead argues that digital
game play is an experience that is both disciplinary
and creative, whilst in some contexts it is an impartial
transferor of culture, in others it is a source of new cultures and relations.
Counterplay is a useful tool for thinking through this
distinction. Elsewhere I have described counterplay
as a key constituent of digital play that emerges from
practices of individuals and communities of players in
relation to the particular affordances and constraints
of their situation (Apperley, 2010). In particular, it is to
play in a way that is unanticipated in a game’s design.
This may necessarily involve the re-establishment of
parameters for success in the game that differ from
the officially defined rules. The disruption of the official rules in not caused by unfamiliarity with them. It
is conducted in a knowing manner that suggests an
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DIGITAL GAMING, SOCIAL
MEDIA AND EXPRESSION
The potential counterpower of counterplay has been
increased by the growing significance of social media in
gaming culture, which have created numerous channels
for sharing and curating gaming content. Curation on
social media, can after all, be considered a form of expression. Art critic Boris Groys points out that through
social media curation people become engaged in
practices of “self-design” (2010, 41). The integration
of gaming and social media platforms means that play
increasingly traverses and joins the creative and curatorial. While, strictly and technically speaking, some
activities are operating game software and others are
using social media or remixing tools, implementing this
distinction may do little to capture the experiences of
players. Play is, of course, a rather imprecise term, but
‘doing’ Minecraft for example is not simply the operation of the gaming software and hardware; it includes a
particular sensibility, based on knowledge and experience with the Minecraft, that has been develop through
playing with it, that establishes a shared context for interpreting and evaluating materials made, shared and
discussed on social media.
The everyday curatorship practices of Minecraft players involve a variety of activities and skills. It moves beyond the writing, production or remixing of content, to
include arranging, assembling, cataloguing, collecting,
distributing and disassembling digital media (Potter
2012, 175). Curation of this kind of content through
social media is an ‘active’ and ‘intentional’ process.
For educationalist John Potter, this new form of curatorship indicates both the digital literacy skills that are
relevant to contemporary media use and – like Groys –
how digital media curation reflects the changing conception of the self. He writes:
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advanced understanding of digital games. The player possess the skills to succeed, but has turned those
skills to probing and testing the material possibilities
and limits of the game.
But in its least complex manifestation counterplay is
entirely similar to console-based awards or trophies,
in that it is about finding a new challenge within the
existing system. Awards and trophies create a mechanism to externalise these activities, to reincorporate
them as design features and integrate them into social
media. This shift in design practices towards awards
and trophies formalizes existing practices, and serves
as an official vehicle for disseminating these practices.
But counterplay extends even to playing with the
materiality of software. The practice of finding, sharing
and cataloguing the glitches in games. In Minecraft,
for example, the game recommends that players use
unusual glitches such as waterfalls or lava flows appearing out of nowhere or islands in the sky as landmarks to orient themselves within the game-world.
This suggestion illustrates the proximity between design practices and counterplay, and how counterplay
contributes to community building through the sharing of practices among players and the acknowledgement of these practices by the game designers and
community managers.
Counterplay is important for how we understand
what may be at stake in digital gaming, specifically how we may understand the potency for digital
games and game cultures to challenge collective
values and become sites of conflict that have political repercussions. Counterplay offers players what
Manual Castells (2012) describes as ‘counter-power’:
strategies for resisting and potentially challenging
institutionalized power relations. Counter-power, he
argues has been recently enabled by the prominence
of social media which allows the public more access
to media space.
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What we see in these processes of authoring,
collecting, and appropriating is a process in which
the unperceived accretions of passing time along
with the very many processes of growing up and
changing relationships with ourselves, and with
others, has become the centrepiece of the project
of the self. (Potter 2012, 176)
The curatorial dimension of digital game play has
become an important part of how players construct
self-identity. It is flexible enough to provide scope for
a wide variety of expressions of self, both within the
game and through social media.
Digital games are themselves becoming more expressive. In Jesper Juul has argued that the continuing success of open-ended games like The Sims and
Grand Theft Auto series is based on those games’
flexibility to a variety of playing styles, allowing players to express their individual preferences in a way that
is meaningful to them (Juul 2007). Their potential for
expression may, if the players wish, also be enhanced
and expanded by cheating. This potential for digital
games to be expressive is enhanced considerable by
the increasing integration with social media.
This capacity that digital games have for expression
has also become integrated into commercial developments by the digital game industry. Following the
logic of counterplay numerous digital games have
been developed that have considered how they maybe be used for expression. Many examples exist, from
games like Second Life (Linden Labs 2003) that claim
an almost limitless capacity for expression because all
of the game’s content is designed by the players, to
the recently released Super Mario Maker (Nintendo
2015) that allows players to design, play, and share
levels. The popular Half-Life 2 mod Garry’s Mod, and
other game series like LittleBigPlanet (Media Molecule
2008) suggest an iteration of this trend. Both of these

games involve live level design; the player designs the
levels as they are being played, with the player moving fluidly between playing and configuring play.

RESONANCE AND THE EXPLOIT
Two key emergent elements of counterplay are resonance and the exploit. These elements illustrate how
digital games may be used by players expressively to
potentially challenge institutionalized power relations,
especially when considered within a connected curatorial social media environment. The process through
which players configure play can be a form of expression that establishes a resonance between the player
and their everyday lived experience, which may give
the game increased significance for them. While the
‘exploit’, focuses more on the algorithmic element of
gaming, as it describes the process of players’ finding
and exploiting small anomalies in the design of the
digital game.
By examining digital game play in the everyday lives
of players, the configurable, contained, and virtual
world of the game takes on a new significance. One
example is when a deliberate decision is made by the
player to configure a game in order to either establish a resonance or highlight a dissonance between
the virtual and ‘real’ worlds. Although this resonance/
dissonance may be highly localized. This occurs in numerous instances, players configuring avatars in order
to reference other fictional or ‘real’ worlds, or selecting a particular culture in Civilization IV in order to play
out an alternative trajectory of world history. In such
cases, the experience of digital game play establishes
a contextual significance that speaks to the players’
own lived experience.
There are many cases of resonances and dissonances between digital games and the everyday lives of
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a thread reporting on a game where the Incas successfully repelled Spain from South America. In the standard version of Europa Universalis II it is possible to
play as the Incas—or a number of other historically
important civilizations—but the default version of the
game is coded in such a way that it is improbable they
will be able to win the game (or even survive the onslaught of European expansion into the New World).
Even a highly skilled expert player, playing as the Incas
would eventually be defeated because of the sheer inequality of resources and infrastructure between them
and the typical European sea-faring power. When the
coded rules and values of Europa Universalis II strongly suggest that, despite being more flexible than
many other historical strategy games, it still should
be played in particular ways, counterplay becomes a
crucial intervention. ‘Rise of the Condor’ commences
with a discussion of how to mod the game to make
the Incas ‘playable.’ This is done by modifying certain
easily editable text files to change key variables that
represent the Incan Empire.
By allowing people to explore geopolitical alternatives, and denaturalize borders, national boundaries
and even colonial processes digital games such as
those in the Europa Universalis and Civilization series
can be used to make political and personal expressions. If circulated on social media these maps and
other written paratexts can be a focus for highly politicized discussions that challenge the geopolitical
status quo.
The ‘exploit’ plays a key role in defining the limits
of game play. One of the key points made by scholars of MMORPGs is that the games themselves cannot
simply be measured and accounted for by examining
their codified rules. It is in the interest of the games’
corporate owners to conceptualize the genre in this
way as rules, code, and ultimately intellectual property. However, numerous scholars have also argued the
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players. For example, local geopolitical concerns often shaped how a digital game with a contemporary
or historical geopolitical theme or setting is viewed, for
example leading games which portray conflict between
North and South Korea being banned in South Korea,
or ones that show an independent Tibet being banned
in China. Particular themes and locations take on a
significance based on “fidelity of context” (Galloway
2006). The resonance, or dissonance, between digital games and the specificity of their contexts of consumption is a great deal more significant when they
are able to be produced through the players’ choices.
Configurative resonance, or dissonance, involves the
player deliberately configuring, and/or performing actions in the game—out of all the possible potential configurations and performances—in order to create specific resonances that is meaningful to them. Resonance
takes on a special significance when the player has a
significant role in establishing the connection. Or alternately, in the case of dissonance, it is amplified when
arrangements of configurations that appear ‘natural’ to
the player are not available in the game.
A relevant example of this is the gaming cultures of the Paradox Interactive game series Europa
Universalis. While the official online forums are dominated by the various strategies and tactics for the
official playable factions, other participants articulate
their concerns with historical verisimilitude, wanting
to create more ‘realistic’ play experiences (Apperley
2013). The online forums negotiate the conflicting
concerns of those players who wish official history to
be strictly adhered because they desire play to be ‘authentic’ and those players who regard exploring the
historical possibilities presented in the game as fun.
Players from both camps will discuss and share tactics
of play and modding the game, in order to produce
the play experience that they desire.
An exemplary online discussion is ‘Rise of the Condor’,
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counterpoint; that these games are virtual worlds that
are governed rather than owned outright. Constance
Steinkuehler (2006) argues that it is through the negotiation of these positions that game culture emerges.
Game culture, she argues is ‘interactively stabilized’
through ongoing negotiation between a number of
parties, prominently including the designers and owners of the game and the players themselves. However,
in this imbroglio Steinkuehler acknowledges the important role of a minority of players who are involved
in innovative activities that have been discovered
by the players through play, like ‘gold farming’ and
‘griefing’. Counterplay actions by small groups players thus has a disproportionate role in defining the
relations between gaming cultures and the codified
rules of the game because they are concerned with
challenging and exploiting the limits of the game.
Journalist Julian Dibbell (2006) uses the term counterplay to describe the process of exploiting the algorithm
of an MMORPG to create value. To ‘exploit’ the game
in this case is to maximize the economic benefit of play
either in terms of time or in terms of profit (through real-world or virtual trading). Ludlow and Wallace use the
term more generally to describe any action that is allowed by the game software, which was not intended by
the games’ designers. These unintended actions open
a space in games that cannot be entirely described by
solely referring to the software or rules of the game, and
often become regulated by the game players themselves, thus forming the nucleus for both virtual and situated gaming communities. Consalvo’s (2007) definition
of exploit reiterates that they are actions that are ‘found’
by the players, which are not a deliberately part of the
original design of the game.
Griefing is a form of counterplay in MMORPGs that
exploits the community-forming aspect of that genre.
While the specific activities of grief players vary from
game to game, generally speaking the goal of the

grief player is to play the game in a way that causes
maximum annoyance to others. It is a highly contextual
practice and whether an action is judged as ‘griefing’
depends entirely on the particular circumstances in
which it takes, making it impossible to generalize even
within a single game what exactly constitutes griefing.
One form of activity which is often cast as griefing,
is the in-game protest. Such protests have been documented in MMORPGs since 1997. In most cases the
goal of the protests is to overload the game servers
in order to express dissatisfaction with game related
issues (Chan 2009). Crucially, they were an outlet for
players to express disagreement with service providers, who in the early days of MMORPGs, made decisions about the games that they ‘owned’ without
adequate consultation with players. In 2005 World
of Warcraft players rallied together in protest over
changes that were made to the ‘Warrior’ character
class, that were seen as unfairly constraining the class.
A large group of players assembled their gnome warrior avatars at an Auction House in the Argent Dawn
server, then in violation of game protocols, stripped
the avatars down to their underwear. As more people logged on to witness the spectacle, Sony Online
Entertainment suspend the accounts of the protestors
as their actions were considered to be griefing.
Other virtual world protests have been specifically
directed at issues of social justice, rather than unwanted rule changes. After a server administrator of World
of Warcraft banned the formation of a gay-friendly
guild in 2006, some players sent their avatars to ingame heterosexual weddings to protest against the
game company’s discriminatory policy. These protestors might well have been motivated by consumer
rights (in the sense of wanting equitable and unrestricted access to participate in consumer culture) as
much as political rights. It seems inevitable that consumer rights issues inform many MMORPG protests
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given the commodified basis of this medium. After all,
they are, in essence, privatized commercial spaces.
However, in the above example the game players are
taking protest outside of the tradition sphere of consumer issues.
Where the issue of in-game protest has particular relevance to counterpower is when protest shifts
from a criticism of the operator of the game, to how
the game is regulated by the government. A prime
example is the group of Chinese World of Warcraft
players who in 2005, staged a mass in-game suicide
in response to their government’s plan to introduce a
scheme to limit online gaming at cyber cafés to threehour sessions. In more totalitarian states, mass movements within digital games signal the development of
social political consciousness that could lead to more
radical forms of activism.

CONCLUSION

This research was funded by the Australian Research
Council Grant DP140101503 ‘Avatars and Identities.’
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The skills developed through digital games and gaming communities which are relevant to how we think
about citizenship and politics aren’t just about obedience and responsibility, they may also potentially
challenge online and offline forms of governance.
Counterplay reveals the importance of considering
how digital games are a form of expression, that—like
all forms of expression—has the potential to be political. How to protect and otherwise support expressive uses of digital games, is thus a crucial question.
Human rights dialogue has a long tradition of the right
to play, and digital games link play to cultural expression and potentially transformative democratic politics, so more thorough and explicit protections along
the lines of free speech, or freedom of assembly may
be appropriate.
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ONE PERSON IN THE CENTRE.
THE OTHERS TOUCH HER OR ONE
ANOTHER; WITH EACH POINT OF
CONTACT, A SHEET OF PAPER IS
PLACED BETWEEN THE TOUCHING
PARTS OF THE BODIES.
THE PERSON IN THE CENTRE BEGINS
TO MOVE AND THE WHOLE GROUP
MUST MOVE WITH HER, BUT THE BITS
OF PAPER MUST STAY WHERE THEY
ARE, WITHOUT DROPPING.
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ANY PART OF THE BODY CAN BE USED
AS THE POINT OF CONTACT, NOT
JUST HANDS – HEAD, SHOULDER,
NECK, BUTTOCKS, ANYTHING.
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TO SERVE AND
PROTECT PLAY:
A CASE OF
SERGEANT BLOM
MARLEAH BLOM

INTRODUCTION

U

niversities and colleges can benefit from
the value of play. Within these settings,
which are geared to prepare students
for work, life and lifelong learning,
play can help adult learners gain valuable knowledge and skills while fostering creativity to
help cope with complexities within a rapidly changing
world. Instructors, students and researchers may also
have fun in the process.
While literature on children’s play, learning and

development as well as play pedagogy within early childhood education settings is well documented,
research on how play comes to life in teaching and
learning within higher education, including contextual
factors that may help or hinder its implementation, is
limited. A doctoral research project (Blom, 2015), was
conducted by the author to help fill this gap during her
doctoral studies within the Department of Education
at Concordia University in Montréal, Canada.
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police tape surrounding a building in the neighborhood and she unconsciously gave her mind permission to imagine. A playful scenario was created within
which a fictional character was asked to solve a crime
directly related to the author’s main research question
in her study.
After purchasing a fake (toy) police badge and identification card, the author reorganized her home office
space to look like a police squad room and she enthusiastically engaged in pretend play. With the use of
her props and her research data that had already been
collected, she actively embodied a character, which
involved talking out loud to an imaginary team and
fully enacting the playful scenario she had created.
For an entire month, Sergeant Blom and an imaginary
police squad were busy completing the data analysis
required for the dissertation.
The following is a fictional rendition of the doctoral study itself with Sergeant Blom as the protagonist.
While the main features of the study’s methodology
and findings remain intact, minor details have been
amended to fit the story.
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Conducted under the supervision of Dr. Miranda
D’Amico, the doctoral study’s main research question was: What are faculty members’ reported beliefs
on play and learning and related teaching practices
used with preservice educators within the context of
accredited Canadian post-secondary Early Childhood
Education (Diploma or Certificate) programs?
Nineteen faculty members teaching in 13 different institutions of higher education within six provinces and
territories in Canada participated in the qualitative
study. All were female instructors, aged 26 to 61, who
had between two and 36 years teaching experience
within post-secondary settings.
Images, narratives and semi-structured interviews
were integrated within a four-stage data collection process. Data was then analyzed to explore (a) who faculty
members are, (b) their beliefs about play and learning
for children and adult learners, (c) their self-reported
teaching play related practices in higher education settings, (d) perceived influential factors that help or hinder implementation of their practices, and (e) suggestions for faculty professional development.
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DESCRIPTION
OF THE PROJECT

THE EMERGENCE OF
SERGEANT BLOM
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An unanticipated and playful development arose during the author’s research process.
After data was collected for her doctoral dissertation, the author was feeling overwhelmed with the
vast amount of information and the best method to
proceed. When walking home one day, she noticed
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SERGEANT BLOM’S STORY
PRECINCT #14 MAIN OFFICE
/ MONDAY MORNING
Phones were ringing off the hook when Sergeant
Blom walked sluggishly into the Montreal precinct on
Monday morning. With a steaming cup of coffee in
her hand she sighed heavily at the sight of case files
piled all over her desk in the distance. She knew it was
going to be yet another long day.
“Good morning Sarge,” one of the Officers blurted
out while rushing toward the Sergeant at full speed.
“Sorry to break the news before
you finish your coffee but Chief D’Amico really
needs to talk to you. She keeps calling.”
Sgt. Blom looked towards her desk, shook her head
and turned towards the Chief’s office. She accepted
that cleaning off her desk would have to wait another day. She did not, however, expect the investigation
that was soon to be launched.

PRECINCT #14 SQUAD ROOM
/ TWO HOURS LATER
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Sergeant Blom began to update her team, which
was a mixed group of dedicated and
skilled Officers. “Ok squad, thanks for coming to this
unexpected briefing. We have been informed that an
ongoing crime needs our urgent attention. As you are
already aware, there are concerns that play continues
to disappear within early childhood education settings
in various countries around the world. This epidemic
is growing in Canada and we have been called in as
part of a larger team to figure out what is causing it.
As the Post-Secondary Education Division of the Play
Police Department, our focus will be higher education

CR
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settings.”
“What do you need from us Sarge?” asked one of the
Officers.
“I need you to dig up a list of all recognized Early
Childhood Education (ECE) Diploma and Certificate
programs offered in universities and colleges across
the country. We will then reach out to various institutions to recruit faculty members. If there is no play
going on with children in early childhood settings,
maybe it is because educators aren’t really learning
about what play is, how important it is and how to do
it. No one has talked to those who teach upcoming
early childhood educators about their beliefs or their
practices. They may be able to shed some light as to
what is going on. ”
“What are we going to ask these post-secondary instructors?” asked one of the Officers.
“Let’s get the list and find out which informants are
willing to talk. We will then discuss what line of questioning will give us what we need. Are we clear?” The
Officers nodded.
“Get to work.” As Officers headed back to their desks,
Sgt. Blom contemplated how they would proceed.

PRECINCT #14
SERGEANT BLOM’S OFFICE
/ THURSDAY MORNING
By midweek Sgt. Blom eagerly found a list on her
desk identifying post-secondary ECE programs. The list
also contained contact information for 19 potential informants. Most of these faculty members were teaching
in College settings.
Due to geographical and time constraints, Sgt. Blom
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knew that informants would have to be contacted by
the Officers for questioning by phone or via Skype. A
yellow memo posted near the end of the list, however,
indicated that one informant was willing to stop by the
precinct the following day. Sgt. Blom was pleased as
she would be able to conduct that particular interrogation herself. When reaching out to pick up the phone
and schedule the meeting, she jumped as it rang loudly.
“Hello, Sergeant Blom here,” she stated.
“A College Review Ethics Board is on the line” the
operator said curtly before successfully transferring
the call and hanging up.
As Sgt. Blom listened to the caller she knew that unexpectedly, they had encountered the first delay in the
investigation. Prior to talking to the informants who
volunteered to provide information, the team would
need to do the necessary paperwork to receive ethics
clearance from each of the post-secondary institution
where informants were teaching.

PRECINCT #14 INTERROGATION ROOM
/ THE FOLLOWING MONTH

17
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“Do you want a cup of coffee or some water before
we begin?”
“No thank you.”
“Thanks again for coming in this morning.” Sgt.
Blom closed the door and sat across the table from the
faculty member. The Sergeant opened the file folder
and shuffled through the papers to ensure that the
consent form had been signed and that the informant
had filled out the questionnaire outlining demographic information and her beliefs about how children and
adults learn. All was in order for the interview to begin.
“No problem. I want to help out in any way I can.
Play is so important, for both children and our students at the college.”
Sergeant turned on the voice recorder upon

approval from the informant. “So, would you say that
play is central to the post-secondary ECE program
where you teach?”
“Absolutely!” the faculty member said enthusiastically. “While our ECE program actually has a whole
course dedicated to learning about play, and I know
that other colleges don’t, play is also ingrained
throughout the entire program.”
“And would you say that you incorporate play in
your teaching methods?”
“I can’t speak for other faculty members in our department but luckily we have the same philosophy
and all advocate for children’s play. My colleagues are
tremendously supportive for the playful things I do in
my classes!” She then went on, “to answer your question, yes! I include play all the time when teaching my
students at the college. It is so important to play so
that students at the college understand children, can
become comfortable and advocate for play as well as
learn to benefit from play in their own adult lives.”
“Before we talk in more detail about how you bring
play into your teaching, do you mind if we talk a bit
more about how you see play and learning for children
and adult learners?”
“Sure. I also brought in two images, like you requested.” The informant turned to her purse and took
out a purple folder.
“Great. Why don’t we start off by talking about the
image you selected to depict your beliefs about play
and learning for children in early childhood education
and care settings.”
The faculty member opened up the folder and took
out an image of two young children wearing rain coats
and boots, holding hands and jumping in a mud puddle. As both the informant and the Sergeant focused
their attention on the picture laying at the center of
the table, Sgt. Blom stated “tell me about this image.”
For the remainder of the hour, the conversation
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centered on the informant’s beliefs about play and
learning for both children and adult learners elicited
through the images the faculty member had selected
herself. They discussed things that were both present
and missing from the images, including play activities,
materials and environments as well as the role of the
educator in play and learning within early childhood
and higher education settings.
The interview ended with Sgt. Blom and the faculty
member scheduling another time to discuss the faculty member’s play related teaching practices along with
factors that are perceived to impact implementation
in post-secondary settings. The informant was asked
to send a written account as to how she put her beliefs about play and learning into practice prior to their
next meeting.
Now that the interview was finished, Sgt. Blom
walked to her office and closed the door. She spent
the rest of the day reviewing her notes, the images
and the audio recording of the interview. She hoped
that all the information being collected from faculty
members would provide the team valuable insights
related to the case.

PRECINCT #14 SQUAD ROOM
/ TWO MONTHS LATER
All interviews were designed to fit the protocol Sgt.
Blom had set out based on the two interviews she
conducted with the one informant. After all interviews
were completed, Officers were tasked with creating
individual case profiles highlighting information each
faculty member had shared. Each informant was then
sent their case data to confirm that information was
understood correctly. Officers were to meet back in
the squad room to obtain details and tasks for the next
stage of the investigation.
Verified data was posted on the walls and Officers

were waiting when Sgt. Blom entered the room. She
overheard traces of stories stemming from their interviews as well as agreement between Officers that
faculty members were eager to share their beliefs
and ways they bring play into their teaching within
post-secondary classrooms.
“Hi team. Looks like it is time to put out heads
together to come up with our findings,” Sgt. Blom
announced.
“Hate to say this Sarge, but this is a lot of information,” one of the Officers voice awkwardly as he
looked at the documentation posted on the walls.
Anything specific we should be looking for?”
Sgt. Blom responded. “We are looking to identifying patterns. As always, keep notes of your observations and be aware of any unsuspecting leads.”
“That narrows it down,” another Officer joked.
Sgt. Blom couldn’t help but smile as she felt a tad
overwhelmed herself. This was one of the most complex cases she had ever encountered and she really
wasn’t sure where the information would lead. Turning
her back to the group of Officers, she stood looking at
the wall of data.
After a few minutes of reflection the Sergeant divided up her team. Groups were created, each being
assigned a specific topic to analyze and report. After
filling everyone in on the next steps, Sgt. Blom looked
directly at the newly formed sub-groups and said “do
what you can and work closely with your partners on
this. Be prepared to update the rest of the team with
what you find. Try to do this quickly yet thoroughly. We
will meet back here in two weeks.”
“With this particular case do you think we can have
more time and some fun with it? Maybe even do
something a little more playful that the regular written
report?” asked an Officer, his eyes twinkling.
Sgt. Blom was not surprised by these questions. She
always supported creative and out of the box thinking
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The team was brought together to recap information about their processes and share
their findings. The duo that was instructed to
closely examine faculty members’ beliefs about play
and learning were the first to share what they had
discovered.
“Learners, either children or adults, should be perceived as individuals, and both the environment and
the teacher have important roles in helping learning
happen. While children as learners are described as
naturally curious, trusting, willing, and open to learning, adults are seen as more resistant. Adults are seen
to come to educational settings with knowledge, skills,
past experiences and awareness of societal views.”
His partner then chimed in. “There was not one single definition of play across all 19 cases but key characteristics include active engagement, freedom, positive emotions as well as wonder and curiosity. Natural
and open environments and materials are seen to help

promote play. Educators are responsible to create safe
spaces for play to happen for both children and adult
learners. Play was also perceived to promote learning
and development.”
The Officer who first spoke then took the lead
once again. “Informants talked more about children’s
play and learning and were concerned about the disappearance of free play for children. They said that
play is a tool for learning for both children and adult
learners yet play somehow changes in adulthood as it
becomes more goal and outcome oriented. The relationship between play and learning from childhood to
adulthood within formal education settings seems to
shift too.”
“Yeah. It was interesting to see that in the questionnaires filled out before the actual interviews, 89%
of the informants explicitly say that children ‘learn
through play’ but no one came out and said that adult
learners do. Adults are seen to learn through hands
on, practice, or active involvement. We have more
details and quotes for all of this Sarge,” his partner
added.
“Ok. Good. How about faculty’s teaching practices?” Sgt. Blom asked when pointing to the next three
Officers to speak.
The trio stood up, with one Officer acting as spokesperson to share their summary. “Each informant provided her own examples of play related teaching
practices. What and when differed dependent on the
faculty member. Together as a group, however, play
related teaching practices shared three commonalities
– active engagement, social interaction and real life
applications. Play related methods were used in conjunction with other instructional methods, were used
to connect theory and practice, and were in line with
course material and goals. Informants emphasized
the importance of setting up environments conducive
for students to engage in play. Although students are
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PRECINCT #14 SQUAD ROOM
/ TWO WEEKS LATER
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from her team. Unfortunately, at this point she had to
reject the Officer’s suggestion. “Our current situation
is constrained by deadlines and requirements from
the Department and therefore we won’t have as much
time and freedom as we may like.”
“Sounds like what one of our informants were
saying about play in adulthood. That play is usually
grounded in goals and outcomes,” one Officer piped
in. The conversation was then joined by another “or
the reality when one is trying to implement play within
institutions.”
“There you have it.” Sgt. Blom then continued to
answer follow up clarification questions that were being thrown at her about what the Officers were asked
to do with their partners to complete their tasks.
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noted to have various reactions to play related practices, these practices were perceived to have various
benefits for student learning and development within
the ECE program. Additional observations stem from
reflections made by the informants themselves. Play
in higher education settings is not seen like children’s
play. It is more structured and goal directed.”
“Interesting,” Sgt. Blom muttered under her breath.
“Sounds like what faculty members are doing is similar
to their beliefs about play and learning for adults yet
it doesn’t match what they want in terms of promoting
freedom in play for children. Next up, influential factors,” she announced.
The last pair pinned up a visual aid on the poster
board before communicating their findings. “As you
can see we created a model based on what we discovered. Overall, we identified factors happening at three
levels.” The Officer spoke while her partner pointed to
the respective area being discussed.
“First, the institutional level includes departmental requirements, social and administrative supports,
and course related requirements. Second, the classroom level includes classroom spaces and materials,
students’ energy levels and reactions as well as the
increasing level of student diversity faculty are faced
with when teaching. Lastly, the societal level factors
include views about play in adulthood, post-secondary education as being serious, and a lack of respect
for those in the field of ECE. As you can see, factors
at each level impacts how faculty members’ beliefs
fit into their broader teacher orientation then actual
teaching practices.” Her partner demonstrated how
the factors fit and flow within the cycle displayed on
the board.
“Wow. Great work team. All of you. Type up your reports and additional insights. Send them to me by the
end of tomorrow so that I put can it all together. I will
add insights that the informants shared about faculty

CR
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development initiatives specific to play in higher education as well as some recommendations. It will then
be given to the Chief to share with the other divisions.
If anyone wants to talk about anything we have not yet
discussed contact me directly.”
“Sarge?”
“Yes Officer.”
“How do we really know its play that these instructors are doing in their teaching unless we talk to the
players, meaning the students?”
“Sarge” another Officer called out “is play really under threat?”
“Great insights and questions Officers. As we already know, when it comes to play things are not necessarily cut and dry. For now we are doing what we
need to do and are working from 19 ECE faculty members’ self-reports. There are real concerns that play is
disappearing but from what we have seen and heard,
some faculty members believe in play and emphasize
it in their practices. They are doing what they can to
ensure educators know the value of play and advocate
for it. Now let’s focus on getting this piece finished before we start looking at what else needs to be done.”

PRECINCT #14 SQUAD ROOM
/ ONE WEEK LATER
Sgt. Blom had been up for many sleepless nights
putting the pieces together but was very happy with
what her team had accomplished and what had been
submitted to the Chief. She stood proudly in front of
her team holding up a finalized copy of the report. “I
just want to congratulate you all for stepping up and
for making this happen. It would not have been done
without all your efforts.”
While the Officers took a moment to congratulate
each other for having done what they had set out
to do for this particular investigation, there was an
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underlying awareness shared by Sgt. Blom and her
team that this was only the beginning. With many
more key players to talk to and many insights left to
be uncovered, the Post-Secondary Division of the Play
Police Department still had its work cut out for it to
continue to serve and protect play.

EPILOGUE
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Blom, M. (2015). Reflections on learning and teaching
through play: Faculty voices within early childhood
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Theoretically, university and college settings are
favorable environments for play and learning to occur. Not only does play live past childhood, play can
promote adult learners’ interest, engagement, motivation, ownership, retention, understanding, and enjoyment. Play can create connections and new ideas
for adult learners while contributing to knowledge and
scholarship.
As demonstrated with the emergence of Sergeant
Blom, the author, without questioning the process too
much, ended up engaging in play when it felt difficult
researching the topic of play in teaching and learning in higher education. Through play, meaningful
connections and understandings were made. Data
analysis was completed in a systematic and rigorous
manner yet the ‘as if’ reality allowed the author to take
ownership of her own learning process. She was able
to overcome obstacles, was motivated to engage,
gained a very different perspective about the topic,
and thoroughly enjoyed the experience. Even friends,
colleagues and her supervisor supported her process
by calling her ‘Sarge.’ Once they heard about the
‘case’, strangers at the local pub were wanting to discuss and contribute to the unfolding drama. Since the
research project has been completed, Sergeant Blom
has appeared at presentations where attendees have
appeared interested and eager to engage in further
discussions about the possibilities of play and learning

in post-secondary settings. It seems a fictitious character provides permission to consider and embody
playful possibilities in contexts where implementation
of play may be unusual or difficult.
With paradigmatic shifts towards more active learning and learner-centered teaching practices in higher
education, more doors are opening to provide students more invitations to be engaged as creators in the
learning process. Experiential and collaborative learning methods are becoming endorsed. Universities and
colleges are settings where fun discoveries and connections are to be made. While various factors are at
work that may influence the implementation of play in
post-secondary environments, play and learning can
happen. It may even happen unexpectedly, as was the
case for Sergeant Blom.
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...OR A LION EATING
WITH CHOPSTICKS?
MAYBE A FRIEND IN A
TREE? WHAT ABOUT
A DREAM THAT CAME
TRUE? YOU GUESSED
IT, IT DOESN’T
MATTER, REALLY,
JUST TRY TO DRAW
SOMETHING
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PLAYFUL
COMMUNICATION
STRATEGIES FOR
RESEARCHERS
SOFIA ROMUALDO

START HERE

I

n his seminal 1938 book Homo Ludens: A Study
of the Play Element in Culture, Johan Huizinga
built a definition of play that is still influential,
describing it as ‘a free activity standing quite
consciously outside “ordinary” life’. However, in
recent years, play is increasingly recognized as an integral part of human behaviour, negating the artificial
separation between fun and more serious endeavours
such as work and intellectual pursuits. Huizinga’s magic circle of play has become more and more porous, its
boundaries disappearing as play becomes increasingly

pervasive. In his most recent book, scholar and game
designer Ian Bogost argues that we should play anything, that is, we should learn to look at the world
as an endless set of possibilities for playful engagement, learn to recognize and embrace limitations, and
play with (and, one could argue, against) the boundaries. Playfulness, the act of engaging with the world
through a playful mindset, has the potential to benefit
all areas of human knowledge and activity.
This chapter focuses on the idea that playfulness can
and should be used to engage people with scholarly
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Adventure books, the classic series that blended
games and literature by putting readers in the protagonist’s role and allowing them to choose which
actions to take, which in turn affected how the plot
progressed. In this chapter, you, the reader, start here,
at the introduction, and at the end of each section,
you may choose one of two options, depending on
what you would like to read about next. This will take
you on a branching, intertwining path of thematically
connected and, at times, divergent playful communication strategies. As media theorist Marshall McLuhan
famously wrote in 1964, the medium is the message,
and this chapter embeds in its format the message
that it seeks to convey.
So step right in, and begin your journey of discovery.
If you would like to read about playful communication strategies that make use of digital technologies, go to 1. If you would like to learn about
communicating playfully without focusing on digital technologies, go to 2.

1: DIGITAL
Digital communication strategies are now so ubiquitous as to have become nearly invisible. Digital technologies are particularly well-suited for playfulness in
research communication, as they bring advantages
not found in more traditional media. They allow researchers to have a broader reach beyond their local
community, connecting geographically distant audiences who may share the same interests. They allow
faster interactions and more personalized feedback.
The democratisation of digital technologies means
that they are more accessible to a larger group of
users than ever, and these users do not have to be
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work, research, and knowledge production. It is dedicated to creative strategies that researchers and scientists can use to communicate their work, in ways
that are playful, engaging and original. Approaching
research communication with a playful mindset means
embracing creativity, free expression, imagination,
inventiveness, interaction, and storytelling. These
are not the conventional tools that can be found in a
researcher’s repertoire. However, being playful does
not mean sacrificing rigorousness, critical thinking, or
depth, in an effort to make concepts more palatable.
Instead, it means communicating research in a way
that is interesting, compelling and easy to understand,
to both other researchers and the general public.
As researchers, thinking, living and working in more
playful ways may be essential for our survival. Public
engagement has become increasingly important,
not just to guarantee financial and popular support
for research projects, but also in order to inform and
educate the public in important issues that may require specialized knowledge. Effective communication strategies help the general public connect with
abstract ideas, increasing the relevance of research
in society, and also help us connect with researchers
from all fields, broadening our impact and creating
opportunities for productive collaboration.
There are no blueprints for what playful communication should be. Incorporating playfulness into environments where it is still frowned upon requires a careful
balance between creativity and tradition. This chapter
is not meant to be an exhaustive list, nor is it meant
to represent all possible strategies for playful communication. Rather, these are examples of existing and
potential future strategies to give a brief overview of
the possibilities, and hopefully create associations that
spark creativity in the minds of readers.
The chapter itself reflects a playful mindset in its format: its structure is inspired by Choose Your Own
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just recipients. Increasingly cheaper and easier to use
digital technologies heralded an era in which people
can easily become content creators and share that
content on the Internet. This applies to the general
public as well as researchers. Using the Internet, social
networks, and new media such as online videos, videogames, and virtual reality, researchers can tap into
new technologies to infuse playfulness and creativity
into their research strategies.
If you would like to learn about how researchers
can use digital technologies to engage in conversations, go to 3. If you would prefer to read
about how to use digital technologies to broadcast
research in a less dialogical way, go to 4.

2: NON-DIGITAL
Play has existed for millennia before digital technologies. Despite their increasing ubiquity and democratisation, digital technologies can still be expensive and
require resources and skills that are difficult to obtain
for many researchers. However, playful communication
strategies do not necessarily require digital technologies to be effective. It is possible to be playful without
relying too heavily on technology. Using the written
word, the arts, physical spaces and events, researchers can integrate playfulness into their communication
practices, using resources they already have at hand.
If you would like to read about imaginative, nondigital ways of communicating research that rely
on written expression, go to 5. If you would like
to know about communication strategies that go
beyond words, go to 6.

3: SOCIAL NETWORKS
Perhaps the most accessible way for academics to
start playing around with digital technologies for research communication is by using a social network,
such as Twitter, which does not require specialized
skills, beyond an initial learning curve. Many researchers use these social networks to connect and interact
with colleagues, friends, and institutions, to promote
their research, and find out about academic events
and publications. But how can we incorporate playfulness into these tools?
Researcher Glen Wright created Academia Obscura,
a project dedicated to the quirkier side of academia.
Academia Obscura has grown to include a website,
blog, lectures, and a book, but is still better known for
its presence on Twitter, where its author shares jokes,
links, and gifs that humorously illustrate the idiosyncrasies and stereotypes of academic life, which are then
widely shared by other academics. Academia Obscura
also uses Twitter to organize Academics with Cats,
an annual competition in which academics use the
hashtag #AcademicsWithCats to share photographs
of their feline friends in four CATegories: academics
and their cats, research, outreach, and teaching. The
Twitter accounts Sh*t Academics Say and Sh*t My
Reviewers Say poke fun at academic life, while Nein
Quarterly, created by Eric Jarosinski, a former professor at the University of Pennsylvania, is a collection of
sarcastic and humorous aphorisms about philosophy
and language.
Twitter hashtags on the more serious side include
#PhDchat, where PhD students reach out to other academics by sharing their working process, challenges,
and successes, and #ScholarSunday, where you can
share the Twitter handles of academics whose work
you think is interesting for others to follow.
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On the more playful side, #ScienceAMovieQuote sees
participants adapting famous quotes from films into
sentences that make sense within an academic context,
often with humorous results: for example, the Drug
Discovery Unit at the University of Dundee shared the
quote ‘I find your lack of publications disturbing’ on May
4, or what is commonly referred to as Star Wars Day.
These strategies make use of the highly interactive
nature of these digital tools and the fact that they allow conversations and the fast dissemination of ideas, but focus on the humorous and playful potential
of those interactions. While not necessarily research
communication (although some do include references to the work they are developing, with an added
element of entertainment), these projects allow academics to present a more approachable side, both to
other academics and to the general public. Adding
playfulness to their professional personas heralds a
time when researchers step away from the dryness and
strictness that is commonly associated with academia.
If you would like to continue reading about
communication strategies that rely on conversation
and interaction, go to 7. If you would like to learn
about playful strategies for communication that do
not have such a strong social component, go to 8.

4: VIDEOS
Video has become an increasingly popular communication medium on the Internet. Due to social networks
such as YouTube, creating and publishing videos can
have a social component, but creating an online channel can still be considered closer to broadcast rather
than having an interactive conversation with the public.
Infusing videos with playfulness means exploring

new and unforeseen connections, without being
constricted by rules or old ways of doing. There are
many ways to be playful when creating online videos.
In order to capture and sustain the audience’s attention, a common strategy is to use humour to create
unexpected connections between what is considered
higher knowledge and popular culture. An example of
this is media company Wisecrack’s shows Thug Notes
and 8-Bit Philosophy. Thug Notes is a comedy show
about literature that explains critical concepts with
a decidedly low-brow approach. Works of literature,
from Homer’s Odyssey, to Joseph Conrad’s Heart of
Darkness, to Albert Camus’s The Stranger, are explored by Sparky Sweets, PhD, portrayed by actor
and comedian Greg Edwards, in a manner that draws
from vernaculars associated with hip-hop culture.
Produced by the same company, 8-Bit Philosophy is
a show that explains philosophy using classic videogame aesthetics.
Some scholars may prefer a more serious approach.
As an example among many, physicist Derek Muller
created the YouTube channel Veritasium, in which he
uploads science experiments, interviews with experts,
and explanations of scientific theories, done with a
playful mindset that favours wonder and free experimentation over a more classroom-like style. This is not
a completely new approach, as there are many precedents in scientists using popular culture to communicate with the general public: for example, television
has long been a medium for popular science shows.
Scientists such as Brian Cox, Carl Sagan, and Neil
deGrasse Tyson, among others, have created television shows that aim to make science accessible to the
general public. The transition to the Internet means
that, although production costs can vary considerably, it is possible to start a channel with few resources
beyond a camera and editing software. The Internet
has also given rise to alternative methods of funding:
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for example, Derek Muller’s videos are financed by
his audience through the use of Patreon, an online
crowd-funding platform for content creators.
These shows reflect a strategy for explaining academic concepts in a style that is more accessible to
an audience that may feel neglected by traditional
academic communication. They also open spaces of
possibility where the traditional distinction between
high and popular culture is blurred. What new associations arise when we use Super Mario Bros. to illustrate
the concepts behind Marxism? Or when we listen to
Sparky Sweets, Ph.D. exploring key motifs in The Epic
of Gilgamesh or King Lear, mixing hip hop parlance
with critical insight? Will focusing on the playful side of
scientific experimentation attract a broader audience
to science?
If you would like to read about visual
communication strategies that rely on realism, go
to 9. If you would like to learn about possible
strategies that rely on both audio visuals and
imagination to communicate concepts, go to 8.

5: BOOKS
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Non-fiction books about research, both scholarly and
popular, are a tried and true method of disseminating
ideas in academia. Less common, however, is using
fiction books to communicate research. Perhaps the
most common among these are science fiction books
written by scientists. As part of the series Science and
Fiction, Springer has published several so-called scientific novels which engage in futuristic speculation
through storytelling, and which include, at the end of
the book, scientific appendixes that discuss the theories and ideas behind the plot. For example, written by

Nick Kanas, Professor of Psychiatry at the University of
California and Principal Investigator of NASA-funded
research on astronauts and cosmonauts, The Protos
Mandate (2014) takes place in the twenty-fifth century, when overpopulation and global warming have
forced humanity to colonize the Solar System and
look beyond it, towards the stars. The series promotes
science fiction as tool for critical thinking and science
education.
More common than creating fiction books is using
comic books and graphic novels to communicate research. Comic books tell stories through a combination of visual elements and words, creating connections that flow through pages that can be structured
into different vignettes. In 2010, the Wellcome Trust
commissioned graphic novels about medicine, for
example Neurocomic (2013), by Dr. Matteo Farinella
and Dr. Hana Ross, a visual adventure that takes place
within the brain. The Trust also initiated a conference
on Comics and Medicine, dedicated to the use of the
comic book medium in medical education and patient
care, which continues to this day. Most examples of
these comics focus on explaining concepts in the style
of popular scientific books, or on retelling the lives of
researchers, practitioners and patients, in an effort to
both inform and develop empathy. Cartoonist Darryl
Cunningham has published, among other works,
Psychiatric Tales (2011), in which he explores mental
illness by describing his time as a caregiver in a psychiatric ward, and Science Tales: Lies, Hoaxes and Scams
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(2015), in which he discusses controversial scientific
issues such as climate change, fracking, and evolution. Steve Haines, with illustrator Sophie Standing,
published Pain is Really Strange and Trauma is Really
Strange (both 2015), graphic novels that explain the
science behind chronic pain and trauma in an aesthetically pleasing and accessible way, while directing
the interested reader towards research papers and
books on the subject. Finally, the popular webcomic
xkcd, created by physicist Randall Munroe, combines
humour and simple illustrations to discuss issues and
concepts in mathematics and science.
Play and telling stories often go hand in hand.
Through the use of fiction, storytelling, illustrations,
and connections between visual elements, comic
books make it easier to visualize and grasp abstract
concepts. Considering that comic books are one of
the most popular and recognizable forms of presenting visual content, and fiction books are a popular storytelling method, they may be particularly suited for
communicating with the general public on issues that
require their active involvement.
If you would like to continue reading about
communication strategies that do not necessarily
involve a social component, go to 4. If would
like to read about strategies that rely more on
sociability, go to 10.

6: ARTS
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Traditionally considered distinct areas of human
knowledge, arts and science have more points in
common that is generally assumed. Both require creativity, ingenuity, and keen observation. However, the
use of arts to communicate scientific research is more

uncommon. Words, whether written or spoken, are
still the main device used by researchers to communicate, both with other researchers and the general
public. Some researchers have started to adopt the
arts to communicate in ways that are unconventional
and unique.
Dance Your Ph.D. is an annual contest started by science writer John Bohannon, in which researchers are
invited to film themselves explaining their research
through interpretive dance. In his 2011 TEDxBrussels
Talk, ‘Dance vs. PowerPoint, a modest proposal’,
Bohannon explains that the idea is to encourage researchers to not rely exclusively on words and presentations to explain their work, but to instead experiment with using physical movements and creative
expression to convey meaning. Inspired by his idea,
researchers from all over the world have created dances that express the atomic architecture of alloys, the
creation of pairs of photons for quantum mechanics
experiments, and the circadian system, to name a few.
Other arts have also been used to communicate scientific research, to different degrees. The
Exploratorium in San Francisco and the CERN in
Geneva are two institutions that regularly host artists
in residence who work on the boundaries between
science and art. Sculptor Ned Kahn collaborated
with the Exploratorium to build museum exhibits that
simulated and conveyed scientific concepts, such as
fluid dynamics, the physics of wind, and other natural
phenomena, in ways that are both playful and easy
to grasp. Julian Voss-Andreae, an artist and quantum physicist, creates monumental sculptures that
make visible the structures of biochemical molecules.
Elsewhere, Daniel Crawford, a University of Minnesota
graduate in Geography and Environmental Sciences,
created ‘A Song of Our Warming Planet’, a composition based on surface temperature data from NASA.
In the song, each note played on the cello represents
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a year, from 1880 to 2012, with lower notes representing cooler years, and higher notes corresponding to
warmer ones. The steadily rising notes of the performance are a haunting expression of the song’s environmental message.
By integrating scientific endeavours with expressive
arts, researchers can make abstract concepts visible in
new ways, freeing them from traditional communication restraints and fostering new associations between
different ideas and audiences. The act of conveying
meaning in a medium other than what is considered
normal for academic purposes requires both researchers and the public to readjust their expectations, and
has the potential to insert elements of creativity, fun
and play into research communication.
If you like to read more about communication
strategies that rely on imagination to convey
concepts, go to 5. If you would like to read
about more conventional, but still playful, ways of
communicating, go to 10.

7: NON-ACADEMIC SPACES
One of the ways that research communication can
become more accessible is by focusing on researchers’ existing skills, such as public speaking, and incorporating elements of sociability and entertainment.
Research communication often stays inside academic
circles, which to outsiders can seem like a self-contained community with its own impenetrable codes
and language. Closing the gap between academia
and the general public can be done by getting research out of its insulated networks and into spaces
that are not immediately associated with academia.
Started in Nottinhgam in 2014, PubhD is a

widely-replicated event format in which PhD students
talk about their research at local pubs. Each researcher
has around ten minutes to talk about their subject in a
way that can be easily understood by a general audience, and in return, they get a pint of a drink of their
choice. The format is a simple way of communicating research to the public in an informal environment
that is less intimidating and selective than academic
events. In a similar format, Café Scientifique invites researchers to give short presentations and participate
in discussions about their research, in coffee shops,
bars, restaurants, and other social spaces not immediately associated with traditional academia.
While not as obviously playful as some of the other
strategies detailed in this chapter, these formats herald a form of research communication that embraces
informality and fun, with the aim of making research
more accessible. Playfulness can be used to enhance
these qualities and create new and unique social
events that bridge the gap between the ‘ivory tower’
of academia and the rest of the world.
If you would like to keep reading about
communication methods that rely on conversations
and sociability, go to 10. If you would like to read
about communication strategies that do not rely
on words to convey meaning, go to 6.

8: VIDEOGAMES
Videogames are interactive spaces created through
audio, visual and haptic technologies. Game players
have an active role in determining what happens in the
game, through the making of meaningful choices that
influence the course of gameplay in varying degrees.
The emergence of relatively accessible and easy
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to use game-making programs, such as GameMaker,
Twine, RPG Maker and Unity3D, means that it is now
easier and cheaper than ever to create videogames,
even with limited programming and design skills. At
the same time, with the amount and quality of games
that currently exist, it is more difficult than ever to stand
out in the field, as well as to correspond to the public’s
expectations regarding the quality of the final product.
Researchers can choose to create games themselves or
collaborate with game designers to produce more professional games. Whatever the method, creating games
as part of scholarly research practice has the potential
to not only make research accessible and engaging in a
format that is easily recognizable by the general public,
but also critically engage with what has become one of
the most important media of the twenty-first century.
Many game scholars have engaged with the medium’s
conventions by creating essays in game format, but
researchers from other fields can also use game mechanics to convey a message. Game mechanics reflect
the inner workings of the subject matter, requiring the
codification of research into a system that works and
can be interacted with logically.
Serious games, or games with a purpose other than
pure entertainment, are often based on research.

Examples include videogames created by museums, such as Ouch, created by the Science Museum
in London, which teaches players about the science
behind pain, both how it is felt and how it is treated. Documentary games (or docu-games, as they
are sometimes called) are games that seek to communicate to players the experience of real-life periods of events, recreating them realistically in terms of
audio visuals and behaviours afforded by the game.
Games even allow the general public to participate in
research by crowdsourcing data, a prime example of
which is Foldit, a game about folding proteins whose
results have real-life applications: its players have
been credited in research papers resulting from their
efforts within the game. In the future, we may see videogames being used to communicate in various areas
of knowledge, and to involve the considerable efforts
of game players in problem solving that benefits the
course of research.
If you would like to keep reading about
communication strategies that rely on imagination,
go to 5. If you would like to learn about
strategies that rely more on realism, go to 9.

9: VIRTUAL REALITY
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Virtual reality environments have been used for many
years for training, in aviation and medical professions,
for example. Recently, virtual reality has experienced a
resurgence in popularity, particularly for entertainment
purposes. Technologies have become more accessible,
both in cost and ease of programming, and that has led
to its increased adoption in many areas of knowledge.
Virtual reality environments can vary from realistic, in
the case of simulations, to fictional, as is the case of
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some videogames. However, unlike videogames, which
can be realistic or highly abstract, virtual reality tends to
rely on faithful reproductions of environments as a way
of creating immersion and empathy for the user.
This characteristic of virtual reality, the ability for users to become immersed in an environment, has the
potential to be used by researchers in different ways.
Museums have used virtual environments as a way to
give remote visitors the chance to tour their spaces and
collections from the comfort of their own homes. Virtual
reality is also commonly used as a tool to give access to
cultural artefacts and environments that have been lost
or lack accessibility. For example, the British Museum,
in partnership with Samsung, created an experience
which puts users into a virtual Bronze Age roundhouse,
complete with 3D scans of objects from the museum’s
collection. This experience made visible the lost details
of a period of time that often relies on imagination to
be conveyed, a visualisation which becomes easier with
virtual reality.
The same can be done with difficult to access contemporary spaces, such as war zones. Virtual reality is starting to be used in the creation of documentaries which
put audiences in the middle of what is happening, increasing their immersion in the story that is being told.
An example is Clouds Over Sidra (2015), a documentary that follows the life of a 12-year-old Syrian girl in
the Zaatari Refugee Camp in Jordan. The film follows
Sidra as she goes to school, to her tent, to a football
pitch; the audience is with her in every step of the way,
standing next to her, able to look around the environment in 360 degrees. By using virtual reality as a storytelling medium, documentaries like this foster empathy
with situations that can be far removed from the user’s
experiences.
In the near future, different kinds of researchers may
use virtual reality to immerse the public in scenarios
designed to communicate concepts and knowledge. In

history and heritage, virtual reality can be used to recreate lost heritage and show people what it was like to
live in the past. Virtual simulations can be used to teach
people about medicine, engineering, and other sciences, by conveying concepts in an audio visual, realistic,
and highly interactive way.
If you would like to read about unconventional
communication methods that do not rely on words
to convey meaning, go to 6. If you would like
to read about strategies that rely on words to
communicate, go to 7.

10: EVENTS
Events such as conferences and seminars are some of
the most traditional sites for communication between
academics. As social gatherings specifically organized
to respond to the need of researchers to disseminate
their work and network with colleagues, these events
tend to follow the same regular format. However,
through playfulness, they can be transformed into
more unconventional and engaging events, while still
retaining a focus on ideas and networking.
One of the most common strategies is using gamification, the creation of non-game experiences using
game elements, to enhance an event. Gamification
may take many formats, from a mobile application
that rewards attendees for completing certain tasks,
such as making new contacts, sharing content on social media or attending a presentation, to creating
custom games around the theme of the conference,
to simply making presentations more interactive and
engaging.
Although it is a festival, a format which in itself tends
to be more playful than conventional conferences,
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CounterPlay is an example of how playfulness can be
incorporated into the very fabric of a social experience around ideas, and its lessons can be applied in
the context of academic events. It demonstrates how
organizers can make use of imagination, play, fun, creativity, and interdisciplinarity in order to foster community building, cooperation, problem solving, fun,
productivity and creativity, within the events themselves. By experimenting with the event format in a
playful way, it positions itself as a prototype for a more
playful society.
Go directly to the Endgame.

beginning. How does reading this chapter change according to your choices? Do different aspects of playful communication strategies become more apparent
according to what you choose to read next?
The strategies included in this chapter are not
meant to be exhaustive, but inspirational, a glimpse
of playful possibilities for communication. Now, in the
endgame, it is time to ask: how would you, the reader,
add to this list? What possibilities can you see for the
future? Playfulness is a mindset that can be adopted
anywhere in life, and hopefully this chapter has encouraged you to incorporate it into your research
communication.

ENDGAME

20
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Playfulness is still marginalized in certain contexts,
and academia is traditionally a place that is slow to
change. However, it is more important than ever to
embrace playfulness as a strategy for research communication. When we communicate research playfully, we engage in the dissemination of ideas, while
creating new, previously unforeseen connections and
possibilities for interpretation. We reach more people,
both the general public and other researchers, as they
become involved with our investigations and knowledge production. Research can only benefit as it is
critically engaged with in a myriad of ways. We must
dare to be playful, inventive, creative, and fearless,
in order to present our research in the best possible
ways.
The branching reading path of Choose Your Own
Adventure means that, to encounter all the content,
you have to go through this chapter more than once,
making different choices to see all the possibilities.
On that note, you are invited to start again from the
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HUMAN
SPRING

STAND
OFF

PLAYED IN PAIRS

I frequently play a game called Stand-Off, before or
after Human Spring.

Stand facing each other, about arms length apart. Legs
slightly spread for balance. Arms up. Elbows bent.
Hands palms out.
On a mutually acknowledged signal, lean towards each
other without bending, until hands meet. Then push
against each other's hands so that both players spring
back to the upright position. It's kinda like vertical
push-ups.
Continue until you are filled with confidence at your
mutual abilities. Then step back a bit and try again.
And so on, a bit further apart each time, until you've
gone far enough, and you both are amazed at the combined length to which you can go in the name of fun.
Or you fall down.

Playing the two games, one after the other, gives people a great opportunity to think about the differences
between competition and cooperation, and how both
can lead to significant fun.

20
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It is conceivable that one could spring thus with three or
even four people more or less simultaneously.

It’s a competitive game, similar, at least in the position
players take, to Human Spring. And it frequently makes
people laugh. Like Human Spring. To play Stand Off,
two players stand facing each other, about half-arm’slength apart. They raise their hands so their palms face
each other – but are far enough apart so that they don’t
touch. Their feet are together. The object of the game
is to cause the other player to lose balance enough to
move one of her feet. It’s important to stress this point,
so that people don’t think that they are trying to push
each other or force each other. It’s all about relaxing
your hands just enough so that you make the other
player over reach.
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DEAR
FELLOW ADULTS
/ BY CARLOS BRICEÑO
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DEAR
FELLOW ADULTS
CARLOS BRICEÑO

W

e are gathered in this arena of life for various purposes. We are a
hodge-podge of nationalities, shapes, sizes and interests. Most
of us live in big cities or near big cities. We are students or workers or freelancers or unemployed. We have either found love
or are looking for love or don’t care for love. Some of us don’t
know what we want to do in life. Some of us drink too much or do drugs. Most of
us have had family members who have died in the past several years or are ill now.
Most of us tend to worry a lot about finances or about our futures.
We are adults, so most of us do not understand the power of being playful. We
live in the past or think about the future and forget about the present. We get so
caught up in the worries and the preoccupations of life that we forget to…

[Note to self: You are being way too serious.
This is a place to encourage playfulness, not to depress people.]

2
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Ok, so. A different approach this time…

MY FELLOW EARTHLINGS
– SPECIFICALLY THOSE
WHO LOVE TO
BE PLAYFUL

W

wanted more. During visits to the beach, adults treated sand as something to be stepped on or brushed
off, while we viewed it as castles waiting to be built.
We play-acted as princes and princesses and superheroes because we were not content to be ordinary.
We rolled down hills because we hated to stand still.
We rode our bikes in a never-ending quest for freedom – freedom from rules, freedom from the tyranny
of school, freedom from overbearing parents.
We didn’t settle for just playing games; we invented them, too. We played hard, but slept deeply – because we had lived during the day. We only saw today,
so we lived it, fully, with no reservations, with great
love, with the pure abandonment and playfulness of
puppies. Life was our sand box, our blank canvas. Life
didn’t exhaust us; we exhausted it. And so, at night,
when our heads hit our pillows, we slept the deep
sleep of those with no regrets.
When we were children, we clicked on all cylinders because we didn’t know any better. And now, as
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e have something in common: we
recognize, remember and tap into
what we were like as children,
that amazing time in life when the
world was full of possibilities and
nothing stopped our imaginations from exploding
across our minds like fireworks. We rarely walked back
then because only adults walked. We ran or skipped
because we were on missions: to discover wonder and
beauty and to uncover and trip over the mysterious.
We never failed. We just tried something else. We
fidgeted a lot. We loved to dance. We skinned our
knees. We liked to get our hands dirty. Bugs fascinated us. We liked to jump on top of puddles. We were
rainbows of thoughts and dreams, a kaleidoscope of
cool and fun and laughter. We boomed with supersonic bursts of soul-filled energy. We defied gravity with
our leaps and tumbles.
We asked question after question after question
because knowledge was like cotton candy: we always
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adults, we are overflowing with stuff that constantly
explodes our minds, such as knowledge, wisdom,
fears, worries, nightmares and responsibilities. How
do we access that playful spirit again?
Here’s how I do it. I relax. I smile. I focus on what is
going on now, in front of me. I ask questions. I try. I
don’t worry about failing. I do. I laugh. I invent. I figure
a way around the rules. I remember what it felt like to
ride a bike and feel the wind on my face. I notice the
sky. I watch the clouds for a while. I look around, with
awe, at what surrounds me. I allow myself to be vulnerable. I seek out humor – in myself and in others. I ask
more questions. I find what joy exists in the moment.
I daydream. I make others laugh. I make myself laugh.
But, most importantly, I remember.
I remember what a playful mindset meant to me.
It was my shield, my refuge. When I was a child, my
parents argued a lot. They were very unhappy with
each other. My mother was especially unhappy with
herself. She had been abandoned as a child by her
real mother, so the bonding love that all infants need
was not present in her life. As a result, she exploded
with anger a lot.
My two sisters had a room that they shared, while, I,
the youngest, had my own room. I often retreated into
this room, surrounded by books. Books that transported me to other places, full of adventure. I loved accessing my imagination to dream I was a superhero or
a character I had read about. I also developed a good
sense of humor, seeing and appreciating the absurd in
life. These playful sensibilities protected me and acted
as shield to the stresses I felt at home and within my
family. But, equally important, they also provided the
pathways for me to become a writer.
In my 20s, I hoped to make playwriting my career
and found the theater to be a home away from home
because of the playfulness that actors, writers and directors needed to make a play spring to life. I never

had the talent to become a working playwright, but
the lessons I learned during those years spent interacting with other theater lovers remind me of the value of being playful: for instance, the wonders of improvisation, which always rekindles in me the mindset
of a child because it is about staying deeply rooted in
the present moment, open to all possibilities, while
saying “yes, and…”
Now, as a journalist, I am constantly faced with a
blank page. I find that, when I adopt a playful attitude
toward creating, I open my mind to the glorious possibilities of what can exist on the page and in other
aspects of my life. So writing is not a chore for me. It is
pure joy. It is an adventure in what could be. It reminds
me of the hours I spent playing as a child because,
when I allow my imagination to become as wide as
the horizon, I lose track of time. I am immersed in
what is referred to as “flow” – a concept established
by psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, which points
to “optimal experiences” in a state of consciousness
where people are immersed in deep enjoyment,
heightened creativity and a total involvement with life.
One of the fruits of being playful is being in the state
of “flow,” and I am a big advocate and practitioner of
this state of being, because it leads to creative and
innovative results.
I love the act of creating so much that I love to be
an evangelist about it. Last year, I started teaching
middle school students how to be social innovators/
entrepreneurs. This upcoming school year, I will be
teaching middle school and high school students,
with the goal of starting an organization that connects
students from across the country to be social innovators for good. This time, I plan to incorporate LEGO
as a means to stimulate their minds into a heightened
sense of playfulness so that they have easier access to
innovative ideas. I want them to build prototypes with
their ideas using LEGO.
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LEGO inspires people to experiment, to
fail, to create, to tell stories – all of which
are necessary playful qualities to have
when learning how to become a social
innovator. I have found that the older
children get, the harder it becomes for
I like thinking
them to access their playful spirof the idea of the"playful
its. That is why I feel it is immindset."I know a lot of researchers
portant for me to inspire and
and those of the more psychological bent (not
coach them.
that they are personally bent, just, um, theoretically)
I strongly believe that
like to talk about the "playful personality." The
those of us who underidea of it being a mindset rather than a personality
stand how to access our
characteristic frees it up, acknowledges it as what I
playful sides are obligatlike to think of as a faculty, a capability, a way
ed to share this and to
of seeing and being and sensing, acting and
inject the world with playinteracting. Something central to our being,
fulness as an antidote to the
something inherent. A gift. A blessing.
seriousness and zombieness
/ Bernie De Koven
that constantly surrounds us
when we interact with most adults.
So here is what I propose: if you are
someone playful, share this mindset and
philosophy, in actions and words, with others so that they grow to understand how joy
and imagination and creativity and laughter and life
can all be heightened in ways that free and expand
“Man’s maturity: to have regained the
your minds and souls in the most delicious of ways.
seriousness he had as a child at play.”
Playfulness is the ultimate viral action. It’s contagious
and irresistible because it’s charming and fun and enAnything good or done well requires practice. So pracgaging, and it replicates a time period in our lives –
tice playfulness. Practice the art of being serious about/
our childhoods – when we were as free as snowflakes
while playing. In return, you will discover what children
gliding through the air.
realize very naturally: being playful doesn’t make life
Some of us, however, don’t remember how to acbetter – it is what makes us fully alive.
cess this mindset. So, for those of you who are shy
about being playful in public or with others, or don’t
remember how to easily access it, my advice is to
practice heeding the following words by the German
philosopher, Friedrich Nietzsche:
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EPILOGUE
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L IKE WE MENTIONED
IN THE BEGINNING,
THIS BOOK
DOES NOT MARK A
BEGINNING OR AN END,
BUT AN IN-BETWEEN...

W

e’re not just getting started, no,
things have been underway for a
long time, and the playful movement we’re part of, you and I, it
probably never ends. Your arrival,
however it may have come about, at this particular little
section does mean you have to come to the end - of
this book, that is. Maybe you’re happy that it’s finally
over, maybe you want more. Either way, we encourage
you to stay in touch with whichever playful thoughts
and sentiments you may have discovered while engaging with the book.

Wherever you are in the world, whatever life you live,
chances are we are kindred spirits with more in common than you might expect. What if those small steps
you’ve been taking were part of a shared journey?
We’re dreamers, oh yes, hoping for a big shift towards
a more playful world, and play opens up our imagination so we can see a different path. The big transformation, however, can only happen as a series of minor
changes, which, again, will only amount to anything if
we work together. To reiterate our plea from earlier,
we can only have real and lasting impact if we connect our individual and local efforts with the global
play community.
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Did you get inspired to think about something
differently? To approach a problem or a person
in a new way? Did you pick up on some of the
games and challenges? How can you light small
beacons, signalling to other playful souls near and

far; how can you create spaces for play in your
everyday environments; how can you put play on
the agenda?
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